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THE GRIST
VOLUME
XXX
Pwlblished by the-
SENIOR CLASS
of
RHODE ISLAND
STATE COLLEGE
KINGSTON
iOtQ^^
R. L
lelnofji Prratiifnt nf
StfnJir Sslmii S>me (flnUfgp
ianfi-19311
WrO one who, with steadfast purpose
^and undaunted aim toward the ulti
mate goal, has made this college, our
college, what it is and what it stands for
in the educational system of the State
of Rhode Island ; to one who has passed
the last milestone in a courageous and
well accomplished career ; to one who
has left with us ideals that will remain
immortal ; to Dr. Howard Edwards,
our beloved President, the Class of
Nineteen Thirty dedicates the Thirtieth
Volume of The Grist.
.y^^m^msmt>.
TffttlDf iEnntlf ffiiniiatrmii
Jn iipmnrtam
This hour of joy in the completion of our task is tempered with
sorrow by the recollection of one who, taken in the first bloom of
eager youth in the second year of our lives together, made life
worth while.
A brilliant athlete, an excellent student, and a friend whose pass
ing leaves us with a keen sense of personal loss, Victor Enoch Lind
strom, '30, who died on Februarj' 5, 1928, will live on in our hearts,
a friend always, as he was in life.
ffll(arIeB lifrtirg IfnUanJii
3n iMFmnriam
Let us not forget him who shared our four years together and
has gone to join the members of our Class Triumphant. His pass
ing, with his sunny disposition, ready helping hand, and quiet way
of life, leaves a gap in our ranks which can never be filled.
Admitting of no distinctions among those with whom he came in
contact, Charles Henry Holland, '30, was a brother to all who knew
him.
Died November Second, Nineteen Tzventy-Nine
Joseph Waite Ince, M.A.
Faithful Advisor to the Class of 1930
on the endless chain of
memories, to write another year in the
I-Iistory of Rhode Island State College,
is the aim of this, the Thirtieth Volume
of The Grist.
At the same time to make a mark
upon the staff of Father Time, the staff
that serves as a perpetual jogger of
memory, that will last until we, the
Class of 1930, meet again in the great
beyond. A mark that will get deeper
year by year as we look back upon these
four years soon coming to an end, four
of the happiest years of our lives, which
this book will attempt to serve as an
interpreter for.
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Walter E. Ranger, Pres., Com. of Education,
Zenas W. Buss, Vice-President
Robert S. Burlingame, Clerk and Treasurer
Thomas G. Mathewson
Charles Estes .....
Mrs. L. Mowry Schlestnger
Harry R. Lewis, Com. of Agriculture, ex-offi.c
CIO . . . Providence
Providence Co., Providence
. Newport Co., Newport
Kent Co., East Greenwich
Bristol Co., Warren
Washington Co., Charlestown
Davisville
THffiQlfi)IST
liONORABLE NORMAN S. CASE
Governor of Rhode Island
^^THt^tlST-^^
Governor Case^s Message
Wealth is the goal of most men. Some desire power, political or social; a few
want distinction in literature or art and a very few will be satisfied if they can do
some good in the world.
All of these objects are more or less interwoven, so that the inspirations of men
are multiplex, but they all can be summed up in the one word "success." They seek
to accomplish some definite thing in life, and to do so they will have to be both dili
gent and persistent. The quality that is most needed is steadfastness of purpose.
Many become discouraged just before reaching the point of achieving their purpose.
Harsh though the judgment of the world may seem to be, it is, nevertheless,
just. I suggest that you start out in life with right principles. You must be honest
and true in spite of all discouragements. A single lapse will destroy the good re[)uta-
tion you may have established, but if you remain steadfast to right principles you
either will succeed in your purpose or you at least will have the satisfaction of know
ing that you have fought a good fight. Chance plays its part in success, but those who
deserve and wdn it, strive, watch, and continue steadfast.
At Kingston you have laid a substantial foundation. The world is before you
and as you go out into it do not forget that Dr. Edwards has shown you the way to
your desired goal. His interest in you and this institution is deep. Steadfastness of
purpose has been his aim and that of his competent assistants throughout your years
here. I congratulate Dr. Edwards, the faculty, and this class upon the commendable
record made and entered upon the books of Rhode Island State College.
Norman S. Cask
Governor
Providence, R. I., April 2, 1930.
^,^\J/'''i=y
T;HIS book is different from theusual book that one finds on the
book-shelves of one's home. It is an
intimate and personal record of a cru
cial period in the lives of those now-
grouped together as Rhode Island State
College. In a sense we are all authors of
It In a sense we are the only readers the
book is intended to reach. It will be
stored away in the personal belongings
of the present group as they disperse,
and in the years to come it will be
^ M^^F^^^^^^^k ,J brought out to revive and rekindle mem-
J^. f^Bs^^^^^^^^ Mf^iJ^L "'''^^ ^^ ^'^^ individuals and the group""' iirii^B
JI5 Jl- ij.j,gj ajjj nioved in the earlier day.
But it will also renew the picture of
the college of the day when you zs}ere
the college. What will that picture be?
W ill it be merely a blurred succession
of petty occurrences suggested by indi
vidual faces as they pass in review ? Or
will it possess a unified coherency, begin
ning in a definite scheme of life and widening out into adequate mental and spiritual
growth and achievement? In the perspective of the years, will the small and petty
details fade out inlo a unified picture, characterized by dignity of outline, brilliant
with the colors of youthful friend.ships, and glorified with spiritual vitality and
meaning ?
The answer lies with us here and now. These characteristics will appear then
just in proportion as we now animate and inform our lives with them. That appears
fine and beautiful in retrospect to which we have given that which is fine and beauti
ful in ourselves.
"We'll cheer for the white and blue I" Well, in the years to come, will we ? The
strength of a college lies in the loyalty and love of its alumni. And that loyalty
and love spontaneous, eager, genuine is generated and maintained by steady mem
ories of a college life exalted by high endeavor and noble companionship.
Reader of Twenty Years from Now, as you go over the pages of this book maybeautiful memories of today glow in your heart ! may the twenty years roll awayfrom your shoulders, and may your lips once again with youthful enthusiasm "Cheer
for the White and Blue."
Howard Edwards
February 26, 1930.

THEQlfi)IST
Faculty
"Howard Edwards, A. iil., LL.D. Professor of Folit. Economy and Social Science
$K0;'I>K;<1)BK; A.M., Randolph-Macon College, 1876; Sludent, University of
Leipzig, 1877-1878; Student in Paris, 1878; Teacher, Bethel Academy, Va., 1878-1880;
Teacher, Bingham School, N. C, 1880-1882; Acting Principal, Bethel Academy, Va., 1882-
1884; Principal, Tuscumbia Academy, Ala., 1884-1885; Professor of linglish and Modern
Languages, Uiiiyersity of Arkansas, 1885-1890; Professor of English and Modern Languages.
Michigan Agricultural College, 1890-1896; LL.D., University of Arkansas, 1891; Leave of
Absence in France and England, 1891-1892; Entered upon duties as President of Rhode
Island State College, 1906; LL.D., Brovvn University, 1914; Vice-President Association of
Land Grant Colleges, 1921.
John Barlow, A.M. . . . Dean of Seience and Professor of Zoology
AY;OBK;*Kili; B.S., Middlebury College, 1895; A.M., Broyvn University, 1896;
Assistant Biologist, R. I. Experiment Station, 1898; Professor of Biology, Fairmount Col
lege, 1898-1901 ; Appointed Professor of Zoology, Rhode Island State College, 1901.
George Edward Adams, M.Age., Dean of Agriculture and Professor of Agronomy
<B K <6; P I K; B.S., Rhode Island State College, 1894; Student, Cornell University, 1897
and 1899-1901, Assistant in Horticulture, 1901-1906; Associate in Agronomy, 1906; State
Statistical Agent. U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1901 ; Appointed Professor of Agricul
ture, 1907; Appointed, Dean of Agriculture, 1917; Appointed Dean of Men, 1924. Fellow
A. A. A. Science, 1925 ; Director, E.-ctension Service.
Royal LinfieldWales, B..S.
Dean of Engineering and Professor of Mechanical Engineering
O K tD; A X A; B.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1902; Instructor, Massachu
setts Institute of Technology, 1902-1904; Instructor in Mechanical Engineering, North Caro
lina State College. 1904-1905 ; Assistant Professor Experimental Engineering, Univershy of
Tennessee, 1905-1908; Appointed Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1908; Dean of
Department of Engineering, 1909 ; Leave of Absence in Bureau of Standards, Washington.
D. C, on Carburetor Research, January 1 to September 1, 1921.
Helen Elizabeth Peck, A.M.
Dean of Women and Professor of English Literature
Z K; * K <I>; A.B., Wellesley, 1904; Principal Gilmanton Academy, 1906-1907; Vicer
Principal, South Kingston High School, 1909-1915; Instructor, Rhode Island State College,
1915; Appointed Assistanl Professor of English Literature, 1919; A.M., Brown University,
1924; Appointed Professor o English Literature, 1924; Appointed Dean of Women, 1926.
Andrew Jackson Newman, M.A., Ph.D.
Dean of Business Administration and Professor of Economics
Graduated State Normal School, Kirksville, Mo., 1908; Principal of Missouri State School
for the Blind, St. Louis, Mo., 1908-1910; .\.B., Washington University, St. Louis, 1910;
M.A., Uiiiyersity of Missouri, 1911; Principal of High School, Homer, La., 1911-1912;
Principal of high schools in California, 1912-1916; Assistant in Economics and graduate stu
dent, Stanford Universitv. California. 1916-1917; Teacher of I-Iistory and Economics in
Lowell High School, San Francisco, California, 1917-1919; Graduate Sludent, University of
California, 1917-1919; Appointed Flood Fellow in Economics, University of California, 1919;
Assistant Professor of Economics, University of Kansas, 1919-1921 ; Professor of Business
Administration and Head of Department, Roanoke College, Salem, Va., 1921-1922; Profes
sor of Economics and Head of Department of Economics, College of Commerce, Temple
University. Philadelphia, 1922-1923; Assistant Professor of Economics, University of Mary
land, 1923-1927; Graduate Student, Johns Hopkins University, 1924-1926; Ph.D., Johns
Hopkins University, 1927; Professor of Economics and Dean of Business Administration,
Rhode Island State College, 1927.
'^Deceased.
THflQfiaiST
Margaret Whittemore, B.S., A.M.
Dean ofHome Economies, Experiment Station, and Professor of Dietetics
B.S., Teachers' College, Columbia University, New York City, 1907; A.M., Columbia Uni
versity, New York City, 1920; Plead, Home Economics Department, Winthrop College,
Rock Hill, S. C, 1908-1911, 1913-1914; Head, Home Economics Deparlment, Salem College,
Winston-Salem, N. C, 1914-1918; Stale Home Demonstration Leader, Lexington, Kentucky,
1920-1923; Extension Worker, Cornell University, 1923-1924; Research Worker in Home
Economics and Professor of Dietetics, Rhode Island State College, 1926-1927; Dean of
Home Economics, 1927.
Basil E. Gilbert, Ph.D. . . . Director, R. I. Agr. Expt. Station
ZE: Undergraduate Course, McMaster University, Toronto, Canada; Lieutenant, Canadian
Infantry and British Flying Corps, 1916-1920; Postgraduate Work, McMaster University,
for the Degree of M.A., granted a Studentship by the Canadian National Research Council ;
President of Sludent Body, the University, 1919-1920; Chemist, Imperial Varnish and Color
Company, Toronto, 1920-1922; Instructor in General Science and Biology, Brandon College,
Brandon, Man., Canada; Student, University of Chicago, during the summer, 1920-1923;
Postgraduate Student, University of Chicago; Elected to Sigma Xi ; Fellowship and Scholar
ship, the University, 1923-1924; Fellowship, Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research,
Yonkers, N. Y., 1924-1925; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1925; Chemist, R. I., Agricultural
Experiment Station, 1925.
Marshall Henry Tyler, A.M., B.S. . . Professor of Mathematics
0 A X; O K 0; B.S., Amlierst College. 1897; Instructor, St. Marks, 1897-1899; Appointed
Master of Preparatory School, 1898; Appointed Professor of Mathematics, 1906; A.M.,
Brown Uiiiyersity, 1924; Athletic Committee, Rhode Island State College.
Samuel Harvey Webster, B.S. . . Professor of Civil Engineering
Z A E, O K O, Z W; .\.B., Waynesburg College, Pa., 1893; Instrucior, Jackson High
School, Mich., 1894-96; Instructor, Washington Stale College, 1896-1903; Student Leland
Stanford Univershy, 1903-1904; B.S.. University of Illinois, 1906; Instructor in Civil
Engineering, Oklahoma State College, 1907; .'-Vppointed Professor of Civil Kngineering, 1907;
Athletic Conimittce.
Herman Churchill, A.M Professor of English and History
B0n;OK'I);<IiBK;TKA: A.B., Syracuse University, 1894; Summer Sessions.
Chautauqua, N. Y.. Chicago University; A.M., University of Wisconsin, 1902; Instructor,
High Schools of N. Y., Wis. and III., 1894-1903; English Department, Northwestern Uni
versity, Evanston, III., 1903-1907; Head of English Department, Southwestern College, Win
field, Kan., 1907-1909; Head ,,t English Deparlment, Nebraska Wesleyan University 1909-
1912; .-\ppointcd Professor of klieioric and Composition, 1912; Professor of English and
History, 1921; Faculty Adviser, $ Z 1925.
Charles Carroll, Ph.D., LL.B., A.M.
Professor of School Lazii and Administration
* B K; A.B., Brown University, 1898; LL.B., Harvard Law School, 1901; Admitted to
Rhode Island Bar, 1901; A.M., Brown University, 1913; Ph.D., Brown University, 1915;
Instructor, Rhode Island Normal School, 1916; Assistant to Rhode Island Commissioner of
Educalion, 1916; Deputy State Director of Vocational Education, 1919; Professor of School
Law and Administralion, Rhode Island State College, 1919.
William Anderson, M.S., A.M. Professor of Physics and Electrical Engineering
Z H; * K iB; B.S.. Kansas State Agricultural College, 1898; Assistant in Mathematics
Kansas State Agricuhural College. 1899-1902; Instructor in Physics and Electrical Engineer
ing, Kansas State Agricultural College, 1904-1906; M.S., Kansas Stale Agricultural College
1906; Instructor in Physics and Electrical Engineering, Michigan College of Mines 1906-
1912; .^.M., Cornell University, 1911; Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering^' 1912-
1919, Michigan College of Mines; Appointed Professor of Physics and Electrical Engin
ing at Rhode Island State College, 1919; Honorary Member, AXA.
THS^iilST^^
John Everett Ladd, M.S.A. . . . Professor of Animal Husbandry
0 X; A Z; B.S., New Hampshire State Cohege, 1913; M.S.A., Purdue, Ind., 1917; Ap
pointed Professor of Animal Husbandry, Rhode Island State College, 1918.
Joseph Waite Ince, M.A Professor of Chemistry
O K W; A.B., Brown University, 1902; M.A., Brown University, 1904; Instructor in
Chemistry, Brown University, 1902-1904; Instrucior in Chemistry, Denison University, 1904-
1905; Demonstrator of Chemistry, McGill University, 1905-1908; Professor of Agricultural
Chemistry, North Dakota Agricultural College, 1908-1919; Agricultural Chemist, North
Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station, 1908-1919 ; Appointed Professor of Chemistry and
Head of Chemistry Departmenl, 1919.
Henry Louis Jackson, M.S. . . . Professor of Industrial Chemistry
A Y; B.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1905; M.S., Hamilton College, 1909;
Instructor, M. I. T. ; Assistant Professor of Chemislry, University of Kansas ; State Chem
ist of Idaho; Overseas Service in Sanitary Corps, V. S. Army; Appointed Professor of
Industrial Chemistry, 1919.
Mrs. Lillian L. Peppard, M.S. . . . Professor of Domestic Art
B.S., Michigan Agricuhural College; M.S., University of Chicago; Assistant Professor of
Domestic Science and Domestic Art, Michigan Agricultural College, 1906-1913; Associale
Professor of Household Arts, Michigan Agricultural College, 1913-1918; University of
Chicago, 1916-1917; Member, National Council of Omicron Nu, 1913-1915; Secretary,
Michigan Home Economics Association, 1913-1917; Member, Michigan State Executive
Board of Red Cross, 1916-1918; .Assistant Professor of Home Economics, Rhode Island
State College, 1918-1920; Appointed Professor of Home Economics, Rhode Island State
College, 1920.
Harold W. Browning, Ph.D Professor of Botany
0X;<EiKO;ZS;rA;C[lZ; B.S., Rhode Island State College, 1914; Appointed Assist
ant in Botany, University of Wisconsin, 1914-1916; M.S., Univcrsily of Wisconsin, 1916;
Fellow in Botany, University of Wisconsin, 1916-1917; Instructor in Botany, University of
Wisconsin, 1919-1920; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1920; Appoinled Professor of
Botany at Rhode Island State College, 1920; Nationally-Appointed Adviser to 0 X.
George Holland Baldwin, B.S. Professor of Teacher Training in Agriculture
Supervisor, Public Schools of Rhode Island; B.S., Rhode Island State College, 1915; Prac
tical Work with Dairy Herd, Dexter Asylum, Providence, 1915 ; Animal Husbandman,
Extension Service, E. I., 1917-1919; Instructor in Agriculture, Colt Memorial High
School, Bristol, R. I., 1922-1923.
Grace Catherine Whaley, B.E. . . Professor of Teachers' Training
Professor of Teachers' Training in Home Economics, R. I. Normal School, 1909 ; Elemen
tary School Work, 1909-1911 ; Student, Columbia University, 1911-1912; Instructor in Home
Economics, Providence Technical, 1911-1923; B.E., Rhode Island College of Education,
1923- Appointed Professor of Teachers' Training in Home Economics, R. I. State College,
1923.
Frank William Keaney, A.B. . .
Instructor in Chemistry and Physical Director and Coach
<E B K; A.B., Bates College, 1911; Sub-Master and Instrucior in Science and Mathematics
and Athletic Director, Putnam, Conn., 1911-1912; Sub-Master and Instructor in Science and
Mathematics and Athletic Director, Woonsocket, R. I., 1912-1917; Instructor in Science and
Athletic Director, Everett, Mass., 1917-1920; Appointed Coach and Physical Director and
Instructor in Chemistry, Rhode Island State College, 1920,
Howland Burdick, B,S Assistant Professor of Dairying
P I K- BS Rhode Island State College, 1896; Appointed Assistant in Agriculture and
Farm Superintendent, 1896; Appointed Instructor in Agriculture, 1900; Appointed Assistant
Professor in Dairying, 1906.
p^^THf^flST^^^
Thomas W. Freeman, B.S., Captain, U. S. Army
Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Commissioned Second Lieutenant, June, 1917; Commissioned First Lieutenant, June, 1917;
Captain of Inf., July, 1920; Camp Forrest, Georgia, 1917-1918; France, July 5, 1918, 6th
Division; Returned July 2, 1919; Camp Grant, 111., 1919-1921; Camp Benning, Georgia, 1921-
1922; Instructor Connecticut National Guard, 1922-1926; Panama, 1926-1929; Commandant
of R. O. T. C. Unit at Rhode Island Slate College, 1929; Silyer Star Citation for distin
guished service in France.
Laura Edith Andrews, B.S., A.M. . . Professor of Home Economies
B.S., Teachers' College, Columbia University, 1916; A.M., Teachers' College, Columbia
University, 1926; Instructor, University of Toronto, 1916-1917; Head of Home Economics
Department, Rockford College, 1918-1919; Head of Home Economics Department, Hood
College, 1919-1921; Professor of Foods and Nutrition, Alabama Stale College, 1922-1926;
Professor of Home Economics, Winthrop College, 1926-1928; Appointed Professor of Home
Economics, Rhode Island State College, 1929.
John C. Weldin, Ph.D Professor of Bacteriology
ZAE;a)A<S;*AY; ZW; B.S., Iowa State College, 1916; Ph.D., Iowa State College;
Professor of Bacteriology, Rhode Island State College, 1927.
Ulmont W. Holly, A.B., First Lieutenant, U. S. Army
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics
A.B., Harvard University, 1917; November 27, 1917, Commissioned 2iid Lieutenant of
Infaniry from Plattsburg Training Camp; Served in 42nd Infantry, 12th Division, 1917-
1918; 1918-1920, Served at Camp Upton, N. Y. ; 1920-1923, at Panama; 1923-1924, with
18th Infaniry at Fort Slocum, N. Y. ; 1925-1926, l.aFayette College, Assistanl Professor of
Military Science and Tactics; 1927, at Infantry School, Ft. Benning, Ga. ; 1928, with Ulh
Infantry, Ft. Strong, Mass. ; Appointed to Rhode Island as Assistant Professor of Military
Science and Tactics.
Frank Hartwell Bills, B.S. . . Assistant Professor of Mathematics
B.S., New Hampshire College, 1910; Appointed Instructor of Mathematics, Rhode Island
State College. 1910; -Appointed -'\ssislanl Professor of Mathematics, Rhode Island Stale
College, 1917; President, R. I. Mathematics Teachers' Association, 1923-1924.
Calvin Lester Coggins, B.S.
Assistant Professor of Physics and Electrical Engineering
B.S., Rhode Island State College, 1907; Graduate Work, 1907-1909; Assistant in Physics,
Ohio Stale University, 1909-1910; Assistant in Physics, Dartmouth College, 1910-1912;
Instructor in Physics, Stevens Institute of Technology, 1912-1914; Appointed Assistanl Pro
fessor of Physics and Electrical Engineering, 1914; Associate Member of American Physi
cal Sociely ; Faculty Adviser to tp B X.
J. R. Randolph, B.S. . . . Acting Professor of Civil Engineering
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute; Former Instructor at George Washington University;
Former Specialist in Publicity Work at U. S. Bureau of Standards.
Mabel DeWitt Eldred, B.S Assistant Professor of Art
B.S., Rhode Island Stale College, 1895; Appointed Instructor in Drawing, 1897; Rhode
Island State College.
Herbert M. Emery, B.S. . . . Instructor in Zoology and Geology
B.S., Massachusetts Agricultural College, 1920; Graduate Work, M. A. C, 1921, and Cor
nell, 1922; Assistant in Botany Deparlment, M. A. C, 1920-1921; Inslruclor in Zoology and
Geology, University of New Hampshire, 1921-1926.
THt^tlST^^^
Ralph Eugene Brown, S.M. Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
$ K $; B.E.E., Northeastern University, 1922; S. M. in E. E., Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 1925 ; -Assistant Instructor in Physics, Northeastern University, 1920-1921 ;
Assistant Instructor in Drawing, Northeastern University, 1921-1922; Instructor in Mechan
ical Engineering, Northeastern University, 1922-1923; Instructor in Graphics and Mechan
ical Engineering, Tufts College, 1923-1924; Instructor in Descriptive Geometry, North
eastern University Summer Sessions, 1921-1927; Appointed Instructor in Mechanical Engi
neering al Rhode Island State College, 1925; Appointed Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering at Rhode Island Stale College, 1927; Associale Member, .American Institute of
Electrical Engineers.
Leslie A. Keegan, B.S. . . . Assistant Professor in Agronomy
PIK; B.S., Rhode Island Slate College, 1919 ; Graduate Student and Instructor in .'Vgronoiny,
University of Maine, 1920; Appointed Instructor in Agronomy, Rhode Island Slate College,
1920; Extension Agronomist, 1925; Assistant Professor in Agronomy, 1926.
George B. Durham, M.S. . . . Assistant Professor of Horticulture
Z E; $ Z; B.S., Connecticut Agricuhural College, 1919; M.S., Connecticut Agricultural
College, 1921; Instructor, C. A. C, 1920-1922; Graduate Assistant, University of Wisconsin,
1922-1924; Instructor, C. A. C, 1924-1929; Assistant Professor of Horticulture, Rhode Island
State College, 1929; Member of A. A. A. S., Botankal Sociely oi America, Geneticists
Interested in Agricullure.
Dr. Theodore E. Odland, V.S., M.S., Ph.D Agronomist
V.S. and M.S., University of Minnesota; Ph.D., Cornell Univershy; Former Professor of
Agronomy and Assistant Agronomist at University of Minnesota; Associate Professor and
Associate Agronomist at University of West Virginia.
Frank F. Archibald . . . Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Apprenticeship in Machine Shop, Edinburgh, Scotland, 1894-1900 ; Staff Engineer, Crighton
Institution, Dumfries, Scotland, 1900-1903 ; Engineer, Victoria Flour Mills, Glasgow, 1903-
1905; Supervisor of Electrical Work, Sl. Leonard Engineering Works, Edinburgh;
Appointed Instructor in Mechanical Engineering, Rhode Island Stale College, 1920.
Mrs. Winifred M. Keaney, A.B. . Instructor in Physical Training for IVomen
AB., Bates College, 1911; Undergraduate Assistant in Physical Training at Bates College,
1910; Taught Settlemenl-FIouse Work, Buffalo, N. Y., 1911; High School and Playground
Work, Alton, N. H., 1912-1913; Assistanl Principal, Palmerton, Pa., School, 1913-1914:
Appointed Director of Physical Education for Women, Rhode Island Slate College, 1921.
George Warren Phillips, A.B Instructor in English
AB Princeton Universitv, 1917-1918; U. S. Field Artillery in France one year; Instructor,
Hamburg High School, N. J., 1920-1922; Appointed Instructor in English, 1922, Rhode
Island State College.
Frederick D. Tootell .... Instructor in Physical Training
Bowdoin College, 1923; Tufts Medical School, 1923-1924; Mercersburg Academy, 1925-
1926; Instrucior in Physical Training.
Franz Karbaum ..... Instructor in Modern Language
Graduate, Normal Department of Northwestern University, Watertown, Wis., 1883; Four
State Preparatory Schools Teaching Experience; Twelve Years of Service, Massachusetts
Civil Service Commission, as Chief Inspector and as Assistant Chief Examiner.
Crawford Peckham Hart, B.S. Instructor in Poultry and Extension Specialist
B.S., Rhode Island Slate College, 1913 ; Assistant to Farm Superintendent, State College,
1913; Farm Manager, Manville, R. I., 1914; Instructor in Agricullure and Farm Manager,
Riggs School, Lakeville, Conn., 1916; Principal, Waterbury High School, Vt., 1921; With
Federal Board for Vocational Education, Veterans' Bureau, 1921-1926.
Stanley W. Hetherington, B.S. . . . Instructor in Cheinistry
B.S., McGill University, Montreal, P. Q., 1926; Graduate, Royal Military School, N. S.;
Graduate, N. B. Normal School and Vermont Normal School ; Principal, Windsor, Barton,
Simsbury Grammar Schools.
Robert Rockafellow, B.S. . . Instruetor in i
Wharton School of Business Administralion, University of Pei
in Business Administration at Rhode Island State College.
'usiness Administration
nsylvania, 1925; Instrucior
Everett P. Christopher, B.S Instructor in Horticulture
BiS;$K'5; TKA; B.S., Rhode Island State College, 1927.
Elizabeth Stillman, B.S. . . Instructor of Institutional Management
Z K; (I> K 4); B.S., Rhode Island Slate College, 1920; Postgraduate Course in Dietetics,
Penna. Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa.; Chief Diethian, Columbia Hospital, Wilkinsburg, Pa.,
1921-1923; Manager, Edgar Thomson Club House, Carnegie Steel Co., 1923-1925; Dietitian,
Mercersburg Academy, Mercersburg, Pa., 1925-1926; Dietitian, Union League, Philadelphia,
Pa., 1926.
Alice R. Miller, B.S.
A X Q; * B K; B.S., Un
Instructor in Bacteriology
Agricultural College, 1929; In-
istructor in English
!ty, 1924-1925; Psychi-
n English, Rhode
Instructor in Business Administralion
University, 1929; Accountant, 1919-1924; Inslruclor,
Elizabeth Webster Smart, A.B.
A.B., Brown University, 1925 ; Assist;
atric Social Work, New Hampshire Sl
Island State College, 1927-1928.
Mabel E. Dickson, B.S.
B.S., School of Business, Columbia
Rhode Island State College, 1929.
Edson Irwin Schock . . . Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
College; 1 year. University of Washington, Seattle, Mechanical Engineering; 4 years,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Naval Architecture; Chief Draftsman
Co-Rim-Co Corp., Louisville, Ky., 1921-1924; Draftsman, Meiigcl Co., Louisville, Ky 1923-
Teacher, Technical High School, Springfield, Mass., 1924-1927; Draftsman, Holmes & San
born, Heating S: Ventilating Engineers, Los Angeles, Calif., 1927; Rhode Island State
College, 1928,
Samuel A. Howes, A.B., A.H
A.B., Bowdoin College, Magna 1
ant in Biology, Bowdoin, 1923-1924; Teaching Ai
Instructor in Botany
Laude, 1925; A.H., Harvard University, 1927; Assist-
1 Botany at Harvard, 1925-1928,
TLLip E. Douglas, A.B., Ph. D. . . Professor of Modern Languages
A.B., Harvard, 1912; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1929; Assistant Professor of Eng
lish, Lycce Banyillc, Morbus S'Allie, France, 1912-1913; Assistant Professor, James Milliken
University, 1913-1914; Instructor, University of Penn., 1914-1916; Assistant Professor, U. S.
Naval Academy, 1916-1920; Head of Language Department, Bulkeley School, New London,,-,, ,o. .. , .,
j|,|.^ University of Penn. Charter School, Philadelphia, 1924-
versity of South Carolina, 1928-1929.
TH^leasT
Experiment Statioe StaflF
Howard Edwards, A.M., LL.D.
Basil E. Gilbert, Ph.D. .
Theodore E. Odland, Ph.D,
John C. Weldin, Ph.D.
Robert H. Learmonth, D.V.M
Andrew E. Stene, M.S.
Roger B. Corbett, Ph.D.
John B. Smith, B.S.
Margaret Whittemore. A,
Berenice Neil, M.S.
F. R. Pember, M.S. .
H. F. A. North, B.S.
S. Chester Damon, B.S.
Frederick K. Crandall, B
Waldo L. Adams, B.S.
Frank S. Schlenker, B.S
Alice R. Miller, B.S.
Donald E. Frear, M.S,
Nathaniel Helme
President of the College
Member ex officio
Director
. Agronomy
nmal Breeding and Pathology
n Animal Breeding and Pathology
. Pomology
Agricultural Economics
Head of Chemistry Division
Home Economics
Assistant in Home Economics
Assistant in Plant Physiology
Agrosiologist
Assistant, Field Experiments
Assistant, Field Experiments
. Assistant, Chemistry
. Assistant, Chemistry
iiiiual Breeding and Pathology
Assistant Chemistry
Meteorology
Extension Service StaflF
Howard Edwards, A.M., LL.D. .....President of the College
Member ex officio
George Edward Adams, B.S., M.Agr.
Director, and ^State Leader in County Agent M'^ork
Lorenzo Foster Kinney, Jr., M.S. . . . "^State Leader in Cluh Work
Sara Elizabeth Coyne, B.S. . *State Leader in Home Demonstration Work
William H. Wood, B.S. . . '\County Agent, Northern Rhode Island District
Sumner D, Hollis . . . iCounty Agent, Eastern Rhode Island District
Ralph S. Shaw . . . \County Agent, Southern Rhode Island District
Specialists
John Everett Ladd, M.S.
Howland Burdick, B.S.
Crawford Peckham Hart, B.S.
Leslie Arthur Keegan, B.S.
Everett P. Christopher, B.S.
Animal Husbandry
Dairying
Poultry Husbandry
Agronomy
Fruit
*In co-operation with United States Department of Agriculture.
fin co-operation with United States Department of Agriculture and Farm
Bureaus.
In Departini
Now, while the Future beckons.
Backward we bend our gaze,
Over the nights of laughter ;
Over the gladness of days.
Hours that for tis, now, are over.
Sped years that come not again.
Memories that bring fo Ihc porting
A sadness akin to pain.
Loath are we now to leave it
Wisdom's familiar face.
We turn; we follow the Future,
For linger here we must not.
Behind us the past with its pleasure
Before us zve know not what!


TH^tlST
senior
M.4RTIN- MCCU
Martin McCue .
B.\RBARA F. Thompson
Susan L. Brucker
Horace C. Kreinick .
Frances Wright
Prof. Joseph W. Ince
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
. Faculty Advisor
In the life of Rhode Island State College, the Class of 1930 is about to enter its
record of fine achievement which our members have made for our Alma Mater.
Scholastically, our class has maintained a standing which it might well be proud of.
Beside this, our class also provided fine leaders for extra-curricula activities.
Fair play and sportsmanship have always characterized Rhode Island athletic
teams, and aside from the manly spirit which our class has upheld, it gave to our
Alma Mater one of the best football teams our College has ever had.
Our social functions have been successes in all respects, the Soph Hop and
Junior Prom adding much to the dignity and esteem which our College enjoys
throughout the state.
During our brief stay in Kingston we have made friendships which we will
always cherish and hold dear. Plowever, we are now passing one ot the milestones of
life. In the days to come, may we meet w-ith the same measure of success that has
characterized our College life, and thus bring honor and glory to our Alma Mater.
THiQI]IST
Frederick Stephen Ackroyd, AXA
Providence, R. I.
"Ack," "Fred," "Scoop" Business Administration
Baskethall (1, 2, 3, 4); Captain (1 and 4); Basehall (1, 2. 3, 4);
R. I. Club (3. 4); Class President (3); Junior Provi Committee;
^-Idvertising Manager. Rhode Island State College Players; Ec
onomics Clnb (1,2,3,4).
Fred, better known as "Ack," has played a rather important
role in the activities of Rhode Island since 1926. On the court as
a pivot man, he has endeared himself to the student body through
his ability to get the ball and put it through the hoop. As a pitcher
on the nine, his ability to get the ball by the batter in the pinches
has won many games for Rhode Island. He has not confined his
activities to the sports alone, but has played a prominent part as a
journalist in putting the college before the public. On social com
mittees and as a class officer, he has shown his worth.
Always of a cheerful and pleasant disposition, Fred has made
innumerable friendships during his four year.? at R. t.
illt.^m Anderson, AXA
Pawtucket, R. I.
Business Administratic
Introducing Andy, our congenial classmate from Pawtucket.
.A.ndy came to Rhode Island in guest of knowledge, and what he
doesn't know, about Business Administration, is not taught at
Rhody. Walt has participated in all sorts of activities, and has
made an enviable record as a student, athlete, and a darn popular
boy. We all wish him the best of luck in whatever he decides
to do.
JamesWilliam Armstrong, I^ A E, O K <!>
Providence, R. I.
"Jimmie" Agriculture
Beacon (1, 2, 3, 4); Campus Editor (3): Editor (4); Grist;
Track and Cross Country (1, 2, 3, 4) ; R. I. Club (4) ; Aggie Clnb
i1. 2. 3. 4); Pres. ft); Intcr-coUegiate Livestock Judging Team
(2. 3): R. O. T. C Baud (J, 2); Sergeant (2); Scholastic Honors
f 1) : Infcrfraternily Basketball.
Jim, the editor, president, judge, athlete, and honor student
one sees at a glance how versatile he is. Perhaps he is best known
as editor of our weekly paper. "The Beacon." His activities are
varied and numerous at all times, even including Co-education
in his Senior year.
Jimmie's jokes and witty replies are a continuous source of fun
and enjoyment for his associates. He is always busy as shown
by the list of his activities and the fact that he has worked his
own way besides, One may wonder how he has time to do so
many things well. One of the secrets of his success is that he can
apparently sleep through an entire lecture and yet absorb it all
THKQiaiST
George Ellis Arnold, O ^
Wakefield, R. I.
"George" Electrical Engineering
Elect. Eng. Society.
When George came to Kingston four years back, from "down'
the line," "Rhody" was gifted with one of those rare personaliti
in which gentleman and student are combined. Realizing his abil
ity, one is not surprised that he is so successful in his colleg<
work, although most of his leisure time is spent in "tickling thi
ivories" for a local orchestra, or playing "private secretary" [
the South Kingstown High School.
In addition to all this, he still finds sufficient time to act
"guardian of the bath-house" at the Pier during the summe
months, and "swing a mean racquet" when the occasion demand;
Our sojourn with you has been one of utmost pleasure, and i
is to our advantage to have you as a friend.
"jE
Gerald Edward Bean, Z A E
Kingston, R. I.
Chemical Engineering
; Cau , (4) : TrackCrass Cmmti-y (1, 2. 3, 4); Caplaii
1 1 2. 3): R. O. T. C. Band (1. 2): R. O. T. C. (3): First Lieu-
II ml (4): Rifle Team (1. 2): Orcliestra (1, 2): R. 1. Club
I 4): Kingston Players (2. 3) : Cltein. Society (1, 2, 3).
Had Kipling lived today, Jerry's educated underpinniiig.s
would have tieen more than sufficient inspiration for another
famous bit of poetry, not this time entitled "Boots," but "Legs."
In short, he has been getting wonderful training for a future
career as a Mail-man by being one of Mr. Tootell's mainstays on
the Cross Counlry Team. He is always in the best of spirits. Even
when he is miming, he has time to smile down (down is used
ad\i5edly) at any whom he chances to pass. Of him, we may say,
a la Chesterfield," in Kingston its College, in Cross Country
Rita Fra.mces Bergin, X n
Waterbury, Conn.
"Rit" Wittiest Girl Home Economics
l-reslmmi Banquet Committee: Clee Club (3): House Pres
ident (3, 4): iVay Day (2, 3); Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4j.
Here is the girl with the sparkling Irish wit, who, with her
irrepressible good nature has made numerous friends on both
sides of the campus. But why the sudden interest m week-cndmg
in Providence? - , . ,-
Rita is very fond of leaching (?) especially demonstrating
left handed butlon-holes. . . j . i .
As to her future plans, Rha is keeping those m the dark, but
whatever they may be, we wish her the besl of ;
THflQl@rST
Tom
Christine Bishop, H K, O i
Providence, R. I.
: Economics
Plockey (1, 2, 3): Women's Studenl Council (2. 3, 4); Sec
retary-Treasurer (2): Vice President (3): President (4): Assist
ant Manager Girie Basketball (3): Manager (4): News Staff
Sophomore Beacon (2): Chairman Social Coiiimiltec Y. W. C.
A. (2): Junior Hat Commillee (3): Y. W. C. A. Cabinet (2):
Delegate W. S. Councd. Storrs. Conn. (2): Wateniille, Maim
(3): Pianist, Commenccincnl Play (1. 2): Glee Club (4): Phi
Delia (3. 4): Home Economics Clnb (1, 2, 3, 4): May Day (1, 2,
3): Cliainnan of Jiinior-frosh Picnic.
Who is it wc have seen in the midst of our social and athletic
activities the past four years? To be certain it is our Tommy I
It is she who is always ready lo accept responsibility and in the
end portrays ingenuity, which is unsurpassed by her classmates.
Tomniie's friendliness and generosity are extended to all who
are in need, which makes her one of the popular members of
Rumfo:
i Brand, Z K, O A
, R. I.
Home Economics
Besl Dancer
Most Versalde
Freshman Banquet CommUtee: Sophomore Hop Cominillee
Junior Prom Commillee: .May Day Festival (2, 3. 4) : Glee Club
(2, 3. 4): Soph Beacon, Assistant Edilor of Co-ed Beacon (2, 3)
Pin Delta (2, 3, 4): Properly Mistress (4): Freshman Reception
Committee (4): Chairman Phi Delta Play and Dance (4), ill
Editor Grist Board (4); Home Economics Club (1, 2, 3, 4).
"Best Dancer," "Mosl Versatile!" The senior class certainly
knew whereof it spoke when it placed these titles on Brandic.
Bobbie Brand and dancing are almost synonymous. Her scholas
tic record has been an enviable one, and with her ability as an
artist, she holds a unique position, for her inspiration has been
the source of the many posters she turns out for every social
event. She is equally competent at the tea table or ferreting out
properties for Phi Delta lo say nothing of manufacturing
sporting goods. (Remember those "B" jerseys?) We have a
feeling Bobby is going to duplicate her successtul college career
) the\ rid. We will be watching yo
Susan Louise Brucker, A Z
Westerly, R. I.
Sue, 'Sammv" General Science
Temiis (3): Baskethall (1. 3, 4): Vigilance (4): Debating(2) : Debate Councd (4) ; Class Seerelai-y (4) ; Chemislry Society
12,3,4): Cliem.J.ab. Association (3).
Sue is a Chemist through and through and for this reason
is a god-send to the struggling Frosh and Sophs. Of course youwill understand, she is not entirely business-like, and not at all a
grind, for you'll find her at nearly every social function and
her love of fun is a welcome addition lo all our activities. On the
basketball floor her good work in the center court helped theSeniors beat those snappy Freshmen.
Her good nature, pluck, fairness and personality will carry
seldom attemptedin her chosen
THflQIfilST
William Joein Callahan, A T F, 0 K O
Fall River, Mass.
"Bill," "Cal" Mechanical Engineering
M. E. Sociely (3, 4); Junior Prom Committee (3); Militarv
Ball Committee (4); Officers Club (3, 4); R. O. T. C. Corporal
(2), Sergeant 3, Lieutenant (4); Student Council (4).
"Bill" comes from Fall River, but that's about the only thing
that anyone can hold against him. His undoubted success as a
math student soon won him recognition and as an assistant in the
math department he has won the gratitude and respect of the puz
zled Frosh. No one could ever call "Bill" a co-edder, but he has
had "affaires de coeur" though of a flavor somewhat foreign to
Kingston soil, which have, nevertheless, been watched with con
siderable interest by his collegiate cohorts. Well, the best of
luck "Bill 1"
Eve Gertrude Callanj
Pawtucket, R. I.
Ho
Cilcc Club (2, 3. 4} ; Commencement Play (1); Home Econom
ics Cluh; Class Basketball (3, 4); Manager Baseball (2) ; House
Secretary (2); Secretary Glee Chtb (3); Class Hockey (2, 3,4);
Baseball (1. 2, 3); Plouse President (3, 4).
"A Jolly little fellow is he" and a jolly little girl is Eve!
Smilingly, she entered college and smilingly she leaves. Ever
brightening the way for her fellow-students, Eve has won a place
in our hearts forever. She has been active in all sports and has
willingly done all jobs assigned to her. That she will be success
ful we are quite confident.
Our best wishes go with you, Eve.
Edmund Dante Cappucilli
Warren, R. I.
"Ed" "Cappie" Business Administration
Best Dancer
Most Collegiate
Freshman, football; R. 0. T. C. Band (1, 2); Corp (2); Stu
dent Band (3); Track (1, 2, 3, 4); Draviafics (3, 4).
Cappie was a business man before he entered college, as anyone
who has submitted to his tonsorial treatments wdl testify. In
fact, Ed is Pridy Rawdon's only rival in the art of "a shave and
a haircut." His activities however, prove that work and play are
the atoms that make up the molecule of success. The greatest of
luck to the "model collegian" of our class !
"Et"
Esther Peabody Cary
Bristol. R, I.
Ho ' Economics
Hockey (2. 3); Chairman of World Fclloxvship of Y. W. C.
A.; Glee Club (2. 3); Hou.'tc President (4).
There goes "Et," who is one of the blonds of the class of '30.
She is a member of the Dish-washing gang of South Hall. The
dishes move mighty lively, so we know "Et" to be a rapid worker.
Our classmate is a good student as shown by her fine record.
Home Economics and Bacteriology have claimed "Et's" atten
tion. Her future is as yet undecided, but we feel sure it will
Arthur Louis Catudal, ^ B X
Providence, R. I.
"Cannon," "Skii'per" Civil Engineering
Foolhall (1, 2); Track (1. 2. 3); Orcheslra (I); So{^hovwre
Hop Committee (2); Junior Prom Committee (3); Student
Council (2); Polygon (3, 4); C. E. Sociely (1, 2, 3, 4).
"Cannonball," the impersonator, humorist, and scholar, lays
further claim to versatility through the development of original
scientific and mechanical ideas.
Art's ability to personify anyone, his eccentric character, mold
ed together with his scholarly way, has enabled him to make a
host of friends. Needless to say "Cannonball" is a member of
the combination of "Catudal and Mainelli Inc.," originators of
many a humorous remark.
With the above qualities in mind, we can't help predicting a
successful future. "Sail on Skipper!"
George Rittenhouse Champlin
Kingston, R. I.
i'^ii General Science
R O I C (1, 2, 3. 4); Sergeant (3); Captain (4); Military
Ball Committee (4); Kingston Players (2, 3, 4); Treasurer (4).
^George is well known to all of us as the able assistant at the\^dlage P O and he can sure juggle the mail bags, packages or
letters Bemg Post Master he also knows about all the doings of
our local town. He is also well known to many Frosh and Sophs
as a stern and stalwart Captain in the Army. Fierce and loud are
the cominands that he barks at the careless Frosh.
But above all, George shines brightest as a chemist, and we
may expect to see our old classmate's name in Who's Who as one
of the great chemists of our generation.
Ralph Burdick Cornell, O
Westerly, R. I.
"Hawk" Civil Engineering
Officers' Club (3, 4); Military Ball Committee (3); C. E.
Society (2, 3, 4); Baseball (1); frack (2, 3, 4).
"All the world loves a lover," applies to this gentleman.
"Hawk's" interest in his fellow-men and their doings always has
been apparent to those who really know him and appreciate his
natural aptitude for helping others. Furthermore, so intense is
his love for sport that he is never able to speak above a whisper
following any exhibition of Coach Keaney's athletes. At the
present writing, we have been unable to learn whether it was his
good dancing, his gentlemanly manners, or his ever-present op
timism and cheerfulness that first attracted Florence.
Henry James Cragan, P I K, T K A, <t> I^ <I>
Mystic, Conn.
JOS',
" "Ckege" Business Administration
Best All-Round Most Versatile
farsilv Football (2, 3, 4); President, Men's Student Council
ftj; Presidcni, Lecture Association (4); Tau Kappa Alpha
(3. 4); Scholastic Honors (3, 4); Scabbard and Blade (3. 4);
Officers' Club 3. 4: Economist's Club (2. 3, 4); R. I. Club (2. 3.
4): Phi Kappa Phi (4).
Henry James, and his last name is Cragan! But who would
liavc guessed it, for while at Rhody he has had no other "handle"
than good old "Joe."
This Versatile Youth, as he was voted by the Senior Class,
i:UYit has lived up to his name. He has come out on top in all his
undertakings. In his Senior year he proved his athletic ability by
his startling performances on the gridiron. Scholastically, he has
done well enough to have Phi Kappa Phi honor him with their
invitations, and socially, he is one of the most popular men on the
campus, being liked by all.
Everyone wishes "Joe" success and wonders how they v/ill
greet him next year; as a Lieutenant of Aviation, or Captain
of Industry.
Elmer Eliot Davenport
Roslindale, Mass.
"Elm," "Wan Civil Engineering
geant (3) :Football (1, 2, 3); First Lieutenant (4); First S
Corporal (2); Scabbard and Blade; Officers' Club.
Elmer hails from the big city of Roslindale, of which :
is a suburb, and is another mainstay of Lanza. When he landed
here in Kingston four years ago, his hearty laugh and uncanny
wit immediately became known to Eds and Co-eds alike. Due to
his congeniality and earnestness of purpose,
'
1 the Engineering world when he leaves us in Ju
Good luck, Elmer.
THl^^IST
Donald Keith Davidson, 0 X
Brockton, Mass.
"Don," "Rajah," "Du-Dab" Business Administration
Rope Pull (1); Freshman Football (1); Freshman Track;
Varsily Football (2, 3, 4); Varsity Track (2, 4); R. L Chtb
(2, 3, 4); Scc.-Trcas. R. L Chtb (3); Soph Hop Committee:
Junior Prom Committee; Military Ball Committee (4); Charr-
man, Commencement Ball Committee; Officers^ Clnb (3, 4); Glee
Club Orchestra (2, 3, 4); Interfraternity Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4);
Polygon (4).
There goes "Rajah," the big boy of our campus. Tall! Hand
some ! Exquisite ! And talk about versatility, there is nothing
that he can't do and do well. Gridiron or track, he is an artist.
Go to any dance and if he isn't there tooting the meanest sax
that you ever heard, he is head of the music committee. "Don"
has made college worth while by taking the Engineering course
as well as Business Administration. Just talk to "Don" and
proclaim, as we all have done, that he is onr conversationalist,
superb.
Joseph Raymond Davis, A X A
Warren, R. I.
Civil Engineering
Football (1. 3. 3, 4); Baseball (1); Track (2); Rope PuU
(1); Glee Club (1, 2. 3); Phi Delia (2. 3, 4); Property Man
ager (4); C. E. Society (2, 3, 4); R. L Club (4): Soph Hop
Committee; Soph Picnic Covimltlee; Junior Prom Committee;
Polygon (3); Managing Editor of Grist.
Here we have Warren's contribution to the class of 1930 and
Joe has certainly put Warren on the Kingston map, in every
line of endeavor. He is a student, athlete, and all around good
fellow, as can readily be seen by his long list of activities. If
Joe enters into his profession with the same tenacity and dil
igence that he did as an engineer at Rhode Island, we feel sure
that he will be a success, and we wish him the best of luck.
Alexander De Pari
Providence, R. I.
General Scit
Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4); Football (1); Bible Class (2, 3); Biol
ogy Society (3, 4).
"Lefty" is our jollie^t of the jolly. Knowing his own capabil
ities, he soon found out that most things arc "easy" or at least
could be accomplished "one hand." He was an ardent devotee
of sports, both indoor and outdoor. The hardest man to beat in
the former, he was also quite well known as a baseball and golf
player. We take our hats off to the man who can go one week
without Italian cooking and still retain his sympathetic smile.
THffi^^IST
Genella Mary Dodge, A Z
Bridgeton, Maine
"Gene," "Citron" Home Economics
Studenl Council (1); Y. W. C. A. Delegate to Maqua (1):
I'ai-sily Basketball (2, 3, 4); Varsitv Basketball Captain (4):
Class Debating (1, 2): Class Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4): Class
Here is our famous Home Eccer from Maine, and can she
cook ! Besides excelling in purely domestic arts. Gene has been
our mainstay cenler on the varsity Basketball team ever since
she towered above the opposing center in her freshman year.
.A.n athlete, a master cook, and a number-one sport!
Gene's future intentions are unknown but we do know that
New Jersey holds a strong interest for her.
Howard Andrew Droitcour, <I> M A, $ K 3>
Edgewood, R. I.
"Howie" Mechanical Engineering
Mosl Brilliaul
Mo.ll Scholarly
.Scholastic Honors (1, 2, 3, 4): PId Kappa Phi (4): Captain
l-rcdiman Debating Team (1); Inter-fraternily Debates (1, 2);
l-i-,-sliinan Track (1); Sophomore Class President (2): Soph
ll.,p Committee (2): Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4): Assistant .Manager
l2. 3): Maimgcr 4: Varsity Track (2, 3, 4): R. I. Club (2, 3,
4): Inlei--fi-alei-nity Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4): Mechanical En-
qineci-ing Sociely (2. 3, 4); Secrelary-Ti-easm-er (4): DeMolay
Clnb (1. 2. 3, 4); Vice-presidenI (2): President (4): Junior
Prom Committee (3): Officers' Clnb (3, 4): Lienlenaiil R. O.
T. C. (4): Military Ball Committee (4): Polygon (4).
Howie needs no introduction to us, as he has made an enviable
record at Rhode Island. While at R. I. State he has not con
fined his attentions to any one phase, and he has been successful
in all endeavors. We fee! confident that he will make good our
belief that he is most likely to succeed. Good luck, Howie, and
may you succeed as an engineer as you have at Rhody.
Cl s'ce Leonard Elmstrom,
Eden Park, R. I.
Applied Science
'cat Society (3, 4); Biological
"Bill," "Elky"
Track (1); Foothall (2); Che:
Society (3, 4); Rope PiiU (1).
"Bill's" motto has been "Don't let it worry you." Ilh pleasant
personality and ever-willing desire to help others has won for
him a host of friends.
Bill is an athlete ol no mean ability. When he entered
"Rhody" four years ago, he brought -with him the distinction of
having won the New England Amateur Bicycle Championship.
His bicycling career has kept him from performing on the grid
iron, the diamond, and on the cinder path, where he is equally
at home as he is on the board track of a cycledrome. Some day
we hope to hear of "Bill" as a great botanist or perhaps a sec
ond "Clarence Chapman." "Bill" has gone to^ all of our social
events and his profound weakness for the fairer sex is shown
by his many trips to Providence to see his fair one.
'
luck to you wherever you are and whatever you pur-
THfi-Q^fi)IST'
"Mi:
Michael Joseph Eaell
Providence, R. I.
General Scie
Track (1, 2); Cross Country (1, 2); Chemical Society (1, 2,
3. 4); Treasurer (4); R. O. T. C. (1, 2).
Technical High School endowed us with this winning youth
in the year 1926, and he has continued to be a source of constant
pleasure to us during his four years sojourn here at Kingston.
His studious habits and decorous demeanor are not the best of
criteria to judge his personality by as we, who know him, have
found him congenial and entertaining at all times. We can wish
you no more than a future of luck and prosperity as a chem
ist, "Mike."
TiBOE Martin Fark.-vs, Z A E, O A
Linden, N. J.
"Tib," "Tmiiv" Business \dministration
Phi Dehta (1. 2, 3. 4); Ghe Club (2); R. I Slate College
""
Manager Freshman Basketball (3), Sophomoie
lit Ice 'st Club.
Here he is, "Tib," the most original entertainer hadmg from
the State of mosquitoes- Never is he satisfied with the general
trend of affairs, and always devising new thmgs and doings
Many are the humorous tales he tells of his experiences as an
ordinary seaman, running to Panama or E^ypt
With his never failing wit, he has sailed through college
gathering a host of friends. Always ready to lend a helping
hand to anyone in need, he has smoothed the road for man>
Always a loyal supporter of the Saturday night dances he has
turned to support the system of Co-education. Luck to you,
"Tib," and may life ever be a calm sea with fair winds.
Charles Edward Flaherty, PIK
Barrowsville, Mass.
"Charlie," "Nick" Business Admin
Scabhajd and Blade; Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4); Captain (4); Foot
hall (3 4) Officers' Cluh (3, 4); Vice President (4); Ecoii-
omislsCtub (2, 3. 4); R. L Cluh (3, 4).
Charhe rates as one of the outstanding athletes of our class.
\n>one who saw this lightweight halfback weave through the
Conn Aggies' defense last November, can testify that it was a
real triumph of ability and brains over bra'wm. His ability on
the diamond is also shown by his being captain of the varsity
and the club's leading hitter.
Scholastically he has done extremely well as is shown by his
success in instructing his fellow students
' - - -
army he has gained an enviable record as ;
socially, well, Charlie's quiet and unassuming
accomplishes great things with the "fairer sex."
In short, this youth's well balanced combination of personal
ity, ability and a host of friends are sure to carry him to a well
THffiQI;IST
Forest Stanley Frankland, B 0
East Providence, R. I.
"Joe Pos," "Ben" Mechanical Engineering
Freshman Debating Team; Debating Society (1, 2, 3, 4);
Mechanical Engineering Socicly (2, 3, 4).
Starting off with a bang upon entering college and setting a
record for four years that will not be equaled for a long while
to come, Joe graduates with the distinction of being the first one
to obtain a B.S. in Co-eding at Rhode Island.
His debating activities were just a side-line as he resei'ved his
real talent for use in the "Sessions" over which he ruled wilh
.Jo. > impi upon or repla'
upon the market.
one and only "Joe
William John Gaidys, A T F
Nashua, N. H.
Chei al Engn ring
Freshman Football and Da^seball; Interfraternity Basketball
(2. 3); Chemical Society (1, 2, 3, 4).
New Hampshire sent us this quite pensive youth, but his
geniality has won for him many strong, enduring friendships.
Economically speaking, he was one who derived the optimum
returns by mixing his studies and pleasures in the proper pro
portions. His pleasures did not include the West side of the
campus, but it is believed that it is only because he is a faithful
one, and yet who knows?
Well "Pop," your sojourn here has been a pleasant one no
doubt, and we hope it will continue to be so as you step into the
Chemical world. Here's luck to you.
Roland Alphonse Gick ac, Z A E, $ A
"Ro," "Gi(
'
"Frog" Eng
Freshman Baseball (1); Sophomore Hop Committee (2); Phi
Delta (3, 4); Property Manager (4); C. E. Society (3. 4).
Treasurer (4); Fraternity Basketball.
"If at first you don't succeed, try, try again" would certainly
be an appropriate motto for Ro.
"Gig" started with the class of '28, but like many others he
made the mistake of mixing too much social life with his educa
tion. The result was that he had to join the school of hard
knocks to prove that he was capable.
If persistency and stick-to-it-tiveness are any indications of
one's success, then we have no fear of Ro making a place for
himself when he leaves us to go out in the cold, cruel world.
Fifty-om
THfflai;@iST
Alexander Smith Gle
Newport, R. I.
Midg A.i ex" Mechanical Engineering
1/ E Society (2, 3, 4); R. O. T. C; Lieutenant (4).
\lex better known as Midg because of his abbreviated height,
hails from the southern portion oi "The City by the Sea." His
fertile imagination and Scottish sense of humor in story telling
hi\e been sources of huge enjoyment to his fellow classmates.
His abilit\ and originality in the mechanical Hne has secured
1 )i hnn the name M. I. T. Midg, while not an honor student,
his Lxpci icnced no real difhculty in passing his courses and of
Ulc has de\ eloped a taste for literary and cultural subjects.
I or Midg WL can predict a bright future because of his pleas
ing personality; his ability to make quick judgments and stand
behind them ; and his natural aptitude for anything mechanical.
Lawrence Gorton Greene
East Greenwich, R. I.
"Lakuv" Electrical Engineering
F. E. Society (3. 4); Student Branch. A. I. E. E. (4).
This quiet unpretentious young man is none other than iiir
"Larry," who came to us from Providence Tech. When Larry
acquired all the knowledge that was possible at Tech., he de
cided to study the technique of formulae juggling in the "E. E.
course and Co." He is a serious and conscientious worker.
Larry has shown himself capable, not only in overcoming those
"sweetish 6 A. M. dreams" to catch his train for Kingston, but
has successfully coped with his various courses.
Although singing is his hobby, Larry will not broadcast over
any radio stations, but will continue in the engineering line, in
which he will no doubt make his fellow-workers sit up and
(4.}
Asi...._.
bull (3)
J
Wendell Dawley Henry, O M A
West Warwick, R. I.
General Science
:h Football (1) ; Track (IJ; Glee Club (2, 3); Polygon
biology Society (3. 4); Fraternity Basketball (1, 2, 3);
nt Manager Basketball (2); Freshman Manager Foot-
i to us from way up in West Warwick, to gain a
laiowledge of bugs and animals and has made an enviable record
in all of his studies. Furthermore, Joe has a keen sense of
humor which enlivens the party wherever he goes. His activ
ities show that he is a leader and his genial personality has won
for him the admiration and well-wishes of his classmates and
everyone that he has met.
We wish you the best of luck, Joe, in whatever you may i
in the future.
Leroy Harlan Hersey, Z A E, O K O
No. Waterford, Me.
"Roy" Agriculture
Track (1. 2, 3, 4); Cross Country (1, 2. 3, 4); R I Club
(2, 3. 4); Aggie Club (1, 2. 3, 4); Vice-President (2) P,esi
dent (3); Program Committee (4); Aggie Bawl Committee
(2. 3, 4); Chairman (3); Dairy Cattle Judging Team (2)
General Livestock Judging Team (3); Grange Agncultmc
Scholarship (2.3); Honms (3); Fraternity Basketball (3 2 3 4)
"Roy" came to Kingston from the Pine Tree State and hke a
tall pine, he has forged his way up above his classmates to wm
success in many lines of college activity. He is one that belie\es
that earnest endeavor always means success in the end He has
worked hard, studied faithfully, given his best in Varsitj ath
letics, and as a faithful Aggie has greatly furthered the cause of
agriculture here at Rhody. His natural ability and persistency are
"Al,"
Alhert Braman Higgins, <I> M A, <& A
Providence, R. I.
Electrical Engineering
E. E. Society (3. 4); R. O. T. C. Band (2, 3); Corporal (3);
Phi Delta (2, 3. 4); Assistant Stage Manager (2); Stage Man
ager (3); Sludent Branch, A. I. E. E. (4).
Quiet, unassuming "Al" screens his Edisonian efficiency under
a veneer of nonchalance that causes one to surmise that he is a
mere "man about town" instead of what he is in reality, an ear
nest worker in the province of electro-dynamics. "Andy's" theo
ries have been so well tested at many of our major dances and our
weekly movies that "Al" has won a state-wide reputation as a
Projectionist, Producer, Electrician and Decorator.
Yes, "Al" is cognizant to the fact that R. I. is a co-educational
institution. His fiery red chariot is both useful and ornamental
and never deviates from a set course about our campus.
_We predict a full measure of success for "Al" in that up-to-the-
minnte branch of "E. E." known as the "talkies."
1:
Norman Higginson, A A ^
Pawtucket, R. I.
HiCGiE," "Buggek" Civil Engineering
Track (1, 2, 3); C. E. Society (3. 4); Secretary. C. E. Soci
ety (4).
t have been z ;of r"Higgie's" everlasting pep and i
ment during his four years with us, and as a result, many of us
will greatly miss the smiling shorty from the bigger of the twin
cities, Pawtucket. Let us revive again those late arrivals at
Lanza's 8 o'clocks, after a hurried journey down the boulevard.
And, of course, we recall his earnest endeavors under Coach
Tootell's careful tutelage to conquer those 10 low hurdles.
There are other things that could be brought to mind, but let
us close with this fitting sendoff : "Success for the Short."
theQsI^ist
"Hi:
r Brown Hindley, O Z
Pawtucket, R. I.
Electrical Engineering
(3, 4); Foothall (1); Basketball (1); TrackE. E. So
(I); Interfraternity Basketball (2, 3, 4).
Four years ago Rhody was graced with the acquisition of
"Hink," and Pawtucket's loss was Rhody's gain. "Hink" made
himself prominent in athletics in his first year, in track, football
and basketball, but the next year he became a commuter and in
dulged only in track railroad track. He still continued his
activity along a scholastic line and we wish him every future
Bon Voyage, "Hink."
Richard Willis Howes, A A ^
Springfield, Mass.
"Dick," "Sahib," "Lovkr" Mechanical Engineering
Most Original
Freshman Football (1); Freshman Track (1); Varsity Foot
ball (2, 3. 4); Captain (4); Varsitv Track (2, 4); R. /. Club
(2, 3, 4); Soph. Beacon; R. O. T.'C. Band (1. 2); First Ser
geant (2); Polygon (3); Polve/on Representative to Interfrater
nitv Conference (3); M. E.'Society (2, 3, 4); Fraternitv Bas
ketball (1. 2, 3, 4); Advertising Manager of Grist (4).
"Who's that coming down the street? Who's that looking"
sorry girls, but you can't have him. He's a one-girl man and
you haven't a chance. As a football captain, as a student, and
on campus, Dick has proven himself a really fine leader. Equally
at home, whether rounding Connecticut's right end, or throwing
thermo for a loss, he has won his way into our hearts with his
smile and good-natured manner. We are sure he will go just as
blithely and gaily through the successes of hfe. May we take
time out to n^ish Ruth and Dick all the happiness in the world.
Clarence Elisha Hoxsie, P I K, I' A
Providence, R. I.
ACK," "Aggie" Agriculture
'eshman Football. Track; Rope Pull; Phi Delta (1 2 3 4)-
^c Manager (3, 4); Treasurer (4); Agcjie Club (3, 2, 3. 4);
-President 3; DeMolav Club (1 2. 3); Treasurer (2); Vice-
:idcnt Masonic Clnb (4); Sergeant R. O. T. C. (3)- Lieu-
>i! (4); Soph Hop; Aggie Bar.vl CommUtee (1, 2, 3. 4)
tary Ball Committee (3, 4); Officers' Club (3. 4).
all found a friend indeed.
claimed a great deal of Clarence'^s" attention, 'vet what would the
back-stages of Phi Delta do without the encouraging word and
nlling, helping hand of Stage Manager. Aggie, DeMolay,^ "^ '"' have all come in for their share in the busy
.'ill be his we know, for Clarence is harboring
L desire for further study and his master's degree.
and R. O.
Fifty^four
theQIi^ist
Joseph Katz
Providence, R. I.
Joe General Science
Chem. Society (3. 4); Track Squad (I, 2); R. O. T. C.
Band (2),
Hello, "ambitious youth," "big boy" and "little man!" These
are a few of the greetings one receives from our Joe. Such ex
pressions plus his understanding personality and character have
attracted many friends. Being of such nature, Joe found more
joy in helping others than in doing any other one thing. Truly,
many found him a comforter and an inspiration.
Ambitious himself, it was rare when one found him without
anything to do. Either the laboratory, library, or athletic field
claimed his time.
Has Joe an ideal? He certainly has. He is striving to be-
Best of luck, little man!
Matthew Edward Kearns, Jr., PIK
Chicopee Falls, Mass.
"Matty" Electrical Engineering
Best All-round Athlete
Fresliman. Football, Basketball, Baseball; Varsity Football
(2. 3. 4); Varsity Basketball (2, 3, 4); Captain (4); Varsitv
Baseball (2, 3. 4); Captain (4); Student Council (3); Polvqon
(3. 4); Beacon. Board (1, 2, 3); Editor Frosh Bible (4); Editor-
in-Chief of Grist (4); R. I. Cluh (2, 3, 4); E. E. Society (4).
Massachusetts has often bequeathed to Rhode Island a man
who has proved himself to be an athlete, or a man who has stood
first in studies, or a man who has excelled in the social life of
Kingston, but with the arrival of Matty Kearns, we received a
well-balanced combination of all three. In regards to athletics,
Kearns has the distinction of being Rhode Island's one and only
three-letter man. He also proved himself to be a student of no
mean ability by conquering the E. E. course in four years, and
finally in his Junior year he turned his HEART and footsteps
owards the western side of the campus, and became the bright-
cial light i Kir
Congratulations, Matty, and may your ; i contmue I
Dorothy May Kenyon, A Z
West Kingston, R. I.
"Dot," "Dottie" Home Economics
May Day (J); [Lome Ec. Club (L 2. 3, 4).
For almost four years, Dot has been numbered among the
commuters, and each morning through rain or shine, she has
chugged up to Davis in her chariot. But commuting has not
kept Dot from making many friends and she is usually found in
the center of a laughing, giggling group.
Her activities have not been numerous, but of course "there's
a reason." Yet we notice that Dot can generally be seen at all
al functions, both great and small. Again "there's a
thk5^ist
Eli Kramer, A E H, O K O
Providence, R. L
Chem istry Society (2, 3, 4); Phi Kappa Phi (4).
Possessed of a characteristic sense of humor and a congenial
nature, "Ely" always made his presence known and won many
friends on the campus. "Little Ely," known as the best Chem
istry student at Rhodj', is bound to make himself famous in
Chemical circles. His achievement in this field at Rhody has
certainly given him a good start toward filling the shoes of some
eminent chemist. Ely is determined to discover the properties
of the unknown elements of nature.
Our "chemist" intends to further his study at Brown Univer
sity and we wish him the best of luck.
Horace Carlin Kreinick, A E H
Brockton, Mass.
"Horse" General Science
Maomging Edilor, Beacon (4); Treasurer Class, 1930 (4),
President Chem. Society (4); Feature Editor, Beacon (3). Sec
retary Chem. Society (3); Junior Prom Committee (3) \eus
Staff, Beacon (1, 2); Frosh Cross-Country Team (1); Honoi ^
(L 2); R. O. T. C. Corporal (2); Inter-fraternity Basketball
(1, 2, 3, 4); Chem. Society (1. 2, 3, 4); Junior Liat Commit
tee (3).
How one of the shortest members of the graduating class e\ci
acquired the misnomer of "Horse" is a mystery even to his
closest friends. However, what he may lack in stature is more
than compensated for by an abundance of ability. Not only as a
He intends to take up graduate work at one of the leading
colleges in the East and we may hope to hear in the future from
nur highly successful chemist, "Horsey" Kreinick.
Harry Z. Lawton, B >
Newport, R. I.
"Fish"
Economist Club, Interfraternity Basketball.
Harry, better known to those who live with him as Fish be
cause of his monopoly on the fish business in Newport, has
changed considerably since his debut at R. I. as a freshman.
Coming here as a quiet and unassuming youth, he has acquired
:es which are the downfalls of
the hands of a strong
. taste for devilment and the ^
3^ many college students. But vices i
linded man are but playthings, and fo
anything but prosperity and happiness in his
Best of luck, old i
Ik through
THIST^
Charles John Lazarek, A A W
Providence, R. I.
"Jigs," "Jicger," "Laz" Mechanical Engineering
Mosl Popular
Besl Natured
Done .Most Far R. I.
Rope Pnll 1 1): Captain: Football (1, 2, 3, 4): Captain (4):
ascball il. 2, 3. 4): Studenl Council (1): Polygon (3, 4):
,-,-.dd,-,il {4): M. E. Society (2, 3, 4); Vice President (3):
rcsidcnl (4J: R. I. Club (2, 3, 4): President (4): Class Trcas-
-er (3): Junior Prom Committee.
"Jigs" has old R. I. fighting spirit which has won him suco
both in athletics and studies. As a born leader, one has but
look at his list of activities, "leaders all," and judge for oiiest
As for his ability along other lines one has but lo recall his
tempts at co-edding, and here, as in everything, "Jigs" si
did succeed.
Francis George Lee, A A W
Providence, R. I.
Fk.xnk, "Mavor" Business .Administration
Best Dressed Man
Most Likely to Succeed
Rape Pull (1); Track (1, 2): Football Squad (1): Inler-
l,alci-n,ty Basketball (1): Economist Club (1, 2, 3): President
',4i Officers' Clnb (3, 4): 1st Sergt. R. 0. T. C. (3): Adjutanl
,4): lsl Carps Area R. O. T. C. Rifle Team at Camp Perry,
Ohio, 1929: Polygon (4).
Frank the business man, par excellence, of the campus for the
past three years, decided to abandon his practical business career
for one in the field of economic theory. He, by means of his in
domitable will, succeeded in this with a rare degree of success.
Although being no honor student, he has done creditable work
and proved his knowledge of busii
retical, many times. To him, succe
Ruth Heathcote Lee, A Z, $ A
Providence, R. I.
"Chim Lee"
'
General Science
Best All-round Athlete
Mosl Versatile
Class Hockey (1, 2, 3): Class Basketball (1, 2, 3): Captain
B B (1, 2): Varsity Basketball (2, 3): Vice President of Ath
letic Association (3): Class Debating (1, 2): Manager ami Sec
retary of Debate Conned (2): Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3, 4): Del-
eqale to Maqua (1, 2): Chairman of Maqua Conference (3j:
Vice President Y. W. C. A. (3); President of Y. W. C. A. (4):
Biological Society (3, 4): Vice President of Biological Society
(3 4)- Tennis (1, 2); Phi Delta (2, 3): Student Councd
(2, 3, 4): Soph. Beacon.
Would you like to meet an active young lady? Well, here's
Chin Lee. Whether she is canoeing, fishing with Dr. Potter,
playing the fJke, conducting Y. W. C. A. Meetings, mopping up
the Gym floor, or collecting Botany specimens with Jimmie, she s
there. Chin can talk anyone into anything and is always there to
help one out.
THtQffi)IST
Edith Tucker Littlefield, Z K, O A
Wakefield, R. 1.
' Dedie" Home Economics
Commencement Play (1): May Dav (I. 2): Home Economics
Club (1, 2. 3, 4): Coach of Phi Delia Play (3, 4): President of
Panhellenic (4): Glee Club (3. 4): Chairman Play-reading Corn-
mill , Phi Delta (4): Chairman Panhellenic Dance (3): Junior
P,oi Commillee (3); Junior Week Play (2): Rhode Island
Mat, College Players (4); House President (4).
Many times has Dedie caused much merriment as tbe result of
some of her amusing interpretations, which she never for one
moment laclcs. Her pleasing personality and whole hearted spirit
Itave been two requisites of her popularity on campus. Indicative
of ber more serious tendencies, is her list of activities which
reveal a wide interest and desire lo boost her Alma Maler. We
feel sore thai you will meet wilh success in whatever you
undertake.
Hunter Lono, O L
I'awtuckct, R. I.
"Ed" Electrical Engineering
Football (1. 2): Track (1, 2, 3, 4): Officers' Club (3, 4): E. E.
Socicly (2. 3. 4): Rope Pull (I): R. O. T. C. (1, 2, 3, 4): R. /,
Ctub {3, 4): .Sergeant (3): Lieulenant (4).
Four years ago "Ed" took his leave from Pawtucket to enter
Rhody ior better or worse. Ed has the distinction ot being one
of the tallest boys in the college. His pleasing personality and
good nature have won him many friends, especially of the fairer
sex, and his faint heart will undoubtedly win him a fair lady.
Perhaps that is because lie devoted his time to athletics ; never
theless he has shown tliat lie came here for belter, and we hope
in leaving thai the world i!l receive him, just the same. We feel
sure thai Ed w-ill succeed in whatever he undertakes, and our best
wishes go with him
Texas McAndrews, T. K.
Providence, R. I.
Home Economics
Mosl Beautiful Co-cd
Besl Dressed
Vigiliin Committee (2, 3):
lorne Ec. Club (3):
-
4): Glee
Ass'l Trcasnier Class (1, 2):
Home Ee. Club (2, 3, 4); Vice I
President Home Ec. Club (4); HoiLic Presi
Club (4); Secretary Lecture Association l4).
"To know her is to love her" and those who know Texas can
fully appreciate this. A list of adjectives best describe our class
mateloving, sincere, stately, generous, quiet, beautiful all
these contribute to the outstanding characteristics ot Texas. She
has been active in all campus affairs, doing her bit generously.Although never practically interested in athletics, Tex has made
up for this by her artistic ability and work in the home economics
line. Ever kind, ever helpful, ever encouraging we are con
fident of her fut
Julian L. MacKenzie, P I K
Westerly, R. L
"Mac" Civil Engineering
C. E. Society (3, 4).
Beneath an unassuming exterior this lad has a huge store of
keen Scottish wit, which has proven to be a great source of enter
tainment during his four years at Kingston. Of old South County
stock and hailing from yon hamlet of Westerly, he appeared in
our midst some four years ago and all who know him have en
joyed his stay with us.
He has constantly been present at all social functions and his
racy grey roadster knows the way to the Connecticut College for
Women by heart. We know that Mac's industrious and hard
working nature will serve him in good stead when he begins to
put into practice Pa Webster's C. E. theories.
Martin Patrick McCuf., E A E, O K O
New London, Conn.
"Mac," "Pat" General Science
Football (1. 2, 3, 4); Beacon (1. 2, 3); Interfraternity Basket
ball (1. 2, 3, 4); Rope Pull (1); R. L Club (2, 3. 4); Vice-Pres
ident A. A. (2); Scholastic Honors (2); Soph Hop Committee;
Junior Prom Committee; Chairman Junior Flat Committee;
Polvgon (3. 4); Secretarv (4); Biology Society (4); Class
Treasurer (2); President (4).
Four years of football and election to Phi Kappa Phi is a win
ning combination. It is also an unusual and difficult success to
attain. Yet "Mac" has won this and many other honors while
taking an outstanding part in numerous activities. Popular with
everyone, his ability as a leader was twice recognized by the class.
Ill his Sophomore year, "Mac" was elected class treasurer, and
finally, the class demonstrated its supreme confidence in him by
election to the presidency as a Senior.
Just as we have placed our confidence in him in 1930, so in the
vears to come, we expect to find the members of the class of '30
confiding in Dr. McCue. We are sure that "Mac" will lead in his
chosen profession as he has led during his four years at Rhody.
Catherine Estelle Mackay, X Q, * A. 5' K $
Auburn, R. I.
"Kitty Hon
Best All Around Woman
Best Natured
Most Respected
Done Most for R. L
Class Basketball (1, 2. 3, 4); Varsity (3, 4); Ca-ptai-n (4); Phi
Delta (1, 2, 3, 4); Executive Conimiltee (3); Student Council
(2, 3. 4): President Vigilance Comm-iltee (3); Vice President
(4)' Class Vice President (2, 3); Home Ec. Club (I. 2, 3. 4);
Junior Week Plav (1. 2); Commencement Play (3); May Day
(1) R. I. Stale Collciic Plovers (3, 4); Sophomore Hop Com
mittee; Junior Prom Committee; Scholastic Honors (2).
Vim, vigor, and vitality; that's our Kitty, one of the best
known co-eds with activities in inverse proportion to her size.
Dramatics have usurped much of her leisure time, but athletics,
scholarship, and social activities have suffered in consequence.
The future is uncertain, but whatever Fate holds in store, we
know that Kitty will come through smiling.
^iJ:?
THflQlfi)IST
Almon Bingham Machanus, PIK
Pawtucket, R. I.
"Sakdv," "Mac"
Chemical Society (1, 2, 3, 4).
Our Sandy hails from none other than Pawtucket, the home of
players, good and bad. However, Mac doesn't indulge in
national pastime or in any other sports for that matter, but
plugs along at his studies and experiments. He has aspira-
s along chemical lines and somewhere, someone is .going to
a hardworking conscientious chemist, Ihough they don't know
e are sure that he will push aside all obstacles in the
rid as he has here at Kingston.
Hugo Raymokd Mainelli, ffi B X
Providence, R. I.
"Bubbles" Civil Engineering
Freshman Football: Track (1, 2): ,Cross Counlry (2) - C E
Society (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Sergeant (3) ; Officers' Club (3, 4) ; Scabbard
and Blade (3, 4): Lieutenanl (4): Mditary Ball Commdlee (4)
Interfi-aternity Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4); President C E Soci
ety (4).
A whimsical smile totally eclipses the serious nature of this
young man which enabled him to attain more than moderate suc
cess in his many collegiate undertakings.
His entourage of friends boasts of his ability to make merry at
a dull moment by his ready wit and timely remarks. So, as we
see him and his three erstwhile and boon companions, "Cannon-
ball," Catudal, "Mayor" Lee, and "Ivories" MacKenzie leave the
peace and security of onr portals lo sail uncharted seas, we are
moved to say, "embark, Hugo, and fare ye well."
Robert BLAciiBURN Marshall, AXA
Cranston, R. I.
"Bob" Business Administralion
Manager Basketball (4): Freshman (3): Masonic Club (3 41 -
Economics Clnb (2, 3,4).
, , '
Introducing Bob, Rhody's efficient basketball manager, idealistand studenl. Bob has been a consistent week-ender for four
years, but for the besl of reasons, and now with his college careerbehind him, he has his life work planned to the n'th degree as to
work, marriage and future. Always a worker and good fellowBob has attained an enviable record at Rhode Island and we all
wish him success in the future.
thM^st
Benjamin C. Mayhew, Jr., Z A E, <E> K O,
TKA
Chilmark, Mass.
; Administratic
Beacon (1, 2, 3); Phi Delta (2, 3. 4); President Phi Delta (4);
Tau Kappa Alpha (3, 4); Economist Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Scholastic
Honors (3, 4); Manager Track (4); Executive Committee N. E.
I. A. A. (3, 4); Junior Prom Conimittce (3); Student Council
(3); Fraternity Basketball (L 2, 3. 4); R. L ,Club (4).
Ben has won and held the respect of the faculty and student
body. His activities clearly show that he has been a leader in
thought both inside and outside of the classroom. His scholastic
standing was sufficient to win the Phi Kappa Phi key in three
years, and besides this, he has found time to enter and lead a wide
variety of activities.
In a few years we hope to find Ben as a well established lawyer.
His cleverness in solving problems and his ability in making
friends should place him high in the legal profession.
John Stanley Moran, S A E
Providence, R. I.
J;\Ck" Civil Engineering
Track (2, 3, 4); C. E. Society; Fraternity Basketball.
Jack is the boy who has been serving upperclassmen in the
Dining Hall during the past three years. No wonder he is the
Chef's right hand man! Tootell has claimed some of his time in
teaching him the art of wielding the hammer. We will probably
(ind Jack suspending bridges over the Grand Canyon in the near
future. Socially, well, this chap is not missing anything that hap
pens on the west side or at our Armory either.
Good luck, Jack.
Barbara Edith Nichols, X Q, O K O
Eden Park, R. I.
"Bobby," "Nick" Home Economics
Beacon Board (2. 3); Soph Beacon; Y. W. C. A. Council (2);
Glee Chtb (2, 3, 4): Class Secretary (3); Home Ec. Clnb (1, 2.
3. 4) ; May Day (1. 2. 3, 4} ; Freshman Reception Committee (4) ;
Scholastic Honors (1, 2, 3. 4).
Although athletics are missing from the list of Bobby's activ
ities, athletics themselves have played a large part in her college
career. However, this has in no way atTected her scholarship as
she is one of the few to be elected to Phi Kappa Phi at the end of
She says that she intends to teach, but that's what they all say !
thmC(Sist
Ellen Lydia Nyblom
Slocum, R. I.
"Nu
Basketball (1) ; Economist Club (3. 4).
"Keen!" "Perfect!" and "Caesar's Ghost!" nor can they be
expressed by anyone as artistically as by Ellen. They indicate that
she is a thorough enthusiast, and perhaps this, combined with the
fact that while she plays, she plays, and while she works, she
works, is the secret of how Nurmi gets so much out of life. In
spite of the abominable roads between Mooresfield and Kingston,
Ellen's cheers seldom fail lo urge Rhody to Victory in athletic
games, or her personality, spike heels, and blond hair to make
social affairs more pleasant. As for studies, concentration is her
motto, with debating and Carlyle her favorite flavors.
Ellen is a true friends and one who can mean so much to any
thing she enters, that Rhody would rather she were to spend four
more years here in college, than to have her start tip-toeing
through the business world.
Charles Pagella, ATE
Providence, R. I.
"Chaklik" Electrical Engineering
Football (I, 2); Track (1, 2. 3); Cross Countn (3). Juntoi
Prom- Committee; Sludent Branch A. 1. E. E. (3 4), Scuctaty-
Treasiirer (4).
When Charlie "crashed" the gate at R. I. S C he was im
mediately pounced upon by the Sophs, who attempted to sell hnn
the radiator in his room, but this youth leaned back and laughed
Ere long he began to talk, and the Sophomores finally departed.
each with a hymn book in his hand, jovial at all times and in
clined toward practical jokes, "Charlie" made many firm friend
ships, especially v.'ith uach year's incoming l-'reshman. He has
always finished whatever he started, and has shown virtues which
promise well towards success.
Here's luck, and may you shock the world in your electrical
endeavors !
Harold Edmond Pe
,
0 X, -^ K O
Phi Kappa Phi; Biological Society (3, 4); Football (!)
Track (1,2).
"Hal " the handsomest
ht Ct ed-, Ha\ing onh
Liim beuildLrtd \Mth ni(n
He 'Spends hu ,. ..
shall no doubt hear
1 the class and the envy of all
K cnme mto the limelight, and
itriLts and the like, we imagine
Ihuood Seriously, Hal is an
;1\ quiet and unassuming fellow.
orking in the Zoology lab. We
imphshments later in the medical
THias@isT
Makgaret Newell Pierce, A Z, O K O
Saunderstown, R. I.
"Peggy," "Danny Boone" Home Economics
Class Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4); Class Basketball (1. 2, 3, 4);
Captain (3); Varsitv Basketball (3, 4); Class Debating (I);
Debate Council (2); Home Ec. Club (1, 2. 3, 4); Glee Club
(L 2); Scholastic Honors.
Peggy Pierce or Danny Boone, as she is known, is quite sur
prising. She appears meek and mild, but upon closer acquain
tance Shi What depths! The excavating and exploring ex
peditions through the Great Swamp were interesting to say the
least. In addition to all this, she is a wild, desperate automojbile
driver ask any State Cop. Peg is an all round athlete and
excels in hockey, basketball, swimining and canoeing. A perfect
sport and dependable as they make them !
Albert Edward Powell, O M A, O A
Pascoag, R. I.
"Abbot," "Burt" General Science
Track (1. 2, 3); Football (1); Glee Club (1. 2, 3); Assistant
Business Manager Phi Delta (1, 2. 3); Business Manager (4);
Chairman Soph Picnic Committee (2); Chem. Sociely (2, 3, 4).
Burt came to us, a lonely little boy from Pascoag. But, being
a born mixer, and a good looking, socially adept fellow, he soon
learned the ways of the campus. A natural Co-edder, he was
immediately popular on the West side of the campus. But it is
now hard to say on which side he is better liked.
Burt has learned the depths of quantitative and qualitative
chemistry ; and although they were a little deeper than he expect
ed, he is now ready to do some real work. He may not be the
richest member of our class, but he will surely be one of the
happiest.
MiNAim William Price, A A ^
Providence, R. I.
"Min," "Aggie," "Pricy" Agriculture
Track (1): Rope Pull (1); Agricultural Chtb (1. 2. 3. 4);
Aggie Bazvl Committee {1, 2, 3); Chairman Aggie Bazcl Com
mittee (4); Treasurer Aggie Cluh (3, 4); Glee Club (2. 3. 4);
Glee Club Orchestra (2. 3, 4); Junior Prom Committee; Student
Council (3, 4); R. O. T. C. Band (h 2. 3); First Sergeant;
College Band (2, 3, 4); De Molay Club; Stock and Dairy Judg
ing (2, 3) ; Masonic Club (4).
Who's that? Why. can't you see he's our "Aggie" ^ one of
the big "four" ; a studenl when the necessity arises, but a far
more successful man of the campus; a delver into all the extra
curricular activities 1
Our "Min" is going to disprove Malthus' theory of population
for he is determined to apply his knowledge of agriculture to the
soil, and thus supply the world with those things which are fun
damentally necessary for our well-being. It is to him we look
for our future prosperity.
THffi^:IST
Alphonse Walter Ravanelle, ATE
Woonsocket, R. I,
"Phonse," "Ravvv" PVittiest Man
Freshman Banquet Committee; Track (I); Glee Club (J, 2,
3); Soph I-Jop Committee; Interfraternity Basketball (2); Stu
dent Council (4); Chairman, College Welfare Committee of
S. C. (4); Chemical Society (2, 3); Biology Society (2, 3, 4);
Polygon (4); R, O. T. C. (1, 2); Chairman, Junior Prom.
Introducing Rawy, the smallest and peppiest Senior of the
class \ In spite of extra-curricular courses, Glee Club work, and
"down-the-lining," Ravry has always managed to hit his courses
with plenty of his characteristic Woonsocket vigor. His favorite
course was Psych, and Ed., where he patiently waited to insert
his wise-cracks between Dr. Carroll's sentences. Perhaps it was
because of his steady chatter that he has the title of the wittiest
Senior. "Phonse" expects to be a "tonsil remover." May he find
an abundance of tonsils to remove.
Philip Schaffer, A E EI
Pawtucket, R. I.
Electrical Engineering
E. E. Society (3, 4) ; Vice President (4); Interfraternity Bas
ketball (4); R. O. T. C. Corporal (2); Track (1).
Four years ago, Pawtucket selected from its ranks a certain
individual, noted for his wit and agreeable sense of humor, and
sent him to Rhody to amuse the fellows here for the duration of
his college career. Phil, the Pawtucket candidate for the Nobel
humor award, amply fulfilled all expectations that his home town
harbored for him as a humorist. But Phil's specialty was not wit,
for he decided to follow the E. E. course as a major and allow
his humor to be ranked as a minor.
Phil has decided that he will shock the world with the spark
of life with which the E. E. course has charged him. As he would
say, "The odds that I will make good are even."
Christina Margaret Schmidt, 1. K
Peacedale, R. I.
"Ci-ims" Home Economics
Most Thorough Lady
May Day (1, 2); Home Ec. Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Glee Club (4).
Four years ago, there came into our midst our own "Chris,"
who needs little introduction, for the very fact that she is con
sidered the "Most Thorough Lady" in our class speaks for itself.
Perhaps you may have seen her cutting figures down on "Thirty,"
gracefully gliding over the ice, which reveals an outward nature
for the best of life. Chris's dispositic
and in her congeniality one finds the essence of true
panionship.
rTH^p)IST
Home Economics
Basketball (4); Glee Club
IA Snell, <D A
Providence, R. I
"Bert"
Phi Delta; Hockey (1, 2, 4); Cla
(2, 3).
"Bert" is one of the smallest members of our class, but what
is size? She is full of pep, and a great talker. When it comes to
being a good sport, Bert is right there.
Her generosity will long be remembered by the girls in Davis
Hall by Bert's return from one of her week ends at home, ladened
with pink cake.
Home Economics has drawn the interest of this small person,
and we know by the results that she will be a success in her
future work.
Umberto Spadetti, <[> K 'I>
Providence, R. I.
"Spad" Electrical Engineering
Track (1. 2); E. E. Societv (3. 4); Student Branch A. I.
/'-. F. (4).
This serious young man is one of the "train chasers" from
I'rovidence. After his "pass-on" from Tech., Spad decided to
come to Rhody and join the E. E. squad in their play with "volts"
and "Amps," under "Andy's" leadership. He is possessed with
an analytical frame of mind, and under his methodical attacks,
the various engineering problems have met defeat. Although
"Spad" never neglects his studies, he finds time to participate in
his favorite indoor sports, "bridge" in Kingston, and "?" in
Providence.
"Spad" is deeply interested in engineering and some day we
shall expect to see him in a responsible position.
Kenn] Krusen Sperl
Electrical Engineering"K. K.," "Ken"
Rope Pull (IJ; Chem. Society (1); Rifle Team (1); Track
(1, 2, 3); Electrical Engineering Society (1. 2, 3, 4); President
E. E. Society (4); Student Member of A. I. E. E.
"K. K's" home is Newton and he received his high school train
ing there. "Ken" is frequently heard defending the merits of his
home town against all comers. _ , , ,
"Ken," having had practical experience in electricity, decided
to continue his study of that course here, and, as his record
shows, he was successful. His popularity is affirmed by his elec
tion to the Presidency of the E. E. Society.
If "Ken" hits the bulls-eye in life as hard and as often as he
did in his freshman year, there will be no doubt of hi;
thkQ1ist
Harold Hosbach Steinle, A A 'P
Providence, R. I.
"Hon," "Bunny," "'Von" Business Adminis
Football (1); Track (1, 2, 3); Assislanl Manager Baseball
(2, 3): Sophomore Hop Committee: De Molay Club (1, 2, 3, 4):
Treasurer De Molay Club (4): De Molay Ball Commdlee (2, 3):
Economist Club (1, 2, 3, 4): Cliainnan of Membership Commd
lee (2, 3): Sludent Forum (1, 2, 3): Member of Interscholastic
Track Meet Caiiviultee (2, 3).
Who is that sophisticated little gentlei
campus with several books under his arm
than our friend "Hon" Steinle, eagerly i
But, hold on a minute ; let us nol form o
"Hon" is not one who would be content
play. There isn't a social event or athletic contest that \
complete without his presence. Likewise our Grist Board won!
not function so smoothly without his guiding ability as Busines
Manager.
His career is as yet indefinite, but we feel sure it will be ;
lan strolling across the
Why, he is none other
1 search of knowledge.
: conclusions too soon.
hlh all sludy and no
S. Edwaed Sulki.-<, a E n
Dorchester, Mass.
Applied Science
Biological Society (4); 12arsity Debating (3. 4):
Committee (3): Advertising Manager R. I. S. C.
Players (3): .Cliemistry Society (2, 3, 4): Student Band (2 1)
Leader-Manager (3): Orchestra (2, 3), Manager (3) GIcl Club
(2, 3); lsl Sergeant R. O. T. C. Band.
To the land of the "bean" and the "cod" we owe our thanks
for sending us "Alcibiades."
"Sy" has devoted a good part of his time to extra curricula
work and al the same time has managed to acquire grades which
are not far below the standards of Phi Kappa Phi
"Sy" has made many friends by his part in organizing the
Student Band, and by his playing with "Bakers Nitc Hauks
furnish Dowm-the-line amusement for ad\enturoub college
students
With the qualities which th
career he has planned for hinise
youth possesses, the medical
Albert Herman Suter, ATT
Providence, R. I.
Al- General Science
Foothall (1, 2, 3, 4): Track (1, 2, 3, 4): Baseball (1 2) -
Fiatei-aily Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4); Corporal R. O. T. C (2)Ji. I. Club: Chem. Society (1, 2, 3, 4): Vice President Cheiii
Sociely (4).
Just another chemist knoivn to his fellow-sufferers in Colloidal
as Albert, the Suteranian. But Al's right there, ready to crack a
joke or beaker with the same eflortlcss noii-chalance Al has
been spending his Autumn afternoons wrapped in mole-skins andmud for the last four years bul has always managed lo recuperate
111 time to throw the javelin and shot in the Spring season Although his athletic endeavors have taken much of his time theydid not affect his studies. Indeed, he has made a definite success
of his college career. Here's luck to you, kid, and plenty of it
r'THKOlaiST
Nathaniel Falker Tarbox, A X A, T K A
Biddeford, Maine
. (4):
Pi-cs-
Con
Rope Pull (11: Track (I): .Masonic Clnb (2. 3. 4):
idenl (3): Presidcni (4): Economist's Club (2. 3. 4): Officers-
Clnb (3, 4): R. 0. T. C. 11. 2. 3, 4): Sergeant (3): Captain
(4); ,Coininencemcul Ball Committee (3): Polygon (2, 3, 4):
Secretary (3): Vice Piesidenl (4): .Associate Editor of Grist;
Debating Club (3. 4): I'arsity Debating (3).
Here we have Red, a product of Maine both in physique and
mcntalily. Coming lo R. I. in 1924, Red thought the Military at
mosphere of Norwich more to his taste and transferred there for
a year. However, the glamour of Rhody drew him back and to
all of us he is a welcome and worthwhile member of the class of
1930. Red has engaged in many activities and is well liked by his
classmates. Being greatly interested in aviation, he intends to go
inlo that field after graduation, and we all wish him the best
of lock
TJEKICA TlIOMPSO.N, K, $ A
Providence, R. I,
Home Economics
Sludcnt Council (I): Freshinan Play: College Orchestra (1):
Phi Delta (1. 2. 3. 4): l-.i-ecnli-ee Commillee and Secretary of
Phi Delia (3. 4): Sophomoie Hop Commillee: Junior Prom
Commillee: Seci-elary-Treasurer Home Ec. Clnb (2. 3): Vice
Presidcni Class (4): Coinmencement Play (2): Dedicaliou Play
"T-,oelflh Sighl" (3): Clee Club (4); House President (4).
The lovely Lady Olivia utters her strains of melancholy and
the next minute we see the same Bobby tearing across the green
in search of her girl-friends. An accomplished actress, and at
the same time endowed with both coaching and executive ability,
Bobby has opened her way to success in Phi Delta.
Goodness of heart, profound understanding and a sweet dis
position have truly earned for her the popularity dial lays its
claim upon her. Equally adept in the Terpsichorean and culinary
arts need we predict any other than the best this old world can
oB'er, to our Bobby?
Alice Amelia Todd, A Z, $ A
North Attleboro, Mass.
"Billy" Home Economics
V. W. ,C. A. (1, 2, 3): Delcqate to Maqua (2): Chairman of
Finance Committee (3); Glee Clnb (1, 2, 3): President (3):
Class Debating 2: Class Baskelbalt (3, 4): Class Hockey (1):
Class Tennis (1. 2); Economist Club (1): Panliellenic (3, 4):
Phi Delta (2): Home Ee. Clnb (2, 3, 4); House President (4).
There hasn't been a party in Davis Hall for the past four years,
the success of which did not depend on Billy's ingenuity, wit, and
enviable gift of entertaining.
Visit Thirty Acres any warm day in early March or lale Octo
ber, and you'll find Billy in swimming. Canoeing and tramping
all over this historic country-side come in for their bit too !
Billy's ambition is to be a welfare worker. In this work her
personality, fairmindedness, and ability to see the bright side of
everything will be not only an asset to herself, but an advantage
to others.
THfOf^IST
Track (1, 2) : Cro,
rqeant (2) ; 1st Sei
bard and Blade (3, -
Charles George Tolson, O B X
Cincinnati, Ohio
Electrical Engineering
':ounlry (1. 2); Scholastic Honors (2);
int (3); Major (4); R. 0. T. C; Scab-
Captain (4); Delegate, Scabbard and
Blade Coiivcnlion, Minneapolis; Military Ball Commdlee (3, 4);
Chairman (4); Officers' Club (3, 4); Presidcni (4); fi. E. Soci
cly (3. 4); Masonic Club (4); Pres'ident Plii Beta Chi (4).
Strong, silent men are hard to find these days, yet for nearly
two years did such a one move serenely among us on the campus.
Suddenly there came a whisper, "whence comes this man of mil
itary mien ?" You see Charlie decided he was going to be a sol
dier and from that time on he got up early to put "reveille" on
the victrola. Well, we all know what happened he organized
and put over a great Military Ball. Don't worry boys, when the
last roll is called, "Major" is at the top.
Bronislow Frank Turla, (D K $
Nashua, N. H.
"Broncho" Chemical Engineering
Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4); Baseball (1, 2, 3); Football (1); Chem.
Society (2, 3, 4).
"Broncho" came to us from Nashua, N. H., four years ago and
since then has constantly gained admirers. His quiet appearanceis only a mask for his original wit. He has participated in various
sports, his specialty however, being basketball, at which he
excelled.
May your success continue on through your future.
Harriet Evelyn Viall, X Q
East Providence, R. I.
"ViALLY," "Hattie" Home Economics
Coinmencemcnt Play (1); Y. W. Play (3); V. W. C. A. .Coun
cil (2. 3); Beacon Board (2. 3): Soph Beacon; Class Assistant
r,-casmei- 3): House Presideiil (-i) ; Clee Club (2, 3, 4);.Secn-lary (3): Home Lc. Club (1. 2, 3. 4); .May Dav (1, 2 4)-Class Baseball (2); Fi-eshman Reception Committee (4).
V'lally remarkable for diminuliveness and force of personality, as well as a happy, hustling disposition] Just try lo keep
lip with her ! This year, Vially's chief interest has been off cam
pus,^ but in her first three years she rated one hundred per cent
in "edillg." As lo her future, we doubl nol that the bliss of
domesticity will soon claim her.
TH^^IST-^^
Irene Evelyn Wallinc^, A 2, $ K ^
Georgiaville, R. I.
"Red" Most .Scholarly Home Economics
Glee Club (2. 3. 4); Plome Ec. Club (I, 2. 3, 4); Basketball
(1. 2, 3); Hockev (1, 2, 3); Baseball (I 2, 3); House Secre
tary (4).
Hail to one of the few and far between Phi-Kap-ers! Irene
has blazed her way into our midst scholastically and vocally and
we all have a happy little feeling when we see our Titian-haired
classmate. However, marks have not been Irene's sole purpose
in college, for she has entered into our activities and extended
her range of friends greatlv. With her cheerful word and help
ful hand, wc have no doubt of Irenes success.
Wtlliam Wansker
Newtonville, Mass.
' "Wee Will" Electrical Eng
As an unsophisticated young Freshman, Wee Will arrived on
this campus ; but, he was not slow in becoming well acquainted.
A reasonable amount of pleasure has had much hard work mixed
with it, such as going down the line, and numerous dances. Prac
tising engineers will soon have some real competition from Bill.
Philip Joseph Wiggenhauser, B $
Newport, R. I.
"Wigg" Business Administration
Freshman Baseball; Freshman Basketball; Varsity Basrh^l!
(2 4); Varsity Basketball (4); College Orchestra (1) ; /'...-
omistClub (3, 4); Junior Prom Committee.
From the sophisticated and exclusive town of Newport, h<i:-
come to us this true son of Rhody. Possessing a pleasing per^uii-
ality, he proclaims what he believes to be right formulating his
own opinions with a keen sense of self-reliance, but still with an
open ear for constructive and wise counsel. For sterling honesty
and loyal friendship, you can't find his equal.
Phil has won the plaudits of his fellow students on the basket
ball court, and we feel confident that he will reach the topmost
rung of the ladder of achievement. God-speed, old man.
THffi^]IST
Donald R. Willard, O M A, <i> A
Providence, R. I.
"liAMMv" Chemical Engii
Crojis Country Squad (1, 2); Track Squad- (1, 2); Sergeant
R. O. T. C. (3); Captain (4); Military Ball Committee (4);
Officers' Club (3, 4).
Yes, ye unbelievers, this is a pictorial reproduction of our
"Hammy," the Einstein of Class '30. His transmutation from a
naive frosh to an inexplicable senior is the final proof that the
alchemists were right.
"Hammy" delights in delving into such recondite subjects as
the Tesla-I-uminescence Spectra and the artificial disruption of
the nucleus of the atom. If he can survive the hemp cigars do
nated by his friend, Prof. Hetherington, we feel sure that he will
rank eventually with the leading physical chemists of his time.
Elizabeth Sophia Williamson
Westerly, R. I.
Home Economics
Class Hockev (2. 3, 4); Class Baseball (1. 2); May Day (1);
I Play (2); Home Economics Club (1. 2, 3,'4).
Introducing our Titian-haired lassie from Westerly. The home
town possesses such charm that Sophie has preferred to commute
;. When on campus however, she is
'- midst of a rollicking, happy group
ring leader and mentor.
of the Practice House, Sophie has
I in the culinary art. If she continues
"Sophie,
throughout her four
usually to be found
among which she act
in this
s fully shown hci
after cor bound to meet with
"Ho
Hope Emeline Willis
Providence, R. I,
Ho
Beacon Board; Co^ed Editor (3); Co-ed Editor af Frosh
Bible; Alumni Editor of Co-ed Beacon (2); Co-ed Editor ofCo-ed Beacon (3); Secretary of Beacon (3, 4).
Want a friend? Want a confidante? Arc you blue? You don't
understand the assignment? Go to Hopic. our sincere and conscientious classmate. With a conscientious and assiduous spirit,
she has gone through four years of successful college life gath
ering many lasting personalities on her way. It is in Beacon
work that her greatest interest lies.
We wish you the best of luck, the height of happiness and a
good measure of the things life offers, Hopie.
Josephine Milinda Willis
Providence, R. I.
"Joe," "Joey" Home Economics
Home Ec. Club (1, 2, 3, 4).
Here we have one of the winsomest and wittiest Misses in our
class. One thinks that she is quiet, but when you know her you
have to tliink differently. She has done well in her studies as her
marks testify.
Bacteriology, Home Economics, and Art have claimed the deep
thought of Joe. and we know that she will be a great success in
whichever work she chooses.
Paul Brown Wtnsor, $ ^
Providence, R. I.
"Prof," "P. B." Electrical Engineering
Varsity Basketball (3, 4); Varsity Baseball (3, 4); Polygon
(3, 4); E. E. Society (3, 4); Officers' Club (3, 4); Scabbard and-
Blade (3, 4); Track (I, 2); Cross Countrv (1, 2); R. I. Club
(3, 4).
It did not take Rhody long to become acquainted with Paul, his
friendly grin, and his conscientious work both in college classes
and activities. Unfortunately for R. I., he did not spend his
freshman and sophomore days at Kingston, but he has somewhat
made up for this mistake with his outstanding achievements in
Varsity baseball and basketball. Moreover, through his work as
Physics Lab Instructor, he soon became known to us ail as
"Prof." Whenever anything goes wrong, whether it be a basket
ball shot, a math problem, or trouble with the Ford, Paul cas
ually remarks "That's bad," and immediately remedies the fault.
"P. B." 's declaration, "I'm no co-edder !" doesn't worry us when
we think of the ease with which he has made so many lasting
friendships on the campus and elsewhere.
Esther Worthington, X Q
Providence, R. I.
"Es" Home Economics
Home Ec. Club (1, 2, 3, 4); May Day (1, 2); Commencement
Play (1).
An unobtrusive Miss to the campus at large, but to those who
know her, she is anything but ! She came to us in her Freshman
year from Wheaton College, Illinois, the charm of which has not
yet been subdued by any contacts made here at Kingston.^
Es's activities have mostly centered about the "T. P." where
she has acted as right hand man to "Aunt Lucy."
When we hear of her in the future, we know that her en
thusiasm for teaching and for children will have brought her
France.^ Weight, <I> K $
Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Fran," "Fran.nie" Home Ecoi
jV/<M/ Brilliant
Most Original
Most Likely to Succeed
Class Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4); Class Hockey (2, 3, 4);
Baseball (2); Freshman Banquet Committee; Sophomore Hop
Committee; Home F.c. Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Beacon Board (1, 2,
3, 4); Inter-collegiate Editor (3); Assistanl Edilor (4); Frosh
Beacon; Sophomore Beacon; Edilor Co-ed Beacon (2, 3); Class
Assistant Treasurer (4); Grisl Board; Scholastic Honors (1,
2, 3, 4).
Presenting Fran, that original personality behind the Idler,
who in spite of her varied interests, still found time to make Phi
Kappa Phi in three years.
Fran is a sport fan of the first order, and she generally man
ages to take in most of the games (and how ! ) regardless of rain,
She is one of the lucky few who have definite plans for next
year, and in the future wc may hear great things of her work
ETH Ja^ :s Woodbury
, R. I.
Kenneth believes in the installment plan, even in Education;
for he began with the class of 1920 and stayed only two years.
After two years of practical education, he returned for his Junior
year. The
_
next eight years were taken up with farming and
salesmanship, bul a yearning for school and the teaching profes
sion led him back to join the class of 1930.
More power to your ambition, Kenneth.
TH]^(|#IST
Junior
Class History of 1931
Eric G. Osteklund
BAREAltA L. KENDRICt:
Robert S. Sherman
Virginia Lovejoy
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
As the Class of 1931 advances on the way to its final destination, it leaves
eradicable marks of successful enterprise along the path. It has steadily blazed its
way in all branches of endeavor to new and greater heights. It has presented able
men and leaders in scholarship, athletics, dramatics, and the numerous other activ
ities ; men never to be forgotten for their grit, stamina, and sportsmanship.
The first year with all its rules and regulations, passed quickly, leaving memo
ries of one of the most successful Frosh teams ever to be developed the first one
to beat Conn, With this milestone passed, we stepped right into the serious role of
being Sophomores, and proceeded to establish a concrete reputation by making the
.Soph Hop. After this, we continued unabated to swell our list of successful enter
prises. In all fields, Ed and Co-ed, the Sophs were prominent for their ability
and accomplishment.
But our task is far from finished. Our greatest undertakings still lie before
us. And we will tackle them with all the vigor and ambition that has marked our
trail through the past. Prom time to make this event our outstanding venture,
to make it always memorable, is our task. And to make the final year one that is
worthy of Seniors and a class such as the Class of 1931.

TH^tlST
A'ame
Acciaioli, Oresto
Almfeldt, Maurice William
Amadon, Harry
Andren, Russell Edward
Anhalt, Jack Cecil
Babcock, Madalin Tallman
Balnicki, Martin Joseph
Barker, Sarah Friend
Barr, Harold Vincent, Jr.
Batty, Curton Pierce
Bean, Gerald Kdward
Belmont, Ralph Sidney
Birch, Alida Gardiner
Birkitt, Wilbur Henry
Blythe, Gavin Chittick
Brightman, Grace Clara
Bumpus, Ralph Gordon
Burton, Clara Marjorie
Cahalan, Edward Joseph
Campanella, Joseph Louis
Carr, Dorothy Clayton
Chase, Mary Evans
Chase, Weld Thayer
Christensen, John Robert
Ciccone, Alfred Thomas
Cieurzo, Paul Francis, Jr.
Clarner, John Philip
Cokin, Hyman Myers
Cole, Richard Bronson
Collison, Arnold Judd
Coombs, Elwin Warren
Costanza, Joseph Peter
Davies, Stella Mayhew
Dexter, Lincoln Appleton
DiCenzo, Daniel
Dickerman, Ralph Arthur
Dodge. Ida Frances
Dugall, Paul Joseph
Dumclow, Lewis Stanley
Course
Gen. Science
Elect, Eng.
Gen. Science
Civil Eng.
Bus. Ad-min.
Gen. Science
Bus. Admin.
Home Econ.
Chem. Eng.
Civil Eng.
Chem. Eng.
Gen. Science
Gen. Science
Chem. Eng.
Elect. Eng.
Home Econ.
Mech. Eng.
Home Econ.
Chem. Eng.
Chem. Eng.
Home Econ.
Gen. Science
Gen. Science
Mech. Eng.
Civil Enq.
Bus. Admin.
Chem. Eng.
Bus. Admin.
Cham. Eng.
Mech. Eng.
Civil Eng.
Elect. Eng.
Home Econ.
Bus. Admin.
Civil Eng.
Civil Eng.
Home Econ.
Bus. Admin.
Elect. Eng.
Home
i^ rovidence
Providence
Washington
Auburn
Providence
Wakefield
Roselle Park, N.J.
Newport
Newport
Central Falls
Kingston
Newport
Kingston
Pawtucket
Central Falls
Bradford
Campello, Mass.
Chepachet
Pawtucket
Bristol
Slocum.s
Bristol Ferry
Newport
Farmington, Conn.
Providence
Fairhaven, Mass.
N. Attleboro, Mass.
Pawtucket
Edgewood
Providence
Middleboro, Mass.
Peace Dale
West Roxbury, Mas
Pawtucket
Providence
Olnewille
Kenyons
Pawtucket
Alton
Na-me
Dummer, Charles Gordon
Dunn, Lawrence Fennelly
FarnSAVorth, 'VVinthrop Whitman
Farrow, Ralph Austin
Fera, Ida
Ferris, William Wallace, Jr.
Fielding, John George
Fisk, Stanley Franklin
Flaherty, Charles Edward
Fletcher, Muriel Grace
Fogarty, Genevieve Margaret
Fogartjr, Veronica Rose
Fowler, Louise
Fox, Robert Thomas
Fracasse, John
Freedman, George
Fritz, Carl Everett
Gaboury, Warren David
Gobeille, Omar Han'ey
Goff, Ruth Carpenter
Hammond, John Clarke
Hjelmstrom, Andrew Frederick
Horseman, William Matthew
Howes, Richard Willis
Intas, Frank
Jameson, Gardiner Brown
Karnowsky, Maurice
Katz, Leo
Kelfer, Harry
Kelleher, William
Kendrick, Barbara Lincoln
Kimber, Wilma Myrtle
Knight, Wesley Irving
Lee, Bertha Mathewson
Leonard, Dorothy A,
Lettieri, Michael Raymond
Lloyd, William Butler
Lovejoy, Virginia Bernadine
McCormick, Thomas Joseph
McKenzie, Julian Lowell
Course
Gen. Science
Civil Eng.
Agriculture
Agriculture
Gen, Science
Bus. Admin.
Bus. Admin.
Mech. Eng.
Bus. Admin.
Agriculture
Gen. Science
Bus. Adtnin.
Home Econ.
Civil Eng.
Gen. Science
Elect. Eng.
Gen. Seience
Mech. Eng.
Civil Eng.
Home Econ.
Agriculture
Bus. Admin.
Gen. Science
Meeh. Eng.
Mech. Eng.
Mech. Eng.
Gen. Science
Elect. Eng.
Chem. Eng.
Bus. Admin.
Home Econ.
Gen. Science
Civil Eng.
Home Econ.
Home Econ.
Elect. Eng.
Home Econ.
Elect. Eng.
Civil Eng.
Home
Providence
Providence
Saylesville
North Scituate
Providence
Edgewood
Providence
Providence
Barrowsville, Mass.
Providence
Providence
Providence
N. Providence
Providence
Providence
Dorchester, Mass.
Providence
Woonsocket
Woonsocket
East Providence
Jamestown
Whitman, Mass.
Newport
Springfield, Mass.
Webster, Mass,
East Providence
Providence
Providence
Revere, Mass.
Providence
Brockton, Mass.
Kenyons
Edgewood
Providence
Providence
Roselle Park, N. J.
Providence
Fort Adams
Providence
Westerly
Name Course Home
Macdougald, William Thomas Civil Eng. Providence
Markoff, Theodore Samuel Gen. Science Westerly
Martin, Benjamin Elbridge, Jr. Gen. Science Worcester, Mass.
Martin, Joseph Edward Mech. Eng. Providence
May, Virginia Home Econ. Newport
Messere, Biaggio Theodore Gen. Science Woonsocket
Miller, Virginia Wyckoff Home Econ. Providence
Monroe, Clyde Wentworth Gen. Science Taunton, Mass.
Moody, William Spooner, Jr. Agriculture Cranston
Murgo, Joseph August Elect. Eng. Bristol
Murphy, Thomas Francis, Jr. Mech. Eng. Brookline, Mass.
Ormiston, George Alexander Bus. Admin. Providence
Osterlund, Eric Gustav Mech. Eng. Providence
Patrick, Francis Barker Elect. Eng. Newport
Pendleton, Lewis Edmund Civil Eng. West Kingston
Perry, Reginald Hathaway Elect. Eng. Providence
Pickersgill, Henry James Civil Eng. East Providence
Podrat, Irving Ernest Gen. Science East Greenwich
Pray, Charles Meeh. Eng. Gardner, Mass.
Pressoir, Madeleine Antoinette Home Econ. Woonsocket
Price, Hazel Fraser Gen. Science Providence
Reid, David Pollitt Mech. Eng. Wallum Lake
Riccio, Joseph George Anthony Civil Eng. Bristol
Russell, Leonard Herbert Bus. Admin. Pawtucket
Schaeffer, Alice Bell Gen. Science Peace Dale
Scott, Frances Pine Home Econ. Providence
Scott, Hazel Home Econ. Conimicut
Scussell, Joseph James Elect. Eng. Providence
Sherman, Robert Spellman Gen. Science Providence
Staples, Robert Rogers Civil Eng. Albany, N. Y.
Straight, Arthur Leroy Mech. Eng. Pawtucket
Strauss, Joseph Elect. Eng. Providence
Sullaway, Frederick Eugene, Jr. Civil Eng. East Providence
Tew, Alice Irene Home Econ. West Warwick
Turrisi, Henry John Civil Eng. Westerly
Vaughn, Eugene Hilton, Jr. Mech. Eng. East Providence
Verros, Gust Zissis Elect. Eng. Fall River, Mass.
Whatley, Merton Lester Mech. Eng. Providence
White, Ella Syddall Home Econ. Patvtucket
Xavier, Julio Francis, Jr. Civil Eng. Bristol
THffi-C^]0IST
THfiC^fi)IST
Sophomore
ss History of 1932
Harry R. Lewis, Jr.
Constance E. Stafford
Sigrid C. Carlson .
William D. Westerx'elt
Barbara M. Masterson
Fraa-k W. Keanev
President
Vice-President
Secretary
, . Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
Eaculty-Adviser
The Class of 1932, now half way through its career at Rhode Island State
Colle<re is establishing a record high above the average. Many of our members are
setting a high standard for our name by their efforts in Scholarships, Dramatics,
The Beacon, Glee Club, Orchestra, and Athletics.
Entering in 1928, we were the largest class ever to enroll at Rhody, and due to
the quality and character of our members we have been able to return this year,
still topping the other classes in numerical strength. Our Freshman year seems to
have capped the climax in inter-class warfare, for the powers that be considered
our class spirit too vivacious to go without reprimand, which reprimand was duly
forthcoming at the Assembly following the Sophomore-Freshman struggle ; one in
which we were decidedly the victors.
Containing as many capable members as it does, our class required the united
efforts of all, including the adviser to bring about the successful election of a
group of executives.
The annual "Soph Hop" held last December at the new Gymnasium was a
brilliant success, conceded by all present to have been equalled by none.
W'hat is greater than all such material accoinplishment is the fact that we have
shown, and expect always to show, the good old Rhode Island spirit.
THffiOIfijIST
Class of 1932 Roster
.Name Course Home
Agostineili, Armand Joseph Gen. Science New Haven, Conn.
Ajootian, George Avidis Bus. Admin. Providence
Allen, Florence Roberta Home Econ. Newport
Allen, Prescott Howard Mech. Eng. Rumford
Altieri, Joseph Carmine Civil Eng. Providence
Andrews, George Earl, Jr, Elect. Eng. Providence
Andrews, John Kenneth Chem, Eng. Providence
Anthon}', Gertrude Alice Home Econ. Portsmouth
Arbogast, Amy Georgiana Home Econ. Princes Bay, N. Y.
Armstrong, Wilfred Stowe, Jr. Elect. Eng. Thornton
Arnold, Elmer Thomas, Jr. Bus. Admin, Providence
Ashe, Regina Marylin Home Econ. Chicopee Falls, Ma
Bain, Robert, Jr. Bus. Admin, Providence
Bardsley, Charles Henry Chem. Eng. Elmwood
Barnatowich, John CivU Eng. West Arlington
Baylis, Thomas Hudson Bus. Admin. Providence
Beaumont, George W^m., Jr. Elect. Eng. Providence
Bell, Andrew William, Jr. Gen. Science Westerly
Bellavia, Louis Jack Elect. Eng. Garwood, N. J.
Bihldorff, Carl Binger Civil Eng. Providence
Blazar, Irving Gen. Science Providence
Bliss, Thomas Francis Civil Eng. Woonsocket
Blitz, Jules William Bus. Admin. Pawtucket
Breault, Leon Conrad Elect. Eng. Woonsocket
Brightman, Howard Scovil Bus. Admin. Edgewood
Brown, Linwood Tinkham Agriculture Brockton, Mass.
Bryden, Harry Leonard Civil Eng. Providence
Buckley, Robert Raymond Mech. Eng. Brockton, Mass.
Burt, Doris Augusta Home Econ. Pawtucket
Caldarone, Albert Anthony Bus. Admin. Providence
Callaghan, Bernice Mary Home Econ. Pawtucket
Campopiano, Allie Bus. Admin. Providence
Caprio, Domenick W^illiara Mech. Eng. Providence
THf^tlST^^^
Aiame Course Home
Capwell, Russell Irving Elect. Eng. .Anthony
Carey, Arthur Frederick Mech. Eng. Roselle Park, N. J.
Carlotti, Albert Mech. Eng. Providence
Carlson, Sigrid Charlotte Home Eeon. Providence
Carr, James Lambert Civil Eng. Pawtucket
Carr, Matthew James Elect. Eng. Oaklawn
Castiglione, Caesar Paul civil Eng. Oakland Beach
Chaput, Lillian Frances Gen Science Pottersville, Mass.
Clark, Hilda Mae Home Econ. Howard
Coduri, Antoinette Barbara Gen. Science Westerly
Coletti, Anthony Arthur Mech. Eng. Providence
Colicci, Pacifico Anthony CivU Eng. Providence
Cook, John Edward Gen. Science East Greenwich
Cox, Peter Joseph, Jr. Chem. Eng. Detroit, Mich.
Crandall, Lloyd Evan Elect. Eng. Kingston
Crook, Henry Wallace Elect. Eng. Attlehoro, Mass.
Curran, Cornelius Patrick Bus. Admin. Newport
Cushman, William Allerton Mech. Eng. Providence
Darling, Lyman Morse Bus. Admin. Providence
DeMagistris, Nicholas Civil Eng. Providence
Demers, Leonel Joseph Chem. Eng. West Warwick
Deming, Arthur Keys Mech. Eng. Farmington, Conn
DePalma, Vito Chem. Eng. Providence
Dobosynski, Joseph Edward Mech. Eng. Providence
Domaige, Gommaire Louis John Elect. Eng. Providence
D'Orsi, Albert Civil Eng. Providence
Duckworth, Everett Mitchell Bus. Admin. Central Falls
Dunn, Mary Edna Home Econ. Providence
Dunn, Natalie Eileen Home Econ. Newport
Earle, Henry Allen, Jr. Bus. Admin. Providence
Edmond, Arthur William Civil Eng. Westerly
Fay, Francis Xavier Bus. Admin. Providence
Flynn, Harold William Civil Eng. Providence
Follett, Ellra Estelle Ballou Home Econ. Pawtucket
Fradkin, Flyman Elect. Eng. Chelsea, Mass.
Francis, Winnifred Newall Home Econ. Westerly
Freitas, Daniel Elect. Eng. Bristol
Furniss, Geraldine Home Econ. Pawtucket
Galanti, Peter Marinus Bus. Admin. Lodi, N. J.
Gallagher, Vincent Gen. Science Providence
^^THi^IST^^^
Name Course Home
Giles, Harold Calvin Elect. Eng. Providence
Gill, Harrie Clifford Civil Eng. Central Falls
Gleason, Thomas James Agriculture Newport
GofF, Kenneth Bradford Gen. Seience Campello, Mass.
Goodwin, Ernest Bartlett Civil Eng. Rumford
Gormeley, Jane Margaret Bus. Admin. Cranston
Gramelsbach, Frank Rudolf Mech. Eng. Pawtucket
Gregory, John Gen. Science Ariington
Grout, Helen Bernice Home Econ. Providence
Haines, George Harris, Jr. Gen. Science Edgewood
Hall, Charies Andres Bus. Admin. North Providence
Hammann, Charles Gearon Civil Eng. Woonsocket
Hatch, Walter Lamberton Bus. Admin. Holyoke, Mass.
Hathaway, Laurence Alan Mech. Eng. Portsmouth
Flayes, Doris Tierney Home Econ. Edgewood
Herzig, Oscar Paul Mech. Eng. Bristol
Hiscox, Byron Maxwell Mech. Eng. Westerly
Hochman, Samuel Gen. Science Providence
Holmes, Helen Marie Gen. Science Newport
Hyson, Milton Paul Elect. Eng. Revere, Mass.
Imperatore, Raymond William Civil Eng. Providence
Ince, Kathleen Gen. Science Kingston
Irza, Thomas Joseph Mech. Eng. Woonsocket
Jefferds, Lawrence Gallatin Bus. Admin. Edgewood
Johnson, Daniel Carl .Adolph Gen. Science Providence
Johnson, Myrtle Valborg Home Econ. Providence
Judge, .Anthonys, Jr. Agriculture Oaklawn
Keefe, Edward Michael Bus. Admin. Providence
Keenan, Jean Sarah Home Econ. Newport
Keene, Albert Frederick Bus. Admin. Pawtucket
Kelley, William Montgomery Elect. Eng. Central Falls
Kramer, Louis Irving Gen. Science Providence
Krovitz, Robert Wilbur Gen. Science Providence
Laidlaw, Kenneth Gray Bus. Ad-min. Providenee
Lang, Lester Marx Elect. Eng. Providence
Langford, Isadore Frances Home Eeon. Providence
Lawrence, George Hill Mathewson Agriculture East Greenwich
Leviten, David Gen. Science Bristol
Levy, Morris Chem. Eng. Bristol
Lewis, Harry Reynolds, Jr. Agricullure Davisville
THiQlIST
Lombardo, Ralph Biasio
Lyon, Philip Ames
McCahey, George Frank
McDonald, Leroy Frances
McGuiness, Arthur Edward
McManus, Elsie Harriet
McNamee, Helen Jane
MacDonald, Mary Matthew
MacKinnon, Albert Denison
MacMullen, Dexter Russell
Malone, Thomas Silrievius
Martin, Alice Gertrude
Martin, Glenn Weaver
Massaniso, Anthony, Jr.
Masterson, Bai'bara Madeline
Mellone, Frances Elena
Migliaccio, Nicolo Guiseppe
Miner, Herman Erastus
Mitchell, Helen Louise
Mooney, Frederick Paul
Moran, Walter Gordon
Murdough, Clark Freeman
Newman, Charles Kenning
O'Brien, William
O'Connor, Florence Loretta
Parker, James Aloysius
Pascone, Maria Columbine
Patterson, Edgar Thomas
Peckham, Edna Louise
Pelletier, Armand David
Pike, Dorothy Elizabeth
Podrat, Daniel
Porter, Byron Arthur
Potter, Kenneth Bowen
Pratt, Harry Woolley
Prebluda, Harry Jacob
Prime, George Edward
Putnam, John Luther
Rattra, Narain Dass
Course
Gen. Science
Civil Eng.
Gen. Science
Gen. Science
Bus. Admin.
Mech. Eng.
Home Econ.
Home Econ.
Home Econ.
Bus. Admin.
Agriculture
Gen. Science
Home Econ.
Civil Eng.
Gen. Science
Bus. Admin.
Gen. Science
Gen. Science
Civil Eng.
Agricult'ure
Bus. Admin.
Elect. Eng.
Bus. Admin.
Bus. Admin.
Gen. Science
Home Econ.
Bus. Admin.
Home Econ.
Agriculture
Home Econ.
Mech. Eng.
Home Econ.
Bus. Admin.
Elect. Eng.
Chem. Eng.
Bus. Admin.
Gen. Science
Gen. Science
Elect. Eng.
Home
Providence
Providence
Newport
Providence
East Providence
Warwick
East Warren
Providence
Providence
Pawtucket
Providence
Pascoag
Providence
Pawtucket
Providence
Jamestown
Providence
Edgewood
Westerly
Saylesville
Pawtucket
Oakdale, Conn.
Springfield, Mass.
Bristol
Brockton, Mass.
Providence
Providence
Providence
Saylesville
Newport
Woonsocket
Providence
East Greenwich
Pawtucket
Meshanticut Park
Providence
Fall River, Mass.
West Kingston
Newport
Bannu, India
THiQ^fi)IST
Name Course Home
Read, Herman Milton Bus. .-Idmin. .\nthony
Reed, Francis Leroy Bus. Admin. Providence
Regan, Catherine Ellen Home Econ Pawtucket
Rego, John Lawrence Agriculture Bristol
Reid, Leslie Montgomery Chem. Eng. Greenville
Rose, Horatio Whaley Gen. Science Narragansett
Roy, Gordon .Andrew Civil Eng. Pawtucket
Rustigan, Zaven Shah Bus. Admin. Providence
St. Jean, Albert Joseph Gen. Science Pawtucket
Schmidt, John Frederick, Jr. Elect. Eng. Roselle Park, N. J.
Scibior, John James Chem. Eng. Clifton, N. J.
Shafran, George Gen. Seience Roxbury, Mass.
Sherman, Clifford Eugene Chem. Eng. N. Attleboro, Mass.
.Simonini, Rena Elizabeth Home Econ. Shawomet
Smith, John Bus. Admin. Springfield, Mass.
Smith, Leland Howard Bus. Admin. Thomaston, Conn.
Smith, Leonard Earle Chem. Eng. Elmwood
Smith, Peter Cameron Gen, Science Apnonaug
Stafford, Constance Elizabeth Home Econ Rumford
Swiatlowski, Joseph John Civil Eng. Three Rivers, Mass
Taiior, Harold Morton Bus. Admin. Natick
Tallman, Warren Marcus Chem. Eng. Apponaug
Thompson, Frederick Alexander Elect. Eng. Edgewood
Thompson, George Alfred, Jr. Gen. Science Providence
Tillman, Erland Alfred Civil Eng. Newport
Torgen, Abraham Gen. Science Providence
Tyler, John Civil Eng. Kingston
Vanache, Henry Charies, Jr. Bus. Admin. Central Falls
Waldman, Maxwell William Bus. Admin. Providence
Wales, Linw^ood Ordway Mech. Eng. Kingston
Ward, Howard Mech. Eng. Groton, Conn.
Westervelt, William DeRyee Bus. Admin. Springfield, Mass.
Whipple, Gladys Novella Home Econ. Woonsocket
Whitman, James Atwood Agriculture Riverside
Wilbur, Sinclair Francis Mech. Eng. Providence
Williams, George Sheldon Elect. Eng. Edgewood
Woolf, Reuben Leon Bus. .4dmin, Providence
Zambrano, Louise Anna Home Eeon, Providence
Eighty-four
Freshman
Robert Cragan
Class History of 1933
Robert Cragan
Betty Pickersgill
Kenneth Krauche
Anne McCarville .
Mary Besse
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
Secretary
We, of the Class of 1933, arrived on Campus in September, 1929, as innocent
as all the classes before us But the upper classmen soon set to work educating
us. After learning our songs well and studying our Bible faithfully we soon lost
ourselves in the student life on the campus. A great quantity of talent has been
discovered among us.
The band welcomed our musicians with open arms and the heretofore mediocre
orchestra has been developed into one of the finest with our help. The Glee Club
also is being ably supported by the Freshman singers.
In athletics we have surpassed many of the past classes. The football team
put up some good battles and we pulled the unexpected by defeating the Brown
Frosh and the mighty Soph team. We turned in a perfect basketball season, going
undefeated and being the first R. I. Frosh team to beat the Aggie Frosh in five years.
Our greatest disappointment was in not being able to meet the Sophs. The faculty
and the upper classmen have all helped to make this a very busy yet enjoyable year ;
we look forward to our Sophomore year with the hope that it will equal this year
in activity and enjoyment.

Class of 1933 Roster
Marne Course Home
Adamowicz, John Stanley Eng. Webster, Mass.
Adimari, Frank Joseph Science Westerly
Allen, Kenneth Gould Bus. Admin. Apponaug
Andrews, George, Jr. Science Central Falls
Andrews, Harold Oakley Eng. Westeriy
Arnold, Arthur Perry Eng. Wakefield
Aspinwall, Marjorie Mildred Seience Providence
Bailey, Sue Thurston Agriculture Hope Valley
BalUnger, Ralph Emery Bus. Admin. East Providence
Bampton, Norman Eng. Woonsocket
Barber, Anna Elizabeth Home Econ. Kingston
Bardsley, Lyman Russell Eng. Providence
Barrows, Ruth Louise Home Econ. Providence
Bastolla, Edward Joseph Eng. Webster, Mass.
Beard, Virginia Burns Home Econ. Barrington
Beaudoin, Bernard Laurice Science Chicopee Falls, M
Besse, Mary Elizabeth Science Providence
Bliss, Frederick Wilham Eng. Edgewood
Boyden, Helen Home Eeon. Providence
Bradshaw, John Arthur Eng. Providence
Brady, John Francis, Jr. Eng. Providence
Briggs, Henry Frederick Agriculture Washington
Briggs, Nathalie Elaine Science Woonsocket
Brosofsky, Aaron Science Providence
Brown, Frank Amos Eng. Eden Park
Brvce, Margaret Burton Bus. Admin. Pawtucket
Burke, William Agriculture Newport
Burns, Claire Kathryn Home Econ. Providence
Bums, Eloise Anne Science East Greenwich
Camardo, Anthony Eng. Providence
Capuano, Edward Eng. Providence
Castellucci, Joseph Eng. Providence
Catanzaro, Philip Joseph Eng. Providence
Chambers, Donald Parker Science Auburn
Chapman, Esther Naomi Home Econ. Westerly
Chenette, John Richard Eng. Providence
Name Course Home
Clancy, John Rhodes Science Westeriy
Clancy, Mary Ellen Home Econ. Warren
Coggeshall, Marion Franklin Home Econ. Saylesville
Cokin, Jacob Israel Science Pawtucket
Collison, Curtis Lee Eng. Cranston
Conca, Pasquale Michael Eng. Providence
Conklin, Henry Edward Eng. Warren
Connery, Avis Ellen Home Eeon. Pawtucket
Cotter, William Henry, Jr. Science Wakefield
Cox, Edward Joseph Bus. Admin. Newport
Cragan, Robert Leo Eng. Stonington, Conn.
Crandall, Ruth Kathryn EIome Econ. Providence
Cripps, Ruth Alice Home Econ. Providence
Croome, Harry Howard Science Rehoboth, Mass.
Crouch, Howard Ellsworth Bus. Admin. Westerly
Gumming, Doris Home Econ. Central Falls
Gumming, William Francis Eng. Providence
Daly, William James Eng. Wood River Jet.
DeConti, Vincent Eng. Providence
Dekker, Ruth Home Econ. East Providence
DelDeo, Vito Joseph Bus. Admin. Providence
Deluty, William Seience Providence
DeRita, Joseph Eng. Providence
Desezyk, Fdward John Eng. Paw^tucket
DeWolf, Harold Eng. Bristol
Dickson, Dorothy Louise Home Econ. Childs, Penn.
DiFusco, Manrico Peter Eng. Providenee
Dimock, Richard Sylvia Eng. Stonington, Conn.
Dolan, Mary Rita Home Econ. Westerly
Donovan, Jack Theodore Eng. Newport
Dotolo, Fred Henry Science Westerly
Downes, Williatti Arthur Eng. Cranston
Doyle, John Alexander, Jr. Bus. Admin. Auburn
Drowne, Elerman Howies Eng. Edgewood
Drury, Maryr Aniceta Home Econ. Jamestown
Dunne, Leo Thomas Eng. Providence
Easdon, Robert Donald Gen. Science W. Warwick
Eastwood, David Murray Science Providence
Emery, Mildred Amelia Home Econ. Pawtucket
Ericson, Gustav Alexander Eng. Newport
Name Course Home
Farrington, Norman Eng. Pawtucket
Figliolini, Anthony Eng. Providence
Fleischer, Marchs Eng. Revere, Mass.
Follett, Leon Henry, Jr. Science Providence
Froeberg, Theodore Carl Peter Eng. Brockton, Mass.
Fry, Marion Louise Home Eeon. East Greenwich
Fuyat, John Edward Science Providence
Gardner, Philip Sturtevant Eng. Haverhill, Mass.
Gatzenmeier, Margaret Mary Home Econ. Newport
Gelardi, Anthony Eng. Providence
Gertz, Milton Mitchell Bus. Admin. Providence
Goguen, Joseph William Science Barre, Vermont
Goldman, Jack Eng. Providence
Cjordon, Sydney Raphael Science Stonington, Conn.
Gosling, William Westall Eng. Newport
Grilli, John Eng. Providence
Grossman, Morton Arthur Bus. Admin. Providence
Guarnieri, Filomeo Antonio Seience Providence
Harris, Mary Leota Home Econ. Providence
Hill, Frank Allen, Jr. Bus. Admin. Rumford
Flinchliffe, Herbert William Eng. Carolina
nines, Athleen Edith Sylvia Home Eeon. Providence
Hodgson, James Alfred Eng. Woonsocket
Holden, Marjorie Esther Home Econ. Providence
Florseman, Reginald James Eng. Newport
Ince, Barbara Science Kingston
Jacobson. Eric Gunnar Seience Providence
Jaworek, Stanley Waher Science Warren
Johnson, Roland Folke Eng. Auburn
Katz, Jacob Eng. Providence
Kaulbeck, Ormond Archibald Eng. New Flampton, N. H
Kay, Harvey Sterling Eng. Riverside
Kenyon, Everett Eugene Agriculture West Kingston
Kenyon, Norman Belmont Eng. Usquepaugh
Kilroy, Arthur Lawrence, Jr. Eng. Warren
Kimball, Bertrand Francis Eng. Cumberland Hill
Koppe, Jesse Melvin Bus. Admin. Providence
Krausche, Kenneth Karl Science Roselle Park, N. J.
Ladd, Levi Bus. Admin. Needham, Mass.
Lafreniere, Oscar Edward Agriculture Allenton
Name Course Home
Lamb, Reginald Thompson Science Westerly^
Landgraf, William Brandeau Eng. East Providence
LesUe, Margaret Grace Science Wakefield
Litwin, Matilda Rosalind Science Providence
Litwin, Max Bus. Admin. Providence
Lofgren, Clarence Robert Eng. Warwick
Lombard, Joseph Manuel Bus. Admin. East Greenwich
Luther, George Allen, Jr. Eng. Providence
Luther, Lloyd Slade Bus. Admin. East Providence
MacDonald, George Errol Science Providence
MacDonald, Ruth Katherine Home Econ. Providence
Mackal, Henry Hubert Eng. Hawthorne, N. J.
MacNeill, Howard Sutherland Eng. Saylesville
Macomber, Chester Arnold Eng. Pawtucket
Madison, Stanley Vaughn Agriculture Davisville
Maggio, Louis Science Westerly
Maloney, Jeremiah Patrick Bus. Admin. Newport
Mancini, Louis Eng. Providence
Markoff, Henry Walter Eng. Providence
Martin, Elizabeth Andrews Home Econ. Barrington
Martynik, Michael Science Woonsocket
Mason, Henry Stevens Eng. Bristol
McAuslan, Frederick Troup, Jr. Bus. Admin, Auburn
McCarville, Anna Elizabeth Home Econ. Providence
McDonnell, Irine Josephine Home Eeon. Providence
Miller, Frederick Edward Science Newport
Millman, Matthew Seience Providence
Mittleman, Irving Isadore Science Providence
Modhszewski, Charles Clement Eng. Central Village, Conn.
Moody, Joseph Rice Science Brockton, Mass.
Mulvey, Alice Regina Home Econ. Providence
Narcessian, Hurach Science Woonsocket
Nardelli, Dante Eng. Providence
Nelen, Ruth Helena Science East Providence
THflgg!]! ST
Name Course Home
Newman, Margaret Jane Bus. Admin. Wakefield
Nichols, Edward Howard Eng. Wakefield
Northup, William Curtis Eng. Apponaug
Nyblom, Armas Ferdinand Eng. Slocum
Openshaw, Margaret Mary Elizabeth Bus. Admin. Newport
Ostrach, Harry Science Providenee
Owers, Adelaide Shaw Home Econ. Taunton, Mass.
Page, Sybil Batchelder Home Eeon. Providence
Parker, Elliot Josselyn Eng. East Providence
Parkinson, George Alvin Eng. Conimicut
Patterson, James Paul Science Newport
Pauls, Ernest Julius Eng. Roselle Park, N. J
Payne, Harriet Josephine flome Eeon. Block Island
Perry, Frederick Walton, Jr. Eng. Cranston
Phetteplace, James Burton Agriculture Saylesville
Pickersgill, Florence Elizabeth Home Econ. East Providence
Pollack, Abraham Agriculture Providence
Ricci, Dante John Science Providence
Rickles, Ellsworth Eng. Marlboro, Mass.
Rodger, Elizabeth Ford Bus. Admin. Pawtucket
Rogers, John Edward Eng. Providence
Ross, Halkey Keith Eng. Shanghai, China
Russo, Gabriel Daniel Bus. Admin. Newport
Ryan, Eleanor Marie Home Econ. Providence
Sannella, Francis Mize Science Providence
Savran, Jacob Science Providence
Schaffer, Joseph Eng. Pawtucket
Schlechter, John Eng. Providence
Selonek, Hortense Ruth Home Econ. Providence
Sholovitz, Sampson Abraham Bus. Admin. Pawtucket
Smith, Douglas Llewellyn Farr Eng. Greenw-ood
Sonkin, Leo Bus. Admin. Pawtucket
Spaulding, Barbara Southwick Bus. Admin. Saylesville
Stafford, Gilbert Starr Science Providence
Hinety~o\
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Steel, John Beck, Jr. Bus. Admin. Newport
Stein, Samuel Harry Science Woonsocket
Stickney, Frederick Nord Science Auburn
Sullivan, John Joseph Eng. Providence
Testa, John Egedio Eng. Providence
Tillinghast, Warren Earle Bus. Admin. Saylesville
Timperley, Raymond Philip Eng. Pawtucket
Toole, Thomas Edward Bus. Admin. Pawtucket
Towle, Edward Francis Eng. Attleboro, Mass.
Vaughn, Marion Greene Home Econ. East Greenwich
Vickere, Doris May Home Econ Auburn
Wallack, Irving Science Providence
Ward, James Alfred, Jr. Eng. Providence
Ware, Frances Yorke Home Econ. Providence
Waterman, Raymond Reed Eng. Pawtucket
Williams, Donald Allen Eng. Auburn
Wood, Charies Stuart, Jr. Bus. Admin, Pawtucket
Wood, Prescott Harrington Science \Yesi Warwick
Wood, Richard Cameron Eng. Providence
Zunipfe, Oscar Junior Science Webster, Mass.


With the opening of the baseball season for 1929 we
found Coach Keaney with an optimistic outlook. He had on
hand six lettermen but was faced with the task of developing
a pitching staff.
However, once the season got under way Fred Ackroyd
and Alec Hurwitz soon put him at ease. Alec frequently took
over the pitching burden and left first base to be taken care of
by "Jigger" Lazareck. Bill Trumbull and Paul Winsor
formed a steady and dependable keystone combination, while
Matty Kearns filled in well at third after "Ted" Pykozs went
to the hospital with a sprained ankle.
Charlie Flaherty and Mike Lettieri, playing" their first
season of varsity ball covered center and left while Szuh'ck
and Ernst shared the burden of right field.
Th is a whole was a success though
lost due to inexperience. The team won
een games played.
ght of the
Tlh Selhedmile
Northeastern
Connecticut
Northeastern
Middlebury
Colby
Worcester
Boston Uni\
Connecticut
St. Michaels
TH^IST
Bacii Rozi-: Coach Keanev, L. De
F. Tootell, J. Riccio.
Fonrfli How: J. Carr, W. O'Briem, J.
H. Lewis, A. Collison, J. Murgo, P. Cieurz
A. Suter, R. SHf:RMAN, P. McCue, J. Dav:
H. Ckagan', Capt. J. Lazareck,
C. Flaherty.
3, H. Gill, D. Westervelt.
3. A. Hjelmstrom, K. Gofe.
Capt-. R. Howes, M. Kearns,
Summary of 1929 Seasoe
Destroyer Force
Arnold College
U. of Maine
Brown University
Bates College
Lowell Textile
U. S. C. G. Academy
Worcester Polytech ...
Connecticut Aggies
Capl La..auck Capl UoikCS eled to Lewiston to play Bates, Probably due
to the two week's inactivity, and the long trip,
Rhody played one of the weirdest games of its history. Long gains were netted almost at will,
only to lose the ball within the shadow of the opponent's goal. With but a few seconds to play.
Ken GofI received a punt and ran through the entire Bates defense for a touchdown, making
tne score o-o.
At this time Rhode Island experienced a series of decisive victories, defeating Lowell Textile
26-6, Coast Guard Academy 26-0, and Worcester Tech 39-0. A smooth working backfield, aud an
impregnable line were characteristic of the team in each of these contests.
With an enviable record behind it, the team drew a record crowd on Home Coming Day, to
witness the game with its ancient rival, Connecticut. Connecticut, with an equally good record,
could do little to stop the powerful running attack o( the battering Rams. When the final whistle
blew and the game was over, Rhody had amassed 19 points to Coiineclicut's 6.
The irresistible drive of Howes, Kearns, Goff, Cieurzo, and Flaherty, coupled with the
defensive power of Lazarek, Cragan, McCue, and Gill, will long be remembered by the followers
of Rhode Island sports.
Ninety-seven
TH;IST
, T. Glea^ux, W. U'V.aiE.
., Manager, P. Wigceni.
K. Goff, Coach Keax
A. Collison, P. Winsor, F. Ack
L-sEi=, F. Turla, E. Os-
YD, M. Kearns, J. Tyl
New Bedford Textile
Northeastern UnJversi
Worcester Polytech
Arnold College
U. S. C. G. Academy
Brooklyn Polytech
Boston University
Clark University
Connecticut Aggies
Brown University
Northeastern University
Trinity College
Connecticut Aggies
St. Michaels
Brown University
Ninety-eight
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With the opening of the basketball season, our prospects for a successful year were not very-
bright, due lo the fact that five of the six letter men were lost by graduation.
After defeating New Bedford Textile by a score of 74-32, the team suffered an additional
blow by the loss of Captain Ackroyd who was forced out of the game for the entire season due
to a serious knee injury.
Coming back from the Christmas recess. Rhody met with fair success 'til mid-years, defeating
Northeastern, .Arnold, and U. S. C. G. Academy, and dropping one game to Worcester Tech.
On Feb. 7th, Rhode Island met its first defeat in the new gym at the hands of a strong
Brooklyn Polytech team, the score being 36-30. Following this, the team hung a series of defeats
on five of its strongest rivals, Boston University, Clark University, Connecticut Aggies, Brown
University and Northeastern being the victims.
Traveling to Hartford and Storrs, the following week, Rhody met with defeat on both
On March 6th, St. Michaels, State champions of Vermont, were overcome by the flashy
attack of Rhody's basketeers.
Two days later the final game of the season was played against Brown, at Providence. Poor
playing by both teams featured throughout. In the second half, Brown rolled up a lead which the
Kingstonians were unable lo overcome. The game ended with the score Brown 43, R. I. 28.
Much credit is due Coach Keaney, who moulded a successful team out of mediocre material.
The steady playing of Kearns and Tyler was noticeable throughout. Osterlund, Turla, Goff,
Winsor, Collison, and Wiggenhauser. all contributed to the success of the season.
Prospects for next year are bright, due to the strong Freshman aggregation, which has gone
through lhe season without defeat.
Ninety-nine
THfC(ffi)IST
Track
Rhody's track team for 1929 was somewhat inferior to the team of 1928, yet there was much
that is worthy of praise in the season as a whole.
The season was opened on April 27th, with a triangular meet in Providence between Rhode
Island, Brown University and Wesleyan. Brown, with the strongest team in recent years, piled
up 65 points, as against 50 for Wesleyan and 20 points for Rhode Island. Rhody's best showing
was made in the hammer throw event, when Long, Murgo and Bumpus took all three places.
Capt. George Cook tied for first place in the pole vault and Paul Cieurzo missed a first place in
the shot put by one- fourth of an inch. Russell in the high jump, Collier in the hurdles, and Troy
in the sprints were the outstanding men on the Brown team.
On May fourth, Rhode Island nosed out her old rival, Connecticut, by a score of 69 5/6 to
65 1/6. The Connecticut team was led by Chubbuck who accounted for 17 points in a total of
five events. The stars for Rhody on that day were Capt. Cook in the pole vault, Cliet. Lynn in
the 100 and 220-yard dashes, Murgo in the hammer throw, and Bradshaw and Anderson in the
high junip and broad respectively.
Rhode Island took fifth place on May lith, at the Eastern Intercollegiates at Worcester. Joc
Murgo was the only first place winner from Kingston, although Cieurzo and Cook made fine
showings in the shot put and pole vault respectively. One week later Capt. George Cook, Joe
Murgo, and Paul Cieurzo represented the Blue and White at the N. E. I. C. A. A. championship
meet, but failed to score. A Freshman medley relay team composed of Deluty, Gleason, Ward,
and Roy was Rhode Island's first representative ever to appear in this event. Another note of
interest at the "New Englands"' was the new record made by Black of Maine in the hammer
throw. This new record look the place of the previous one which was set by Coach Fred Tootell
when he was at Bowdoin College.
With the experience gained hy participation in several indoor ineets in Boston during the
past winter, Rliody should be represented by a fairly well-balanced outdoor track leam in the
coming season. Several stars of last year's Frosh team which proved to be a winning combination
should also aid in making the 1930 season a success. Meets have heen scheduled with Ainlierst,
1 and Connecticut, in addition to the Eastern and New England Championship competitions.
SiLunimary of Track Season
\pril 20 Varsity defeated Frosh 103 2/3 - 61 1/3.
Vpril 27 Rhode Island 20; Wesleyan 50; Brown 65.
4 Rhode Island 69 5/6: Connecticut 65 1/6.
11 Rhode Island placed fifth at Eastern Intercollegia
17 ISRhode Island failed to score at New England
Intercollegiates.
Coach ToolcU
THfiQfIST
Cross Couiritry
Cross-country teams are always strong at Rhode Island, such that they can not
be described as either good or bad, but only as to the degree of goodness. With only
two letter men reporting for the 1929 campaign, Coach Fred Tootell developed a
team which won three out of four dual meets and placed sixth at the N. E. L C. A. A.
cross-country run at Franklin Park, Boston.
Brown University was easily defeated over the Kingston course for the tenth
successive year. Two weeks later the team went up to Boston and with Capt. Jerry
Bean. Roy Plersey and Herman Miner finishing, arm-in-arm, in first place, ran away
with that meet. The competition was considerably stronger in the meet with Worces
ter Tech at Worcester, however, and Rhod3'^ was defeated. Capt. Bean took fourth
place and was the first Rhode Island man to finish the "long grind." Connecticut
was met for the first time in a dual cross-country meet at Kingston and Rhody cele
brated with another easy victory. The competition at the New England Champion
ship event was decidedly superior to anything that Rhode Island could offer, yet the
men made a good showing by winning sixth place with ali colleges represented. The
meet was won by a finely balanced leam from Bates, although Lindsay and Richard
son of the University of Maine took the individual honors.
The results of the dual meets follow :
Rhode Island 22; Brown University 34
Rhode Island 20; Boston University 35
Rhode Island 29; Worcester Tech 19
Rhode Island 25 ; Connecticut 30
The order of finish of the Rhode Island men at the N. E. I. C. A. A. meet was
Bean (18), Miner (27), Hersey (29), Ward (41), Pratt (53), Armstrong (56),
and Hathaway {67).
Capt. Jerry Bean, Roy Hersey, and Jimmie Armstrong will graduate ths year,
leaving Miner, Ward, Pratt, Goodwin, Hathaway, and Osterlund to carry on the
good work next fall.
The Frosh team of 1929 made a good showing against both Brown and Conn.
Aggies and should be strong contenders for the Varsity team.
Co<*ed Athletics
Co-ed athletics for tbe most part are confined to intra-mural sports. Class teams
are organized in hockey, basketball, and baseball and many exciting contests result.
In the fall the girls enjoy field hocke}' and many are the bruised shins that result
from this exciting and strenuous game.
Since the advent of the new Gym the girls have had Lippitt Hall at their dis
posal throughout the winter. A real interesting Class Basketball League was formed
with the Juniors winning over the Freshmen in the playofif by the close score of 24
to 2L Grace Brightman and Genevieve Fogarty were the mainstays of the victors.
The Connecticut Aggies Girls' team was again met this year, the contests result
ing in a victory for our girls at Kingston and a tie at Storrs. The game at Kingston
was slow but close, marred most of the way by the constant blowing of the ref
eree's whistle.
The Rhode Island girls emerged victorious with a 20-17 score mainly due to
the fine shooting of Capt. Kitty MacKay.
At Connecticut the game resulted in a 19-19 tie and was exciting from start
to finish. Miss Genevieve Fogarty tied the game in the last few minutes of play
with a basket.
It is now that the co-ed attention turns to class baseball, archery and the pro
motion of a May-day pageant. Frequently Mrs. Keaney sends the girls, on nice days,
hiking through the field and woods about Kingston.
One Hundred T'l


John C. Lazarek
Nathaniel Tarbox
Martin McCue
Hyman Cokin .
The Polygon is an organization composed of the eleven male fraternities on the
campus. There are two members from each fraternity and two Faculty members
elected each year.
The object of the Polygon is to promote friendship among the fraternities, to
make rules for, and to supervise the rushing season ; and to discuss and advise on
matters of fraternal interest.
One Hundred Fiv
theQI^ist
Reluctantly they leave the campus and tbe house behind them. Joe, Red,
Charlie, Matty, Jack Hoxsie, and Sandy. Entering when the bouse was new, they
hold many tender memories of grading, planting shrubs, and road making. And
those memories are not the only ones that they carry with them, for all but Sandy
have many other interests besides study on the campus.
THiQlIST
Founded at Rhode Island Chapter Established 1908
FRATER IN FACLLTATE
Hon. Howard Edwards, LL.D
FRATERS IN COLLEGIO
Matthew E. Kearns, Jr.
He.nry J. Cragan
Cii-ARLEs E. Flaherty'
\A'eld T. Chase
Paul F. Cieurzo
Byron M. Hiscox
Thomas S. Malone
Francis X. Fay
Robert L. Cragan
Richard C. Wood
Richard S. Dimock
John E. Rogers
1930
Clarence E. Hoxsie
Al.mon B. MacManus
Mai'eice T. Monahan
JuLiAN Mackenzie
1931
Lincoln A. Dexter
Andrew F. W. Hjelmstrom
Ralph A. Farrow
1932
Arthur W. Edmond
Lester M. Lang
Joseph E. Dobosynski
Henry M. Vanache
1933
Leon H. Follett
Eric G. Jacobson
Bernard L. Beaudoin
Joseph DeRita
One Hundred Eight
Founded at Noi~,vich in 1S56 Estahlished at Rhode Island as Sigma Delta, 1909
Eta Chapler Establi.died 1911 -16 Chapters
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Dr. Haeold W. Browning
Prop. John Ladd
Prof RoBi ET Roci AFELLOW
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1930
Elmer E. D.wenport George L. MacDonald
Donald K. D.widson
1931
Harold IL Pearson
Richard B. Cole Fi;.\nk Intas
Paul J. Dugall William B. Lloyd
Stanley F. Fisk Cjlorge a. Ormiston
Day ID P. Ri
1932
ID
Lloyd E. Crandall Leonard E. Smith
Peter J. Cox, Jr. John Tyler
Frank R. Gramelsbach Sinclair F. Wilbur
Kenneth B. Potter
1933
George S. Williams
Edward J. Bastolla David Ea.stwood
loH.N A. Brmbhaw lIowAUD S. McNeill
William B. Coiter Ta.\ii-s B. Phetteplace
Warrf-X E. Tillixgkast
One Hundred Nit
THiQl^ST
Beta PM
Those snappy jackets surely are something new and different, and tbe boys
have taken up golf, so lhe jackets make nice golf jackets. We wonder if Dannie
wears his fishing and trapping. Perhaps Midge, Joe Pos. and Mac used theirs on
the boiler test. Fish and Wiggle used theirs as a means of attracting a certain Dean's
attention from themselves. Murph bas one, but he hardly needs one. for his size
(tall is what we mean) is quite noticeable.
One Hundred Ten
TH^fi)IST
Founded at Rhode Island
Beta PM
FRATER IN FACULTATE
Dean John Barlow
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Established in 1910
Forrest H. FrjInkland
Alexander S. Glen
Harry- 2. Lawton
Charles H. Holland*
Elwin W. Coombs
William N. Horseman
Michael R. Lettieri
Howard S. Brightman
Caesar P. Castiglioni
Thomas J. Gleason
George H. M. Lawrence
Eela
Wallace E. McKenzie
William 11. Murphy
Daniel A. O'Connor
Philip J. Wiggenhauser
Thomas F. Murpliy
Eric G. Osterlund
Francis B. Patrick
1932
Harry' R. Lewis
Ralph B. Lombardo
Charles H. Newman
James A. Whitman-
id A. Tillman
One Hundred Eleve
THK^IST
f. f ,jlil ^ t
V/'*^/*^ V -^ %#
A large and happy-go-lucky class they were when they entered four years ago,
but only three of them seem destined to pass through the portals this June. Jigger,
Min and Steinle. An engineer and Aggie and a Bus. Ad. We suggest that they
form a business to perpetuate the triumverate that made the grade.
Dick, Len, Omar the Tent Maker, Mac and Higgle will enjoy another Kingston
spring.
0)1? Hundred Tu,
THfl^^IST
Founded at Rhode Island Chapter Established 1911
FRATER IN FACULT.A.TE
Prof. Marshall H. Tylee
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Harvey Gobeille
Norman Higginson
Richaed W. Howes
John C. Lazarek
Everett M. Duckwc
W-yrren T. Gaboury
1930
Frank G. Lee
William T. MacDougald
Mikaed Price
Leonard H. Rllssell
3 H. Steinle
1931
Biaggio T. Messere
Aetliur V. Ste.aight
John Barnatowich
Ernest P. Goodwin
Charles G. Ha.m.man
Oscar P. Herzig
1933
John Fm
Edwin M. Keefe
Arthur E. McGuiness
Francis L. Reid
Leland H. Smith
One Hundred Thirteen
Tliird Row: g. FIELDING, L. JFJFF.RDi, J
Second Roze: n. WESTERVELT, 1. DARLI^G J
Front Roie: G. COOK, W. ANDERSON J D
Sitting: A. <ILROY,J.DON"vAN*i'cO^ F. MCAUSLAND
We wonder what will happen to Wall Street when the B. Ads of Lambda Chi
get handling Big Business. Perhaps Joe Davis, their lone engineer, can take care of
all the smash-ups and booms.
We suggest they start a corporation. Let's see, there's Ack, Andie, Red, Man
ager Marshall, Chappie and G. I. Who'll be the boss? Well, yon decide, we can't.
One Hundred Fourteen
THfiOlaiST
Eta Zeta of Lambda Chi Alpha
Founded as Gamma Delta Sigma in 1912
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Prof. Royal L. Wales
Prof. William Anderson
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1930
Walter W. Anderson
Feed S. Ackroyd
John W. Chapman
Nathaniel F
1931
Burton P. Batty
John R. Christensen
J. George Ftei.din
Established 1914
George 1. Cook
Joseph Davis
Robert B. Marshall
Tarbox
George Haines
William O. Kelleher
Reginald H. Perry
Ce , F. Pray
1932
Elmer T. Arnold
Jolin E. Cook
Lyman M. Daelini
Harold W. Flynk
Harrie C. Gill
Charles A. Hall
Arthur Arnold
Edward Cox
John Donovan
Frank Hill
Arthur Kilroy
L.AWRENCE A. Jeffords
Kenneth G. Laidlaw
Dexter R. McMullen
Clark F. Murdough
John B. Smith
W. DeRye Westervelt
Levi Ladd
Ormond Kaulbeck
Lloyd Luther
Jeremiah P. Maloney
Frederick A'IcAusland
Arm.^s Nyblo
One Hundred Fifte,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Honors go to the seniors of S. A. E., for they have four Phi Kaps, Hersey and
Jimmie, the Aggies and Bennie and Pat.
Then, of course, we have Jack Moran, Chef Stowell's right hand man, and
Tib and Gig. Gig is going to build roads and bridges, while Farkas hasn't decided
yet whether he'll be a big or little business man.
One Hundred Sixteen
TH^tlST
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Founded 1866 Established at Rhode Island as Zeta Pi Alpha 1920
Rhode Island Alpha Chapter Established 1929
FRATER IN FACULTATE
Dr. John C. Weldin
Peof. Samuel A. Webster
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
James W. .Ar.mstrong
Gerald K. Bean
Lawrence F. Dunk
Tibor M. Farkas
Roland A. Gignac
C. Gordon Dummee
John C. Hammond
Gardinee B. Jamieson
Henry J. Pickersgill
Wilfred S. .Armstrong
.Andrew W. Bell
W. Allerton Cushman-
Arthur F. Caeey
Raymond Imperatore
C. Stuart Wood
LeRoy li. Hersey
Joseph E. Martin
Ben.tamin C. Mayhew
Martin P. McCuE
John S. Mosan
Robert S. Sherman-
Frederick E. Sulloway
Henry J. Turrisi
E. Hilton Vaughn
LeRoy F. MacDonald
Harry W. Pratt
George Prime
John L. Putnam
J. Frederick Schmidt
Fred H. Dotolo
Philip S. Gardner
William B. Landgraf
Thomas E. Toole
J. Rice Moody
Elliott j. Parker
John J. Sullivan
THiQIfi)IST
<i.,J^'<^'^^
Phi Beta Chi
Major Tolson has forsaken the Army to take up telephone work, and Mainelli
and Catudal are looking for a job that will keep them together for a while. Kent
and Mac are still taking life easy as they have all during their stay at Kingston.
One Hundred FAghteen
TH^fAST
PM Beta Chi
Founded at Rhode Island
Established Phi Beta Chi in 1929
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Prof. C. Lester Coggins
Me. Leonidas Stowell
Campus Club 1921
Arthur L. Catudai
Hugo R. Mainelli
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1930
r. John J. Kent
Thomas MacCormick
Charles G. Tolson
Maurice W. Ar.mfeldt
Haeold V. Baee
Robert R. Buckley
Wallace H. Crook
Abthue T. Deming
Kenneth B. Goff
Frank A. Brown
Theodore C. Froebukg
Ralph G. Bumpus
Winthrop W. Farnsworth
Robert R. Staples
1932
1933
Law-rence a. Hathaway
Philip A. Ly'ONS
Edgar H. Patterson
Cliffard E. Sfierman
James P. Patterson
Donald A. Williams
Edward F. Towle
0)11? Hundred Nineteen
THffi^^IST
Alpha Epsilon Pi
The basketball champs of the Fraternity League, headed by "Horse" Kreinich,
showed plenty of scrap throughout the season and finally came through to upset
both Beta Phi and Alpha Tau Gamma. And we are sure that if the rest of the
Seniors, Schaffer, Sulkin, Markoff and Kramer, show the same scrap that the team
did, they'll all be successful.
One Hundred 'I'lvenly
THfi^&ST
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Founded al Nctv York University, Eebnmry, 1913
Established at Rhode Island as Beta Nu Epsilon in 1922
Rho Chapler Established March, 1928
FRATER IN FACULTATE
Hon. Howard Edwards, LL.D.
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
13 Chapters
Leo Katz
Eli I. Kramer
Horace C. Kreinick
Theodore S.
Philip Sch.^
S. Edward S
Jack C. Anhalt
Ralph S. Belmont
Hyman M. Cokin
George Freedman
Morris Karnowsky
Harry Kelfer
Joseph Strauss
Reuben L. Woolf
Irving Blazar
Hyman Fradkin
Samuel Hochman
Milton p. FIyson
Harry J. Prebluda
Maxwell W. Waldman
Jacob I. Cokin
M. Mitchell Ge
J-\CK Goldman
Morton A. Geossm
J. Melvin Koppe
Samuel H. Stein
One Hundred 'Fieenly-oiie
THK^fiaST
Thtrd Row w nortiiu
Second Row j
F?ont Roix.- \ V.
PM Mm Delta
Howie undoubtedly leads the seniors of Phi Mu and we know that he will con
tinue his brilliant career that has had such a wonderful beginning. But he has many
brother engineers that should also be successful. Rip, Rollo, Willard and Al. All
show promise as leaders of Industry.
Powell and Henry will ably take care of future scientific research and make
fame for little Rhody.
One Hundred Tzventy-two
THK^^IST
nded Simultaneously at Connecticut, Vermont and New Hampsliiri:
Established at Rhode Island as Delia Sigma Epsilon in 1924
Nu Eta Established 1929
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Prof. Herbert M. Emeky
Prof. Stanley W. Hetherington
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Howard Droitcour
Wendell D. Henry
Albert B. Higgins
Arnold J. Collison
William W. Feeeis
Carl E. Fritz
George W. Beaumont
Harry L. Briden
John Gregory
Daniel C. A. Johnson
Curtis L. Collison
Robert LoFGRE^
1931
1932
1933
Gladding T. Johnson
James R. Johnston
Albert E. Powell
Donald R. Willard
B. El
W'l
BRIDGE Ma
A\\ .Mom
AM S. Mo
H. Milton Read
Harold M. Tabor
W^arren Tallman
Gordon Roy
George A. Luther
William Northup
Herman H. Drowne
One Hundred T-iventy-three
PM Sigma
Mostly commuters, they have not become known to us all, but to those of us
who have come into contact vvith them it has been a pleasure. Hindley, Elmstrom,
Arnold and Cornell, jolly boys all. And, of course, we all know Windy with his
towseled cotton-top and that famous leaping Lena, of non-stop to Providence and
return fame.
One Hundred Tzveniy-fonr
f^^TH^^St''^^
PM Sigma
Bounded at Rhode Island Chapler Established 1925
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Pkof. PIerman C. Ctiurchill
Mr. RAr.PH E. Brown
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
1930
Vincent B. Hindley
Edward Long
Paul B. Winsor
1931
Russell Andren
Wilbur Birkitt
Joseph L. Campanella
Ralph Dickerman
JULTO XaVTER
1932
Herbert Hinciiliff
Herman Miner
John L. Rego
Howard Ward
1933
Everett N. Kenyon
One Hiindred Twenty-five
George E. Arnold
Ralph B. Cornell
Clarence Elmstrom
Louis S. Dumelow
Wesley I. Knight
Joseph Murgo
Louis E. Pendleton
Prescott Allen
Charles Bardsley
Russell Capwell
OneHundred Ttventy-
TH ST
Alpha Taw Gamma
Founded at Rhode Island Chapter Established 1929
FRATER IN FACULTATE
Prof. Joseph W. Ince
FRATRES IN CfJLLEGIO
\\'tlliam j. Callaha
.Michael .'\. Faella
Willia^i j . Gaidys
Charles Pagella
Alphonse W. Ravenelle
Albert H. Suter
Martin J. Balnicki
Philip J. Clarner
Merton L. Whatley
Daniel D. DiCenzo
Gust Z. Verros
TiioMAS F. Bliss
Albert Carlotti
Anthony A. Coletti
Leonel J. Demers
Harold Giles
Thomas J. Irza
Walter G. Moran
William O. O'Brien
Armand Pelletier
George A. Thompson
James A. Hodgson
Michael J. Martynik
M. Modliszewski
THffi^^IST
H Co., Sixth Regimemt, Roll
Henry J. Cragan George R. Chaplin
Hugo Mainelli Paul Winsor
Charles E. Flai-ierty Cuarles G. Tolson
Elmer Davenport
One Hundred Tiventy-eighl
TH]^]IST
Sealblbard and Blade
Eounded al University of Jf'isconsin 1904 79 Compa
"H" Com-pany, 6th Regiment. Established at Rhode Island 1927
Captain .
Ist Lieutenant .
2nd Lieutenant
1st Sergeant
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Captain Thomas Freeman
Captain Ulmont W. Holly
ociatc Member, Dr. Howard Edwards
Charles G. Tolson
Charles E. Flatterty
Henry J. Cragan
. George R. Champlin
Believing that mihtary service is an obligation of citizenship, and that the greater
opportunities afforded college men for tbe study of military science place upon them
certain responsibilities, tbe Cadet Officers in various Universities and Colleges con
ferring baccalaureate degrees, formed the National Society of Scabbard and Blade,
in order to unite in closer relationship the military departments of American Uni
versities and Colleges ; to preserve and develop the essential qualities of good and
efficient officers ; to prepare themselves as educated men to take a more active part
and to have a greater influence in the military affairs of the communities in which
they may reside, and above all to spread intelligent information concerning the mili
tary requirements of our country.
The cadet elected to Scabbard and Blade must be *'an officer and a gentleman."
He must possess the qualities of fidelity, ability, patriotism, respect for authority,
courage, good-fellowship, honor all of wbich lead to success in any line of work,
military or civil.



The Pamhellenic Association
Edith Littlefield
Sally Barker
President
Secretary-Treasurer
ALUMNAE MEMBERS
Miss Grace C. Whaley
Miss Helen E. Peck
Miss Lucy C. Tucker
Miss Eliz.ybetii E. Stillman
The "Panhell" promotes friendh' relations between the sororities, runs the only
function that is managed by all the girls, and offers a scholarship as an inducement to
study.
One Hundred Thirty-three
THffi^]IST
PM of Sigma Kappa
Those Sigma Kappa House dances are always l^eppy affairs, and we just can't
forget that Valentine Bridge and Dance the night before the Connecticut Aggie
game. Good work ! ! three straight the next day.
One Hundred Thirty-fi
THfi-C(lfi)IST
Sigma Kappa
Founded at Colby 1S74 Established at Rhode Island i
Phi Chapter Established 1919
SOROR IN FACULTATE
Dean Helen E. Peck
SORORES IN COLLEGIO
: Signi Tau Delta in 1914
40 Chapters
Ruth C. Bishop
Barbara B. Brand
Edith T. Littlefield
Madalin T. Babcock
Alida G. Birch
Marjory Burton-
Mary E. Chase
Stella M. Davies
Gertrude A. Anthony
Amy G. Arbogast
Regina M. Ashe
Sigrid C. Carlson
Hilda M. Cl.ark
Natalie E. Dunn
Sue T. Bailey
Ruth L. Barrows
Virginia B. Beard
Avis E. Connery
-Adelaide S. O'
Texas MacAndrews
Christina M. Schmidt
Barbara F. Thompson
Genevieve M. Fogarty
Veronica R. Fogarty
Ruth Goff
Barbara L. Kendrick
Virginia W. Miller
Geraldine Furniss
Helen B. Grout
Kathleen Ince
Regina S. Keenan
Elsie H. McManus
Dorothy E. Pike
Edith D. Gumming
Ruth Dekker
Mary A. Drury
Barbara Ince
^'ERS
One Hundred Thirty-fiv,
thkQI#ist I
Second Rou
Front Rozv:
Chi Omega's Initiation Dance, a formal affair, and their pleasingly different
Cabaret, are both looked forward to each year and hailed as the real thing in the way
of a good time.
One Hundred Thirty
THiQlI ST
Founded at Arkansas 1895 Est. at Rhode Island ai
Lambda Beta Chapter Established in 1922
SOROR IN FACULTATE
Miss Lucy Comins Tucker
SORORES IN COLLEGIO
1930
Rita F. Bergin Barbara E. Nichols
Catherine E. MacKay Harriet E. Viall
Esther ^\0RTIIINGTON
on Alpha in 1918
Louise Fowler
WiLMA M. Kimi
1931
Bertha M. Lee
Dorothy A. Leona
Frances I'. Scott
1932
Florence R. Allen
Winnifred N. Francis
Helen M. Holmes
Myrtle V. Johnson
Helen Boyden
Nathalie E. Briggs
Mary E. Clancy
Margaret M. Gatzenmeier
Marjorie E. Holden
Barbara M. M.^sterson
Edna L. Peckha.m
Constance E. Stafford
Gladys N. Whipple
Anna E. MacCarville
M.argaret M. E. Opensliaw
Florence E. Pickersgill
Marion G. Vaughn
Doris Vickere
Frances Y. Ware
One Hnndi-ed Tliirty-i
THfi^5IST
itai' jii r I ll f iijin
1M'^'^mm
Thi,d Hvu-i
Second Row
Front Ro-w:
The Delta Zeta Lodge still remains silent after all these years, but many a pleas
ing party has been held w-ithin its walls, Hallowe'en, Valentine, etc. And we all recall
the Delta Zeta Dance, those decorations, the orchestra, and the crowd.
Delta Zeta
Founded at Miami University 1902
Established at Rhode Island State College as Theta Delta Omicron 1924
Beta Alpha Chapter Established 1928 49 Chapters
SOROR IN FACULTATE
Miss Grace C. Whaley
.SORORES IN COLLEGIO
1930
Susan L. Brucker Ruth H. Lee
Genella M. Dodge Margaret M. Pierce
Dorothy M. Kenyon Alice A. Todd
Irene E. \A'alling
1931
Sarah F. Barker Virginia May
Grace C. Brightman Hazel F. Price
Dorothy C. Carr Ella S. White
Muriel C. Fletcher Virginia B. Lovejoy
Alice Tew
1932
Bernice M. Callaghan Rina E. Simoninie
Catherine E. Regan Alice Martin
Mary MacDonald
1933
Marjorie Aspinwall Mildred Emery
Margaret Bryce Marion Fry
Ella L. Burns Leota Harris
Marion Coggeshall Harriet Payne
Kathryn Crandall Elizabeth Rodger
Barbara Spaulding
One Hundred Thirty-nine



OneHundred Forly-lhri
THffia|IST
ES W. Armstrong, '30
Richaed B. Cole, '31, Campus
'31, Sports Muriel G. Fletcher, '31, Co-ed
KTY, '31, Intercollegiate Geokge R. Sulki.-^, '31, Feature
B.OEERT R. Staples, '31, Alumni
'30 Hope Wn
f^^^
Thomas Murphy, '31 Maijeleine Pressoir, '31 Natalie Dunn, '32 An
Hyman Cokin, '31 Kathleen Ince, '32 Philip Lyon, '32 Gec
Robert Sherman, '31 Barbara Masterson, '32 Arthur Carey, '32 I-
WiLLiAM Kelleher, '31 Business Staff
Advertising Manager Subscription Mmvxger Ctrculaiion Manager
Ralph A. Farrow Fred E. Sullaway John C. Hammond
Linwood T. Brown Lester M. Lang Kenneth G. Laidlaw Glenn W. Ma
One Hundred Forty-fi
Director
Manager
Assistant Manager
Librarian
Prof. R. E. Brown
Harry J. Prebluda
M. Mitchell Gertz
Milton H. Hyson
There are none among us who have not appreciated the tuneful harmonics pre
sented by the Orchestra at the weekly assemblies. They have enhanced greatly the
attendance, and we are hoping for more encores and longer numbers.
One Hundred Forty-five
One Httndred Forty-
theQI^ist
Third Rozv: k.
Second Row: r
Front Rozv: j. cragan.
I. Clulb
John C. Lazareck
Paul F. Cieurzo
Harrie Gill
President
Vice-President
Secretary
The R. I. Club Rhody's lettermen promotes good feeling among our ath
letes and sponsors clean play, teamwork, and a spirit of do or die for our Alma
Mater.
One Hundred Forty-i
THfiQI^IST
Second Row: j,
Front Ro-
Henry J. Cragan
Joseph Murgo .
Alphonse Ravanelle
Presidetit
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
The Student Council handles the Freshmen who break the rules, and its main
achievement this year has been the cleaning out of the sand from the cellar of the
Gym.
One Hundred Forty-eight
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Second Row.
Charles Tolson
Harvey Gobeille
Charles Flaherty
Lawrence Dunn
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Just a few more good men gone Uncle Sam ! How they are envied by the Frosh
and the Sophs in their roll collars. Remember the Military Ball ! ! HAL
THOMPSON?
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The Battalion
Captao Ulmon't W. Holly, Infantry, U. S. A. (D.O.L.)
STAFF
Master Sergeant, Jesse M. Prime, D.E.M.L
Sergeant, Augustus Friel. D.E.M.L.
HEADQUARTERS DETACHMENT
Cadcl .Ma ior Chart FS G Toi son
Cadet .ddjnlanl . Fii
BAND SECTION
ST Lieut. Francis G. Lee
Drum Major
COMPANY "A"
Cadet Ca.ptain, H. J. Cragan.
First Sergeant, W. D. Gabouiiv.
First Platoon Second Platoon
H. R. Mainelli . lsl Lieut., Platoon Leader L. F. Dunn
W. J. Callahan . .2iid Lieut.. Asst. Plaloan Leader.
J. R. CimlSTENSEN . . Platoon Sergeant . . F. E. Sullaway, Jk.
L. J. Bellavia . Sergeant Guide . L. A. Dexter
R. Bain, Jr. Sergeant Guide . G. H. Haines, Jr.
P. F. Cieurzo . Color Sergeant
(Attached lo CompanyJ
COMPANY "B"
Cadet Captain, D. R. Willard.
First SergeaiU, E. G. Osterlund.
First Platoon Second Platoon
C. E. Flaherty lsl Lieut.. Platoon Leader . P. B. WiNSOS
D. K. Davidson .2nd Liciit. Assl. Platoon Leader.
G. .A.. Ormiston . Platoon Sergeant . J. Fracasse
F. Intas . Sc-geant Guide J. L. Xavier, Jr.
K. B. Gon- .Sergean! Guide
R. B. Cole Color Sergeant
(Attached lo Company)
COMP.ANY "C"
Cadet Captain, N. F. Tarbox
First Sergeant, L. H. Russell
F'm-sI Platoon Second Platoon
H. A. Droitcour 1st Lieut.. Platoon. Leader J. R. Davis
.2nd Lieut., Assl. Platoon Leader.
C. W. Monroe . . . Platoon Sergeant . R. H. Perry
J. L. Putnam . Sergeant Guide L. M. Reid
G. B. Jameson . Sergeant Guide
O. H. Gobeille . Color Sergeant
(Attached to Company)
COMPANY "D"
Cadet Captain, G. R. Champlin
First Sergeant, A. F. W. Hjelmstrom
First Platoon
G. E. Bean lsl Lieut., Platoon Leader . A. S. Glen, Jr.
E. E. D.AVENPORT .2iid Lieut., Asst. Platoon Leader. . C. E. Hoxsm
F. B. Patrick . Platoon Sergeant . R. R. Staples
H. J. Pickersgill . .Sergeant Guide . H. C. Vanache, Jr.
J. J. Scibior Sergeant Guide . R. A. Farrow
One Hiindred Fifty
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The T. C.
Our unit in the scheme of national preparedness can be mighty proud of its
record in the last decade. The College has attained distinguished college three times ;
perhaps we would have increased the number, but the War Department abolished
the rank of distingLiished college and the annual inspection by Federal Inspectors,
but the annual inspections are maintained by the Corps Area Officers.
In 1925, 1926, and 1927, the unit received distinguished rank, and in 1928 and
1929, under the new system, the college has been highly commended for its efficient
and well organized outfit.
For the past three years the unit has paraded in Providence on Armistice Day,
and each year has received considerable praise and comment about its appearance.
Much of this praise is due to the conscientious work of the student officers, but the
greatest credit is due to the untiring efforts of the regular Army Commandants.
Some of the new ideas instituted in the last few years that have improved the
looks of the Battalion, are those shiny brass buttons, garrison belts, and the new
white trappings for the band. The band this year seems even better than that of last
year, and the unit bids fair to be better than any of its predecessors.
It is to be expected that the Battalion will maintain its high standard under our
new Commandant, Captain Thomas Freeman, who is a soldier of the old school. The
College should be proud of its unit, the officers, and their Commandant.
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Kenneth K. Sperl
Philip Schaeffer
Charles Pagella
TIhe E, E^ Society
President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
The E. E. Society, the local branch of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, meets weekly, at which time lectures, technical movies and frequent
inspection trips are enjoyed.
One Hundred FIfty-tzvo
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Second Roic:
Front Ro'i
John C. Lazareck
Howard Droitcour
Eric Osterlund
The M. E. Society
President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
"Jigger" Lazareck and his boy spellers (see Beacon, March 6) conduct regular
Wednesday afternoon meetings for the purpose of keeping in touch with the mechan
ical developments through the medium of papers and moving pictures.
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Third Row: j. d^ vis, e. g 30DWI 5, A. CATUDAL, J. XAVIEl H FOX :\- M \CDOUG4LD R DICKENSO
Second Row: h oobeillE, A. ciconeT coknS'i l'T"^ PENDLETON E SULLOWAY W KNIGE
Front Roiv: j. a ORGAN, . ANDRr.'';.''cOOMBS,''pvebsteJ,'T'mainell , PROF. EANDOLP
Sitting: n. higgmsoN, J RlCCI0, D. DICENZO, R. STAPLES H.TURBtSr.n.FLYNf , . IMPERATORE.
Ugo Mainelli
Roland Gignac
Elwin Coombs
The C E, Society
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Many interesting trips have been taken by these back to nature C. E.'s, and they
also have presented frequent movies and talks of general engineering interest. It is
open to all advanced students taking the Civil Engineering course.
One Hundred Fifiy-fi
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The Aggie Club
James W. Armstrong President
John C. Hammond Vice-President
Muriel Fletcher Secretary
Minard Price Treasurer
The Aggie Club is prominent for "Ye Aggie Bawle," the first major social func
tion of the year. Pie and ice cream is used as an inducement for attendance at the
regular meetings.
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Simon Sulkin .
Clarence Elmstrom
Martin McCue .
President
Treasurer
Secretary
The biological students present various pictures and lectures of a technical
nature during the year. All students taking "Bac" or Biology are eligible for
membership.
One Hundred Fifly-
THfiQST
Front Rom: a.
Chemical Society
Horace Kreinick
Michael Faella
Ralph Belmont
President
Treasurer
Secretary
The Chem Society is still in search of the missing elements, and frequently has
speakers here to expound the theories of the fundamental science, Chemistry.
One Hundred Fifty-:
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yj^HIi
Howard Droitcour
Leonard Russell
Benjamin Martin
Harold Steinle
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Formed in 1924, each year it becomes more of a power among the social organ
izations on the campus. This year the dance was abandoned, but we look for a revival
next year.
OneHmidredFifr
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Women's Studeiit Coiancil
Ruth C. Bishop .
Virginia Lovejoy
Natalie Dunn .
President
Vice-President
Secretary
This group acts as the judiciary committee of the Women's Student Govern
ment, meting out various punishments for infractions of the Student Govemmeiit
rules. It also serves as a forum for discussion of sludent matters.
One Hundred Sixty
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Ruth Lee President
IVIuRiEL Fletcher Vice-President
IVIary MacDonald .
' Secretary
Veronica Fogarty Treasurer
Those Y. W. parties at South are always enjoyed, as well as the stunt nite. But
when do we have our yearly all-day sucker sale to finance the trip to the Northeastern
Women's Student Conference?
THi^tlST
Third Row: D. NiCHo
Second Row: D. LEONAm^I.mZ d^vsIaT
First Roze: t. mcan REWS, c. SCHMIDT,
Sitting: r. baEEOWS, W FRANCIS
Gladys Wk
Frances Scott
Helen MacNak
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Organized this year, the club has enjoyed a most successful season, and we all
recall that pleasing concert at the religious service last fall.
Ofte Hundred Sixty-t-wo
Third Roie: c. ].,%whence, c. LOFGllEK. I. BLAZAH, 0. WILLIA.MS, A. BE I, 11. TUKIil.m. B. HE,1I.UIN,
Second Roze: a. migliachio , J. WUlTMi'J.t'uZuoylD. 0. BEAUK ONT, S. LEVI. 11. PREBLUDA.
Front Row: H. brvden, w MOODY, E. JACODSON, M. HYSON, H.
The Glee Club
Howard Droitcour . Manager
William Moody Assistant Manager
Milton Hyson . Leader
Wallace MacKenzie Pianist
The Glee Club practices every Monday night and gives various concerts through-
1 out the state. This year a very interesting and pleasing program was presented at
Edwards Hall.
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Francesca da HimiiM
1929 CoimnueHeeimeiit Play
as produced by
The Rhode Island State College
directed by Mrs. Roy Rawlings
Productions such as "Romeo and Juliet," '27; "Little Women," '28; "Tre-
lawney of the Wells," '29; "Francesca da Rimini," '29; and "Little Rhody's 1930
College Revue," speak for the success of the R. L S. C. Players.
EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR THE PLAYERS
1929-1930
Wilfred S. Armstrong
Helen B. Grout
John L. Putnam
Albert D'Orsi .
Louis J. Bellavia
George Shafran
George E. Prime
Amy Arbogast .
GeneralManager
Secretary
Treasurer
Assistant Stage Director
. Stage Manager
Musical Director
. Properties
Costumes
One HundredSi,vty-fI
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The Lectiure AssoeiatioTm
Henry J. Cragan President
W. Thayer Chase .........Vice-President
jVIiss Texas McAndrews.........Secretary
Prof. John W. Weldin Treasurer
This year the Lecture Association presented a series of entertainments that
greatly excelled all past performances. Much credit is due to the efficient and well
balanced organization fostered by Dr. Weldin.
Economist Club
Frank Lee .
Leland Smith .
Veronica Fogarty
Leonard Russell
c-Fresident
Secretary
This year the Economists have slipped a bit by not putting on the Eco Ral
the students sincerely hope that they will spring forth on next April Fool's Da\
their annual dance.
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Men's Debating Society
Daniel O'Connor President
Benjamin Mayhew Secretary
The Debating Society consists of our most fluent talkers, and each year conducts
a series of intercollegiate debates vvith various other college debating teams. The
Debating Society has enjoyed a most successful career, and we feel sure that its suc
cess win continue.
The Mlanket Tax Committee
chairman
Director of Student Activities
Director of Athletics.
Secretary-Treasurer
That's where our money goes. Through this efficient committee the student tax
is carefully proportioned among the several campus organizations, including Ath
letics, The BeacoUj and others of the college departments. To us it seems really a mar
vel that so many things are accomplished by this efficient committee with the amount
they have to work with.
Prof. Marshall H. Tyler .
Prof. Royal L. Wales
Mr. Frank W. Keaney
Prof. Joh.n Barlow .
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Sept. 3 : Football practice begins.
Sept. 10 : Frosh arrive, lectures, etc.
Sept. 1 1 : Frosh register.
Sept. 12: Upperclassmen back. Registration.
Sept. 13 : Classes begin (note the date) . Freshman Informal.
Sept. 14 : Practice game, the whole navy it seemed, but we won, 18
Sept. 16 : First Assembly.
Sept. 18: Y. W. Freshman stunt nite.
Sept. 20: Sororities entertain. Something different!
Sept. 21 : Arnold game, nice work, 19-0.
Sept. 23 : Sigma Kappa Rush Feed.
Sept. 26 : Chi Omega Rush Feed.
Sept. 28 : Maine at Orono, 7-0. Tough luck I
Sept. 29 : Clocks back an hour.
Sept. 30 : Deha Zeta Rush Feed.
Oct. 1: Silence for women (?).
Oct. 2 : Girl bids out ; 34 pledgees.
Oct. 4 : Mass meeting for Brown game.
Oct. 5 ; Brown 14, R. I. 6. Not bad I
Oct. 7 : Frosh become Campus Greeks. Religious census.
Oct. 11 : House dances. A A W, * B X, '5 Z, S A E.
Oct. 12 : We get a cut on Columbus. Moses Brown 13, Frosh 0.
Oct. 14: Honors Day at Assembly.
Oct. 15 : Mustaches go big with Freshmen.
Oct. 18: Cross Country. Brown loses two.
Oct. 19: At Lewiston, Bates, 6-6. Tech-Frosh, 13-0.
Oct. 21 : First dime day of year, magazines.
Oct. 23 : Ye Aggie Bawle.
Oct. 26 : Rhody defeats Lowell 26-7. Brown Frosh lose 6-0.
Oct. 27 : First religious mass meeting, Rev. Fred Brown.
Oct. 28: Navy day in Assembly, Rev. Brown officiates.
Oct. 31 : Co-ed Hallowe'en Party. Freshmen 6, Rogers 0.
Nov. 1 : Hill and Dalers beat B. U., 20-35.
Nov. 2 : R. I.26, U. S. C. G.0. Dances at Z K, A Z, E *. Charles Holland died.
Nov. 3 : Memorial service. Dean Cotter was the .speaker.
Nov. 7 : Freshman class meeting.
Nov. 8: Springfield 19, Frosh 0.
Nov. 9: Rhody 39, Tech 0.
Nov. 1 1 : Armistice Day. R. O. T. C. parade in Providence.
Nov. 13 : Coach Keaney conducts Soph dass meeting.
Nov. 14 : Kingston dresses up for Homecoming Day.
Nov. IS : At Storrs, Frosh 6-6. Connecticut loses in cross country.
Nov. 16 : Rhody 19, Connecticut 6. Victory dances, P I K, 6 X.
Nov. 17: Rabbi Gup at religious meeting.
Nov. 18: Plans afoot to honor football warriors.
Nov. 19: Frosh-Soph rumpus short-lived.
Nov. 21 : 520 hours metered out to 34 hard-boiled freshmen.
Nov. 27 : House dances, * '^F A, A E O.
Nov. 28 : Thanksgiving Day.
Dec 2 : Back at the old grind.
Dec 4 : The 4 Stars Lecture Association.
Dec. 5 : Student Council scraps sandwich board idea.
Dec 6 : Football Victory Dance.
Dec. 7: S A E Father-Son banquet.
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Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec.
Dec
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb,
Feb,
Feb,
Raffling of college flivvers is very common.
Varsity basketball season opens. R. 1, 74. New Bedford 32.
Co-eds sing at religious services.
All three sororities hold Christinas parties.
Soph Hop.
We go home Christmas holidays.
Back at school.
Sprague Players.
Fraternity league starts off with a bang.
Rev. Dunstoii Dobbins speaks on the "Quest."
Coach Keaney talks in Assembly.
Frosh open basketball sea.son, victims, Providence Tech, 2
Rev. Hughes speaks on Church Democracy.
Freshmen 48, Cranston 11 ; Northeastern 42, Rhody 45.
: Freshman Phi Delta plays.
: Varsity loses to Worcester, 39-28.
: Religious services. Rev. Denton.
: Junior co-eds win interclass basketball title.
: Arnold College, 38-27.
: Kingston players present "Ponieroy's Past."
: U. S. C. G. defeated, 37-28. Delta Zeta Dance
to 31: Mid-Years.
First term ends.
Registration second half.
Classes begin.
Brooklyn Polytech wins, 32-27.
Chi Omega House Dance.
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Feb 10
Feb 11
Feb 12
Feb. 13
Feb. 14
Feb. 15
Feb. 19.
Feb. 21:
Feb. 22:
Feb. 26:
Feb. 28:
Mar 1
Mar 3
Mar 4
Mar 6
Mar 8
Mar 10
Mar 11
Mar 12
Mar 13
Mar 14
Mar. 15:
THfiQflQiST
Senior Class goes to the polls.
B. U. loses two : Frosh, 31-19; 'Varsity, 36-30.
Henderson Duo, Guy Sweeney at Edwards.
Clark beaten, 41-33.
Valentine's Day. Sigma Kappa Bridge and Dance.
Gala Day. Three victories over Connecticut Aggies : Co-ed, 20-17 ; Frosh,
39-16; Varsity, 36-31.
Brown smothered, 38-26.
Military Ball, Moulin Rouge Orchestra.
Brown Frosh, 52-24. Northeastern at Boston, overtime, 38-34.
Trinity lowers Rhody, 40-31. Rain, snow, etc.
Men's Glee Club at Edwards.
: Split even at Storrs : Frosh, 36-20 ; Co-eds, 19-19 ; Varsity, 28-52.
: Dr. Edwards takes to his bed.
: Frosh-Saybrook, 28-16.
St. Michael's beaten, 31-21.
Brown at Providence, 28-43.
Compulsory membership in the Polygon.
A E n wins fraternity league title.
Chester Howland lectures on Whaling.
S A E beats 0 X for cellar honors.
All fraternities radio-crazed.
House Dances, $ M A, B O.
One Hundred Seventy-two
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Mar. 17 : Governor Case speaks at Assembly.
Mar. 19: Les Keegan speaks to Aggies.
Mar. 20 : Beacon announces annual elections.
Mar. 21 : Glee Club in aiipearance at East Greenwich.
Mar. 22 : The Panhellenic.
Mar. 24 : Co-eds' embarrassment, a minister at Assembly
Mar. 25 : J unior co-eds make appearance in blazers.
Mar. 26 : Senior M. E.'s run College's $46,000 boiler.
Mar. 29 : House Dances, A X A, * B X.
April 1 : Frosh doff caps.
April 2 : Thorough-bred mongrels common amongst co-i
April 3 ; First baseball game ot season.
April 4 : Dr. Edwards becomes worse.
April 5 : Frosh win interclass track meet.
April 7: The last quarter (mile).
April 8 : Deep concern over Dr. Edwards' condition.
April 10 : In Memoriam, Dr. Edwards.
April 12: Hundreds attend Dr. Edwards' funeral.
April 13 : Rev. Ahlquist at religious services.
April 17 : R. I.-Amherst track meet. College closes.
April 22 : We report in time for drill.
April 24: R. I. S. C. musical comedy well received.
And so to press.
THffi^]@IST
They Ar$
Texas McAndrews Most beautifid
zvonian.
Christina Schmidt Most thorough
lady.
Barbara 'Bra.ndMost collegiate, best
dressed, most popular, most versa
tile, best dancer.
Catherine MacKayilfo^-f respected,
best natured, best all around, done
most for R. I.
Ruth Lee Besl all around athlete.
Frances Wright Most original, most
brilliant, most likely to succeed.
Irene Walling Most scholarly.
Rita Bergin Wittiest.
Harold Pearson Most handsome man.
Charles Pray Most thorough man,
most respected.
Edward CapucilH Most collegiate,
best dancer.
Frank Lee Best dressed, most likely to
succeed.
Charles Lazareck Best natured, most
popular, done most for R. I.
Henry J. Cragan^ -Best all around,
most versatile.
Matthew E. Kearns Best all around
athlete.
Richard Howes- Most original.
Howard Droitcour Most scholarly,
most brilliant.
Alphonse Ravenelle Wittiest.
New Gyn , Kingston, R. I., May 9, 1929
COMMITTEE ON ARRANGEMENTS
Alphonse W. Ravenelle, General Chairman
Charles Lazareck, Chairman
Barbara Thompson
Decorations
Henry Cragan, Chairman
Charles Flaherty
Joseph Davis
Elmer Davenport
Favors
Martin McCue, Chairman
Benjamin Mayhew
Arthur Catudal
Publicity
Fred Ackroyd, Chairman
Horace Kreinick
Programs
Howard Droitcour, Chain
Alex Glen
Phillip Wiggenhauser
Edith Littlefield
Music
Simon Sulkin, Chairman
Donald Davidson
Minard Price
Refreshments
Catherine MacKay, Chairman Barbara Brand
Patrons and Patronesses
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Edwards Prof, and Mrs. Joseph 'W. Ince
Dr. and Mrs. Harold 'W. Browning Prof, and Mrs. Herman Churchill
Mr. Samuel A. Howes and Miss PIelen Weaver
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Hammond's Barn, R. I. State College, October 23, 1929
COMMITTEE
Minard W. Price, Chairman
Decorations
Leroy H. Hersey
Programs
Clarence E. Hoxsie
Patrons
Muriel G. Fletcher
Lights
William S. Moody
Floor
John C. Hammond
Publicity
James W. Armstrong
Refreshments
Winthrop W. Farnsworth
Favors
Linwood T. Brown
Patrons and Patronesses
Dr. and JIrs. Howard Edwards Prof, and Mrs. Carrick E. Wildon
Prof, and Mrs. John E. Ladd
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford P. Hart
Dean and Mrs. George E. Adam;
Dr. and Mrs. PIaroldW. Brovvni
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COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS
Carl H. Bildorf, Chairman
Decorations
Louis J. Ballavia
Sigred Carlson
Joseph J. Swlatlowski
Music
Charles A. Hall
Henry A. Earle, Jr.
Kenneth G. Laidlaw
Refreshments
Columbine Pascone
Doris T. Hayes
Antoinette B. Coduri
Floor
Leon C. Breault
Albert D. MacKinnon
Albert J. St. Jean
Favors and Programs
Frank R. Grammelsbach Albert F. Keene
George S. Williams
Patrons and Patronesses
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Edwards Prof, and Mrs. George Adams
De. and Mrs. Harold Browning Prof, and Mrs. Joseph Ince
Capt. and Mrs. Thomas Freeman Mr, and Mrs. Frank W. Keanev
One Hundred Seveilty-i
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Gymnasium, P'ebruary 21st, 1930
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS
Cadet Major C. G. Tolson, Executive
Finance
Cadet Lieut. L. F. Dunn
Cadet Lieut. W. J. Callahan
Cadet Lieut. E. E. D.wenport
Cadet Srgt. H. Gobeille
Cadet Lieut. F. G. Lee
Cadet Srgt. L. H. Russell
Refreshmcnts-
Cadet Lieut. C. E. Hoxie
Cadet Srgt. R. R. Staples
Floor
Cadet Srgt. G. A. Ormiston
Cadet Srgt. E. G. Osterlund
Cadet Srgt. C. G. Dummer
Lights
Cadet Capt. D. R. Willard
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Edwards
Capt. and Mrs. T. Freeman
Decorations
C.\-oK'r Capt. G. R. Champlin
Cadet Srgt. F. E. Sulloway
Cadet Srgt. A. F. W . Hjelmstrom
Cadet Srgt. F. B. Patrick
Music
Cadet Lieut. U. Mainelli
Cadet Lieut. D. K. Davidson
Refreshments
Cadet Lieut. C. E. Hoxsie
Cadet Srgt. R. R. Staples
Guests of Honor
Gov. and iNIrs. Norman S. Case
Maj. Gen. Preston C. Brown and Staff
Col. Percy C. Bishop and Staff
Adj. Gen. Arthur C. Cole and Staff
Col. Cyril D. Wells and Staff
Chape
Capt. and Mrs. U. W. Holly
Prof, and Mrs. J. W. Ince
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The 1930 Grist Board wishes to take this opportunity to express its sincere
appreciation of the services rendered in the publishing of The Grist to the follow
ing people :
The E. A. JOHNSON COAH-^ANY, Printers, and R. H. Christopher for his
willing co-operation and his valuable suggestions and criticisms.
HOWARD -WESSON COMPANY, Engravers, Worcester, Mass., whose
promptness in meeting engraving schedules and in solving engraving problems has
been of great benefit to the Board.
WHITE STUDIO. Ne
in the book and lor the w
To all students who i
York, for the exceptionally fine photographs appear-
lingness to help and advise at all times.
y way aided in the publishing of this book.
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lOf
The Editors of the 1930 Grist, together
with the Business Board, hereby
express sincere appreciation
for the assistance gi'ven
by our ad"vertis'
ers in the
1930 Grist
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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TRIAD
Radio Tubes
TRIAD TUBES
will improve your radio
reception.
^ Your radio reproduc
tion can be no better
than the tubes you use.
Demand them mm atyour dealerW
TRIAD MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
pawtucket, R. I.
One Hundred F.ighty-lzvo
GIBSON'S
CHOCOLATES
and BON BONS
Proi^idencc Made Fresh Daily
Providence
Pawtucket - - Woonsocket
LARGE.ST IN AMERICA
WALDORF
TnU^XED0S
CAPS AND GOWNS
WALDORF CLOTHING CO.
212 Union Street, Providence, R. [.
Ivten's Formal WearExclusively
new Haven Buffalo Bdltmt(
Bostci Providence
WAKEFIELD TRUST COMPANY
WAKEFIELD, RHODE ISLAND
Capital $200,000 Surplus and Pro/its Over $350,000
BRANCH AT NARRAGANSETT PIER OPEN ENTIRE YEAR
Safe Deposit Boxes to Rent
Interest on Participation Account Paid February 15th and August 15th
Commercial and Savings Accounts Solicited
Trust Department Acts as Executor or Administrator of Estates,
also as Custodian of Private Funds
BENJAMIN F. ROBINSON
President
GEORGE A. KROENER
'Vice-President
FRANK 'W. CLEMENS
Secretary and Treasurer
BESSIE P. CHAPPELL
Asst. Treasurer
EVERETT J. BATEMAN
Asst. Treasurer
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RUMFORD
THE WHOLESOME
BAKING POWDER
THE RUMFORD COMPANY
RUMFORD. R. I.
IS your bake day a pleasure or ananxiety? Rumford makes bake
days an unqualified dehght to thou
sands of successful, happy housewives,
because Rumford results in real ba\'
ing perfection.
Pure in quahty, of uniform leaven
ing strength and sure dependability,
Rumford raises the food just right,
bringing out the rich delicious flavor
of the materials used.
Rura/ord-raised foods are always
Ught, moist, fine-grained, easy to di
gest. In efficiency, wholesomeness and
economy, Rumford has led for over a
quarter of a century.
FREE Let us send you, free, a copy
of our helpful cook book,
"Common Sense Cook Book"
The
APPAREL
NEEDS of
College Men
have long heen a speciali2;ed study
with this store. You can be sure
of up-tO'the-minute selections at
full-value prices.
THE
OUTLET
Station WJAR Providence, R. I.
New England Headquarters
for
MICROSCOPES
Eastern Scientific
Company
Distributors of
Scientific Apparata and
Chemicals
51 Bassctt Street Providence, R. I.
One Hundred F.ii)hly-fo,
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Of a distinctive char
acter and unques
tionable quality and
style. Quickly fur
nished at prices that
compa
quite fa
Tilden-Thurber
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
Summer Shop Watcli Hill, R. I.
Neiu
TUXEDOS
FOR
HIRE ISO up
Read & White
210 WOOLWORTH BUILDING
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Largest Dress Clothes Renting Specialists
in the World
JoH-N CH.^PM.^N, Campus Rc(3resentatiDe
Mzlitar}' Uniforms . . .
HELP TO MAKE A DISTINGUISHED COLLEGE
THE UNIFORMS FOR THE R. O. T. C. ON THIS
CAMPUS ARE SUPPLIED BY
SIGMUND EISNER CO.
Red Bank, New Jersey
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MACHINES
World's Standard of Accuracy
Excellence in performance depends upon accu
racy in manufacture. By the use of Brown &
Sharpe Machine Tools, close limits of accuracy are
and production costs are kept low.
In addition to a complete line of
Milling, Grinding, Gear Cutting and
Hobbing and Screw Machines there
are Brown 8C Sharpe Machinsts' Tools,
Cutters and Hobs, and Gauges all
aluabtc aids
nufacture.
t-day
Let us send you Catalog No. 139
giving information on all Brown 8C
Sharpe products.
GEAR CUTTING AND
HOBBING MACHINES Brown f4 Sharpe
C A, Dmiiliam Co
450 East Ohio Street
CHICAGO, ILL.
H. M. Brightman
1900
R. H. Brightman
1927
^=5
Providence Local Branch
Old Industrial Trust Bldg.
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Sheldon House Furnishing Co,
Dealers in
Furniture, Rugs, Glassware, Kitchenware,
Ranges, Crockery, Lamps, Phonographs
Wall Paper, Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
Brushes, Alabastine, Lime, Paste, Floor
Wax, Paper Towels, Paper Plates, Cups,
Napkins, Linoleums, Congoleums
and Bedding
Croc\ery and Glassiuare Rented jar Banquets
The L. G. Balfour
Company
Attleboro, Massachusetts
Manufacturers of
Badges Fraternity Jewelry Medals
Rings Memorial Tablets Cups
Favors Emblem Insignia Trophies
Programs Athletic Figures Medallions
Stationery Door Plates Plaques
"Known Wherever There Are
Schools and Colleges"
One Hundred Eighty-seven
Rhode Island State College
Offers Free Collegiate Instruction
to residents of Rhode Island who present for entrance
fifteen units of high school work
n ?
n a
COURSES OF STUDY
For Women
Home Economics General Science
For Men
Agriculture, General Science, Business Administration
Engineering (Civil, Chemical, Electrical
and Mechanical)
Teacher Training for Both Men and Women specifically in
Home Economics and Agricuhure
MILITARY DEPARTMENT, RESERVE OFFICERS-
TRAINING CORPS
Board and Room at Cost
Total Estimate of Expenses Yearly, $425
? n
a n
FOR CATALCXs ADDRESS
REGISTRAR, RHODE ISLAND STATE COLLEGE
KINGSTON. RHODE ISLAND
One Hundred FIghly-eight
SEEDS
FERTILIZERS TRACTORS
DAIRY SUPPLIES
LOWER LAWN MOWERS
GASOLINE ENGINES
Fwrmer Supplies of All Kinds
The W. E. Barrett Co.
89 C.'\N,\L Street Providence, R. L
SHOES and
HOSIERY
for MEN and WOMEN
Westminster and Dorrance Sts.
Providence, R. I.
BIGELOW, KENT,WILLARD &
INCORPOR.^TED
Consulting Engineers and Accountants
Production, Costs, Sales, Audits
Building and Machine Design, Valuations
Chemical and Physical Testing, Industrial Research
Management, Trusteeships, Financing
PARK SQUARE BUILDING
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
Engineers in charge of design and erection of new Edwards Hall,
Bliss Hall, and Gyn
One Hundred Eighty-
e pLit color and
personality into printing
and do it successfLilly.
The GRIST is
a Johnson Job
One Hundred .l^'inely
BUILD with WOOD
EQUIP with HARDWARE
PAINT with PAINT
HEAT luith COAL
FEED with GRAIN
From ....
WAKEFIELD LUMBER CO.
Phone Number Narragansett 1 78
Furmshers of ALPHA CEMENT for All Hew Buildings
THE
UTTER
COMPANY
Publishers and Printers
for
Washington County
for
Eighty Years
Neiv HATS and
HABERDASHERY
Suits and Topcoats, Too
/according to the calendar.
Spring is just around the corner: but at this
Live Store, Spring Haberdashery has arrived.
Drop in and learn what's new and correct
for the new season. And if you happen to
be in an acquisitive mood, we can accom
modate you at our usual economical prices.
KENNEDY'S
Westminster .and Dorrance Streets
Providence, R. I.
One Hundred .Vlnety-one
^a^^^^^^^^^^^^^^lP^^^^^
w
/ ^*^ -^hmr--y:;r^Kik 1iifffr ~~~~~~-J^^
"Designers of^rt Theme and Engravers
for thk hook
%e Qollege Engravers of JVeiv Sngland
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
One Hundred N'incly-
There is Health
in Salads made
with
SEIDNER'S
MAYONNAISE
Manufactured h'y
OTTO SEIDNER, Inc.
Westerly, R. I.
D. GILLIES' SONS
WAKEFIELD, R. I.
BOOK,
JOB and COMMERCIAL
PRINTERS
THE NEAREST PRINTING OFFICE
TO THE COLLEGE
At Tour Service Any Time
C B. COTTRELL & SONS CO.
Printing Press Manufacturers
WESTERLY, R. L
25 East 26th Street
NEW YORK CITY
332 So. Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.
One Hundred Ninety-three
BEST WISHES
from
CLASS OF
One Hundred Nmety-fo-,
WILCOX'S GARAGE
AUTOS FOR HIRE
LONG-DISTANCE TRIPS SOLICITED
PRICES RIGHT
We Meet AU Trains
Telephone 198-]-14 WEST KINGSTON, R. I.
Day and Night Service Buses for Charter
Best Wishes
c^
LEWIS FARM!
EAST GREENWICH, R. I.
Harry R. Lewis, '07
We Furnish Happy
Homes
Distinctive Furniture and
Floor Coverings
Our Prices Are Most Reasonable
and
Our Terms Are Easy
WESTERLY
Furniture Co.
Westerly, R. I.
One Hundred N'lnety-five
BEST WISHES
from
LASS OF
1932
One HundredNinety-six
Holley Ice and Transportation Co.
Daily Trucking Service
PROVIDENCE WAKEFIELD - - WESTERLY
Call Us for Tour
ICE FUEL TEAMING TRUCKING |
Dependable Service
MAIN OFFICE PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Wakefield, R. I Tel. Nam. 350-W Tel. Gaspee 0541
KODAKS and
ACCESSORIES
DEVELOPING - PRINTING
ENLARGING
FOR THE AMATEURS
Cine" Kodak, Bell & Howell,
DeVry, Q. R. S. and
Victor Moving Picture Cameras
Drawing and Artists Materials
a ?
Chas. S. Bush Co.
244-246 Weybosset Street
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Compliments of
NATIONAL
DECORATING
COMPANY
Providence, R. I.
One Hiindi-ed Ninety-seven
BEST WISHES
from
LASS OF
1931
One HundredNinety-eight
NED'S Coffee Shop
Wishes the Senior Class all possible success and
than\s them for their patronage.
STUDENTS AND ALUMNI WILL ALWAYS BE WELCOME AT
NED'S
Compliments of
the
JOS. M. HERMAN
SHOE COMPANY
Manufacturers of
MILITARY and CIVILIAN
SHOES
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
For the Bride
and Graduate
Puzzled about what to give? Visit the
Electric Shop there are many happy
suggestions, any one of which you will
find particularly appropriate.
SOUTH COUNTY
PUBLIC SERVICE CO.
Part of the Hew England Power Association
Electric Shop, Wakefield
One Hundred Ninety-nine
Established 1888
A QUARTER CENTURY OF
COLLEGE PHOTOGRAPHY
220 West 42nd Street
NEW YORK
V> ompletely Equipped to Render
the Highest Quality Craftsmanship and an
Expedited Service on Both Personal Portraiture
and Photography for College Annuals
OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER
to the
"1930 GRIST"
Compliments
of
Compliments
cX^-^Xs
'T'he cover for
JL this annual
vsras created by
The DAVID J.
MOLLOY CO.
2857 N. Western Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
fsis
<^X2CX=
SUBSCRIBE TO
and
ADVERTISE IN
2IIj^ Sharon
THE
RHODE ISLAND STATE
COLLEGE WEEKLY
For Information, Write to
Lincoln A. Dexter, P.I.K.
Business Manager
Tel. Nam. 8?3-J-3
Ttca Hundred On
THiq^;IST
<s.//v-yy'^^=^
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